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This dissertation explores the assertions that changes in form,
function, practice, and perceptions of puha primarily arose from
the dispossession of landscapes and oppression of specific
religious practices due to Euro-American contact, resource
depletion, and reservation confinement. The reservation era
placed the indigenous populace into a state of purgatory where
treaties and peace relations were consistently repositioned and
reneged. The perceptions of the indigenous inhabitants pre and
post Euro-American contact detail critical moments that assisted
in shaping the dynamic relationship between socioreligious
perceptions and the Eastern Shoshone’s identity. What is
displayed is a unique set of circumstances that assisted in the
development of the Eastern Shoshone socioreligious identity
rooted in an ancient shamanistic concept of religious ecology
that correlates with spiritual power. This dissertation crossculturally examines the continuity and changes of relational
puha practices extending back to the early Great Basin
archeological record linking the concept to the broader
relational Numic shamanic practices.
This dissertation argues that puha is an ancient concept of
healing and power reflected within the archeological record that
displays fluidity, adaptability, and continuity. These
reflections of puha — as seen in the Dinwoody Tradition — are
delineated through rock art, mythology, and ecology, which
builds a hierarchy of puha attainment and transference which
solidified a distinct set of ceremonial and ritual practices
identifiable in the material culture of the Eastern Shoshone.
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CHAPTER 1
CONCEPTS, COMPOSITIION, AND CONFIGURATION

1.1 Introduction

Societies’ most prevalent meanings and values can often be
represented through symbolic forms and functions that persist
for extended periods.

A symbol, sign, index, or behavior can

become lost in translation, not defined within strict
parameters.

However, many symbolic actions and forms can

transcend select cultural boundaries through the continuity of
practice, form, and function.

For societies, these persisting

ideas integrate with material culture, creating a dialogue and
sociocultural transaction where beliefs, practices, and values
are established.

The material culture allows a symbolic action

to take place in the material world that orients the society and
individuals into transcendental modes further providing an
operational outlet beyond the confined parameters of the natural
societal lifeways.
Societies and individuals navigate their environments by
categorizing meaning and attributing value to materials that
uphold their worldviews and lifeways.

Access to multiple forms

of information and transference creep into the minute fabrics of
cultures, inundating individuals with an insurmountable amount
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of data to be processed, sense-made and stratified.

Humankind

have categorized their environments for an estimated 200,000
years.

Kingdoms fall, species become extinct, and humans have

consistently oriented towards changing horizons.

One seemingly

resolute thread of continuity through a vast stretch is the
ability to project a deep reverence of sacredness towards the
landscape through the human experience.

Lascaux, Altamira, and

Chauvet are only an infinitesimal example of humankind’s
awareness within the environment that display the ability to
capture the inhabitant’s perceptions in symbolic veneration of
the world that they were navigating and categorizing.

We cannot

answer in totality what these images truly meant for those
placing them upon the landscape.
matter.

Yet, we can infer that they do

While Lascaux, Altamira, and Chauvet are some of the

most recognizable representations of early ancestral sensemaking
within select environments, the North American Great Basin and
Northwestern Great Plains echoes many of the same foundational
sentiments regarding the captivating dictation that the
environment held over the inhabitants.
The temporal gap of relation regarding the relative western
human experience in contrast to prehistoric societies of the
Northwestern Great Plains and the North American Great Basin
persist.

Yet, as has been done with rock art around the world,

inferences can be asserted about meaning, value, and
2

representation of the societal symbolic depictions and
accompanying actions.

The abstract figures and anthropomorphs

of the Great Basin and central-west Wyoming are quite literally
representations of individual visionary experiences.

The

Dinwoody Tradition is recognized for its purpose in signaling
spiritual power known by the Eastern Shoshone as puhai:
Shoshonean cosmology is driven by the
foundational concept of puha. Loosely
translated as “power,” puha is a living, kinetic
force that moves through the existing universe
without boundaries or dividing lines separating
animals, plants, and rocks—all considered to be
“people” talking one language. (Thomas 2019: 7)

Puha which becomes integrated into the society through the
individual dictates how the Shoshone conceive and relate to
intangible and material environments.

The form and function of

puha manifests in the material culture of the society. This can
be in many forms, including the distinct anthropomorphic figures
of the Dinwoody tradition.

The Dinwoody figure’s ability to

signal socioreligious practices, experiences, and belief cannot
simply be reduced to an individual shamanic experience.

Doing

so dilutes the complexity surrounding the orientation,
perceptions, and accompanying actions that integrate beyond the
individual into the group.
also social.

Puha is not only individual, it is

The individuals journey to puha, the accompanying

material culture, and symbolic depictions matter, but why they
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matter is of equal import.

All material culture is not equal.

The pragmatic return it provides to the society is dependent of
the investment it receives.

Yet, this is not clear as to how,

or even why these items are revered.

How does a rock become a

spiritual stone, how does a tree become the axis-mundi of the
universe?

How do mundane materials become imbued with meaning

and value that transcends the mundane?

Are the reverences

vested within the visual aesthetic, or does it reside within the
decisive actions and perceptions which become symbolically
represented through ritual, ceremony, and sociocultural
dynamics?
Socioreligious material culture attributes a level of
importance that many cultural dynamics do not attain.
Nevertheless, why did the Eastern Shoshone stratify places,
ideas, and symbolic visual representations from the mundane, and
how did they relate to them differently than other cultural
specifics?

Furthermore, what were the consequences that

established these categories? Were these products of persisting
ideas through time, or were they response mechanisms towards
change and societal preservation?
The Shoshonean religious identity displays a beautifully
complex and cohesive structure of belief and relation to their
environment permeating with spiritual power.

This can be
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described as an ecology of puha.

While westernized perceptions

of spiritual power elicit Judeo-Christian religious depictions
of Christ and his disciples, American Indian spiritual imagery
has a rich display of symbolic images and actions vested in
distinct spiritual power and landscape perceptions.

The

interconnectedness of oral history, ritual and ceremony,
landscape, material culture, and belief oriented toward puha
displays a glimpse into a distinct socioreligious identity.
The Shoshone have cultivated this distinct socioreligious
worldview that circumambulates the utilization of dreams,
visions, and socioreligious representations buttressed upon
puha.

This eloquent cosmology is tenanted with water ghosts,

trolls, cannibal owls, heroic brothers, and guardian spirits
that populate their natural landscapes and accompanying
cosmological perceptions (Hultkrantz 1987; Whitley 1998(a)).
The result is a traditional visual material culture capable of
adapting to new lifeways and worldviews, as practiced by the
early progenitors of puha form and function.

1.2 Scope of Work

This document sets out to interpret socioreligious actions
and material culture as they relate to the Eastern Shoshone's

5

notions of puha through time, linking the concept to the larger
Numic prayerstone hypothesis, extending back archeologically,
and the ethnohistorical shift regarding the vision quest and
dance ceremonialism into the early reservation period.
Viewing these continuities and changes regarding the form
and function of socioreligious power and perceptions will
illuminate the foundations regarding the religious identity of
the Shoshone that coalesced as the Eastern Shoshone following
the reservation era.

The changes of puha procurement and ritual

action support the notion that puha perceptions were reflexive
to the societal changes of the time, specifically with respect
to the functionality of the vision quest ritual and the material
culture that accompany the processes relating to puha.

For

this, the document will utilize data acquired in prior works in
relation to the vision quest and the Dinwoody Tradition (Francis
and Loendorf 2002; Atencio 2019).

This information is dynamic

and continuously changing as archeological evidence and
indigenous knowledge continuously situate our understanding of
the lifeways and worldviews regarding Shoshonean perceptions of
puha.
The document will also explore the pragmatic implementation
and functionality of the symbolic perceptions and utility in
shaping the symbolic lexicon, ritual framing, and actions linked
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to the ecology of puha and socioreligious power.

Doing so will

lead to an understanding to the actions surrounding puha and the
Eastern Shoshone's religious identity during stages of
disparity, oppression, and land dispossession.
The continuity that remained through the symbolic lexicon
was sustained awareness and societal adjustments which formed a
distinct socioreligious tribal identity and a newfound tenured
American Indian identity through the practice of ceremonialism
echoing the shared experiences of conflict and capitulations
between the U.S. Government and the indigenous populace.

The

various Shoshonean groups were conscientious of their place
within the landscape in customs.

These nuanced customs and

distinguishing dynamics largely went unnoticed by Euro-American
settlers and the U.S. Government.

The indigenous inhabitants

perceived the events surrounding them through the lens of their
presupposed integrated belief structures which became further
incorporated through their material culture and dynamic
experiences.

1.3 Considerations

The Eastern Shoshone perceived their cosmological and
material environments — mostly – as a cohesive unit.

While
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distinct in their respected forms and functions, these worlds
are not entirely separated.

Rather, these spiritual and

material worlds are integrated with one another through the
socioreligious actions and traditional indigenous beliefs.
Dreams, visions, and everyday conscious experiences are treated
as navigatory modalities between spiritual and material worlds.
These worlds are not categories of separation.

Instead, they

are categories of integration viewed as landscapes permeating
with spiritual power that is to be encountered and utilized
(Basso 1996; Hultkrantz 1979: 1981: 1986; Irwin 1994 ).
Archeology has set the course regarding the amount of work
on indigenous materials and their relationship within specific
landscapes.

However, western paradigms and traditional

knowledge has, at times, been at oppositions, specifically
regarding Shoshonean occupation in the Intermountain West and
the Northern Great Plains.

The momentum to collaborate western

paradigms and traditionally associated indigenous knowledge has
granted a depth of understanding that continues to shape new
hypothesis and further research.
Nevertheless, these differing perceptions of environments
between traditional knowledge and scientific paradigms will be
encountered, and in doing so, will undoubtedly create moments
where indigenous knowledge and archeological data are in
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opposition.

I situate the document to provide both views for

analysis and interpretation.

1.4 Broader Implications and Audience

This research is oriented to influence contemporary and
future scholars, humanists, indigenous peoples, historians,
archeologists, anthropologists, activists, and artists.

This

document will serve as a vessel for knowledge transmission
within the field of scientific and historical discourse
regarding accounts of traditionally associated knowledge and
ecological relationships that shaped cultural identities.
The dissertation illuminates select traditional knowledge
and beliefs alongside archeological records and ethnographic
accounts.

Utilizing the variety of sources and perceptions as

vital resources of information — regarding further explorations
into indigenous beliefs — allows the research to implement a
select range of data to interpret.

This analysis proceeds by

providing synthesis regarding the relationship of the Eastern
Shoshone and their environments that served as a catalyst to the
continuity and changes of puha through textual resources,
symbolic anthropology, and cross-cultural comparisons of
socioreligious actions and belief.
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This exploration of ritual beliefs, venerated symbols,
sacred landscapes, oral traditions, myths, and environmental
impacts that directly affected the Eastern Shoshone’s ecology of
puha — requires further attention and study from future
historians, theologians, theorists, and traditionally associated
peoples.

This contribution will further discourse into

religious and ritual studies, ecology, philosophy, Native
American studies, and ethnohistory.

In closing, the document

does not adhere to any strict answers of the present projected
upon past societies.

Rather, the success of the study aims to

raise further considerations for future explorations reflecting
on how contemporary research can aid reflexive questions that
are difficult to encounter considering temporal distances.

The

main goal is to assist in understandings and further our present
and future states through social explorations.

1.5 Limits of Study

Such a complex and multidirectional study as this is devoid
of obstacles.

The research fields that this study approach are

extensive, so much so that some subject matter and cultures were
subjected to selectively imposed omissions due to the nature of
complexity within specific indigenous tribes regarding the vast
material culture and social organization.

Furthermore, there
10

are moments where the singular focus will expand into a broader
interpretive view, such as the impacts that various cultures had
on Shoshonean societies prior to the Eastern Shoshone
ethnogenesis.

The rich variety of materials available on Native

American studies is limitless, and the sample size of one
culture measured against others is infinitesimal, leaving a
monumental amount of untapped data to still be encountered.
Further considerations are given to the time-temporal
constraint.

The research does not claim a comprehensive

understanding of the ancient perspectives that are relatively
inaccessible, particularly when framed from current social
structures that are further disconnected from the lifeways
explored within this study.

However, the study will affirm the

utilization of measured assertions and interpretations due to
the body of literature and past research accrued from similar
cultures, societies, worldviews, and lifeways done by the likes
of Ake Hultkrantz, who compiled a vast array of data regarding
the Eastern Shoshone.

Another consideration must be given to

the disconnect in which modernity perceives and utilizes
landscapes versus that of indigenous cultures regarding
perceptions and practices circumambulating spiritual actions,
worldviews, and lifeways.

Many contemporary western societies

entrenched in modernity view landscapes as an independent body
separated from the society in ways that Shoshonean perceptions
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would not allow.

This distinguishes categories that are viewed

as taboo, profane, and sacred in which society is manifested
through its culture to build upon the landscape, conquer and
separate from the potential disparities that society may
encounter (Douglas 1966: 1970).

In short — and viewed from a

cursory reductionist view — westernized modernity aimed to hold
sway over the material environment while the indigenous
societies revered the environment for its multitude of
potential, both materially and phenomenologically.
The separation lends itself to interpretations and
assertions that human beings navigate their environments by
categorizing aspects into binary oppositions which then further
propagates the dynamics of culture and progression (Douglas
1966).

While societies have historically practiced

categorization, hunter-gatherer societies viewed the landscape
as an extended entity of the material world where spirits and
spiritual power populated the essential landscapes.

These

extended landscapes allowed for reciprocal relationships with
the land that was integrated into the material individual and
societal roles (Basso 1996). This can be perceived that for the
Eastern Shoshone, the landscape is not only an integral part of
sacredness, it is sacred.

The landscape is teeming with

potential, which the individual and the society are aware of,
and they consistently position themselves to harvest such
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potential through specific rituals, actions, and relations to
their environment, both materially and spiritually (Hultkrantz
1979: 1981).
The traditional indigenous knowledge is held as a valuable
keep safe for the identity of the Eastern Shoshone.

Along with

field experience photographing Dinwoody petroglyphs, I have
chosen to implement supplemental literature such as ethnographic
accounts from settlers, traders, and clergymen, second-hand
interviews, and archeological records to address the ecology of
puha.

Using early written texts and accounts provides a link to

a specific time between the primary events and the primary
subjects represented here; they are avenues to the past
accessible in the present.

The use of these accounts allows the

study to remain situated within a specific time, permitting
reflections on the nature of changing environments and views of
present and past.

1.6 Design of the Study

The ecology of puha within the Eastern Shoshone society is
buttressed upon distinct social actions.

The accompanying

traditions — the Sun Dance, the Dinwoody Tradition, and the
vision quest — concerned with the ecology of puha are
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multilayered and dynamic in their ability to transmit
cosmological beliefs, sociocultural and socioreligious
structures, and ecological lifeways of the Eastern Shoshone.
They are also similar in that they offer visions and encounters
with guardian spirits.

These encounters often come with

responsibilities that the supplicant must maintain throughout
their life to forego unpleasant circumstances of receiving the
vision and the accompanying spiritual power.

This study will

seek to illuminate why the vision quest was seemingly abandoned
during the late nineteenth century.

Was this abandonment a

product of the Sun Dance becoming an integral part of the
Eastern Shoshone religious and visual traditions during times of
crisis or were other variables impacting socioreligious choices?
These two multivariate rituals will require in-depth
analysis of their form and function.

One key distinction

between these two socioreligious dynamics is the individual and
social processes to seek visions.

This undoubtedly linked

preconceived notions regarding the differentiation between
ceremonial traditions and ritual actions leading to procurement
of visions and the representational relationship to an ecology
of puha.

Another factor the study considers is the various

lifeway choices made by Shoshonean societies due to cultural and
ecological changes, some of which they controlled and others
incontrovertibly due to external pressures.
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The study is designed to be interdisciplinary, utilizing
symbolism, cultural hybridity, and environmental studies to
address the relationship between puha and material culture,
which conceptualizes the fluidity of the Shoshone's worldview
and lifeway into and ecology of puha (Thomas 2019: 9-10).
Due to the nature of the subjects encountered, it is
essential to utilize qualitative data considering the nuance
that quantitative data may overlook in the specific cultural
contexts.

The study utilizes publicly accessible narratives,

texts, traditional oral accounts, historical documents,
photographs and illustrations, archeological sites,
environmental data, and ethnographic interviews to support such
nuanced data.

The broad scope of work leads to multiple avenues

of reflection, interpretation, and analysis that will further
explore indigenous perceptions and concepts concerning religious
concepts.
First the study will encounter theoretical perspectives and
how these are applied with a method for interpretation and
analysis.

Second, the study illuminates the social grouping and

organization of the Shoshone by illuminating the distinct bands,
kinship, and lifeways.

Third, the document will detail the

moments of treaty negotiations and failures which led to the
reservation era and dispossession of landscape altering the
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indigenous worldviews and lifeways.

Fourth, the socioreligious

actions, perceptions, and beliefs will provide a foundation to
explore the relationship between artifacts, sociofacts, and
religious dynamics.

Fifth, puha, in its form and function will

be specified in its material usage and perceptions by viewing
the continuities and changes in Dinwoody Tradition, petroglyph
slabs, prayerstones, Biographic Tradition rock art, Plains
Ceremonial Rock art, and Ledger and Robe art.

Sixth, the study

will enter its final stage of data presentation with the
relation of the ecology of puha in the Shoshonean shift from
visionary rock art practices to ceremonial dance complexes.

1.7 Data Organization and Comparison

I spent much of my fieldwork photographically documenting
Dinwoody petroglyphs within the Wind River Basin at various
locations such as the Legend Rock site and other petroglyphs
surrounding Dinwoody Lake and Eastern Shoshonean landscapes.
The data presented here was collected, interpreted, and
analyzed through textual analysis of ethnographic materials,
archeological data, traditionally associated knowledge, and
visual documents obtained through various academic outlets and
personal archives.
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The vast collections of symbols, actions, images, and
beliefs of the Eastern Shoshone will illuminate their culture's
composite structure and display the dynamic changes endured
during the early reservation era.

The primary and secondary

sources, along with the theories and methods employed, are
lodestars to assist in navigating the study through the dynamic
range of questions encountered.
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CHAPTER 2
FOUNDATIONS

2.1 Theoretical Perspectives and Methodologies

An essential set of theories are utilized when dissecting
the vision quest ritual, the Dinwoody Tradition, and the Sun
Dance.

Employing a select set of theoretical approaches and

methodologies to analyze the continuity and change of
socioreligious processes concerned with spiritual power — taking
place during changing landscapes and imperiled lifeways — allows
the reader to view the critical aspects of the richly integrated
perceptions and beliefs.
The study will look at two geographic regions that also
served as cultural regions for indigenous inhabitants.

The two

areas in question are the Great Basin and the Great Plains of
North America.

The chronology of the study looks at

socioreligious practices which extended from a hypothesised
10,000 B.P. into the historic age (Whitely et al. 1999).
Interpretation and analysis regarding the form and function of
the socioreligious material culture in question was accomplished
through comparison of material items, archeological data,
ethnographic sources, and textual analysis.
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Much of the analysis is guided by secondary data already in
place from these past studies.

These data sets consist of

distributions of material culture, form and function of material
items, and comparative analysis of socioreligious dynamics.

I

visited various Dinwoody Tradition sites to photograph the
spiritual landscapes and gain an understanding of place that
these societies utilized for their essential lifeways and
worldviews.

Out of respect for the Eastern Shoshone, I will not

be publishing the photographs in this document.

All images that

are used here are those that have been widely applied and
published in prior studies.
Ethnographic data assisted in the understanding of the emic
perspectives and lifeways of the Shoshonean bands pre and post
reservation.

Textual analysis assisted in the sensemaking of

the treaty processes and how the U.S. Governments repositioning
detached indigenous inhabitants from essential modes of being.
Symbolic interpretation assisted in the actions and the form and
function of the material items utilized to link the spiritual
dynamics to the material artefacts.

Archeological data of the

Great Basin and central west Wyoming assisted in dating
occupation of the region and the continuity of select material
culture and its use.

Ultimately, all sources employed assisted

in coalescing into archeology of knowledge of Shoshonean
socioreligious concepts and adaptability.

The materials,
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prehistory and historical data, distribution of rock art sites,
the fall of the frontier, and the religious rebuttals against
oppression assisted in illuminating the choices and impacts
which served as a catalyst to an Eastern Shoshone identity
through an ecology of puha.

2.2 Ritual

Traditional and contemporary theories consistently engage
in discourse regarding what truly is ritual.

Victor Turner

(1967: 19) states that ritual is "[P]rescribed formal behavior
for occasions not given over to technological routine having
reference to beliefs in mystical beings and power."

Turner's

definition calls for reflection and dissection, as it fails to
acknowledge dynamics that venture outside of those imposed
boundaries.

Ritual can be hyperdynamic in its action,

symbolism, and function, often failing to be confined within a
strict set of definitive parameters.

To remain resolute in

Turner's definition of ritual would require the acceptance and
exclusion of any ritual action that is not attached to a belief,
mystical forces, spiritual beings, and spiritual power.
Turner's approach to defining ritual behavior creates a
fragmentation between itself and the rituals that operated
beyond such self-imposed boundaries.
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So, the question remains; what is ritual?

An obstacle with

approaching the definition of ritual as a cultural distinction
is that these distinctions often change, placing pressure upon
the defining boundaries until they are breached.

Instead, it

would prove valuable to shift the lens of focus from placing
ritual within the confines of a categorizing schema into the
focus of its utility and function.
Early ritualist scholars paved the foundations with schools
of thought exploring ritual from various points of entry.

The

myth and ritual paradigms established that rituals served as
bedrocks for culture and religion, and the Eastern Shoshone’s
ethnogenesis reflects this sentiment through the society’s
utilization of the Sun Dance and Ghost Dance ceremonies
assisting in solidifying their socioreligious identity.
The phenomenologists focused on the importance of the myth
by cultivating meaning through psychoanalysis of ritual (Bell,
1997: 3).

Rituals can be viewed as a flow of belief through

actions, somewhat of a dynamic set of actions displayed as
performative excretions of the society's deep-seeded
mythologizing and dialogizing (Rappaport 1968; Basso 1996;
Turner 2008).

This can be seen in the various sociosymbolic

actions pre and post reservation era of the Shoshone and Eastern
Shoshone.

Catherine Bell (1997: 11) states that ritual is "a

reenactment of a cosmogonic event or story recounted in myth."
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Eliade (et al. 2018) was strict in his assertion of a
hierarchy that places myth above ritual.

This implies that the

myth is the foundation of religious and spiritual experience.
Contemporary scholars, such as Jonathan Z. Smith, disagree with
Eliade regarding his hierarchal ritual structure views.
Instead, Smith focuses on the crucial relationship of meaning
through order (Bell, 1997: 11).
importance.

In short, both are of equal

The routines and actions blooming from the belief

and ritual are the factors for establishing the worldviews
foundations and values.

These actions can be rooted within many

factors, such as socioeconomic return, land attachments, and
individual value within the social structure (Smith, 1980: 113;
Basso 1996).
Such a view perpetuated by Smith requires the acceptance
that within these actions, a binary existence must be present or
embedded within the actions themselves.

The regular — or

mundane — actions are separated and fragmented from other
actions deemed as ritualized sacred manifestations.

Without

this separation, the ritualized action would be entangled with
all other actions, and no distinguishable differentiation would
be available to categorize the important from the less
important.
This assertion of differentiation of actions and
perceptions of the select actions is the categorizing schema
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enacted by societies to help navigate the structures of value,
and the term ritual is another facet to value attribution and
the categorizing schema of cultural actions, materials, place
naming, and a hierarchy of spiritual power.

As Smith states

(1987: 109), "Ritual is, above all, an assertion of difference."
This statement is further solidified by Bell stating:
[R]itual portrays the idealized way that things
in this world should be organized, although
participants are very aware that real life keeps
threatening to collapse into chaos and
meaninglessness. Ritual, he suggests, as an
opportunity to reflect on the disjuncture
between what is and what ought to be; it is a
“focusing lens” through which people can attempt
to see, or argue for, what is significant in
real life. (Bell 1997: 12)
The statement establishes that ritual is an enacted
strategy perpetuated through bodily actions such as performance
to show the differentiation that is attempting to be separated
from all other actions.

Such actions establish the importance

of recognizing the essential strategies to identify, act out,
and impose the self-attributed value structures and categorizing
schemas regarding these actions.
This is witnessed in many ritualized and ceremonial actions
of the Shoshone vision quest and the Eastern Shoshone Sun Dance
where practitioners — individual or societal — symbolically
frame and attribute spiritual and cosmological values to
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material objects.

Bell eloquently (2010: 90) encapsulates this

dynamic by stating, "At a basic level, ritualization is the
production of this differentiation.

At a more complex level,

ritualization is a way of acting that specifically establishes a
privileged contrast, differentiating itself as more important or
powerful."
With Bell and Smith's statements, it is pertinent to assert
that ritual actions are placed within these value structures by
examining and utilizing specific cultural contexts that
establish particular differences for a select group of people
within a society.

While the act of ritualization may be a

shared human commonality, the context in which it takes place is
not.

For instance, the creation of sacred spaces, ritual

bathing, cleansing traditions, and landscape veneration is
accepted as collective ritual actions, but these critical
actions' singularities rest within the specific cultures.

In

Eastern Shoshone society, puha attainment and utilizations can
differ widely between individuals, and once the focus shifts
outside of the select society, spiritual power attainment,
value, and utilizations begins to vary more widely.
As opposed to Turner's view, Bell asserts that any action
that fragments itself from an ordinary action can be deemed as
ritualized behavior.

The specific actions, strategies,

processes, and dynamics employed are products of such a purpose.
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These differentiation actions can be seen throughout the
cultivation of creating sacred space for the Sun Dance Lodge,
the movement of prayerstones in the Great Basin, and the
purification processes of a supplicant preparing for a vision
quest.

Cleansing baths in hot springs, tobacco and valerian

root offerings, the metaphorical coup upon a tree prior to it
serving as the axis mundi in the Sun Dance; these are to be
viewed as defining characteristics, not a ritual whole by
themselves (Hultkrantz 1979: 1987(a); Bell 2010; Thomas 2019).
The acceptance of differentiation and culturally projected
assertions of valued action will provide insights for the
framing of the specific cultural context of ritual behaviors
seen in indigenous societies pre and post Euro-American contact.
While the ritual actions are essential, how they are perceived
and framed dictates how they are accepted.

The boundary of

framing employs a structure in which the culture can digest the
actions, further distilling into how the value is attached to
such actions while establishing socioeconomic value attributed
to the ceremonies and rituals.

Framing is an essential dynamic

of ritual action regarding the communication and the translation
of such actions:
The term [framing] indicates the way in which
some activities or messages set up an
interpretive framework within which to
understand other subsequent or simultaneous acts
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or messages. Frames, for Bateson, are a form of
“metacommunication.” For example, framing
enables one monkey to hit another and have it
understood as an invitation to play, not fight.
(Bell 1997: 75)
While rituals are heavily established within material
culture and sociopolitical structures, it would be essential to
illuminate the impact that ritual also has cognitively on the
individual and the society through its particular frame.
The neuro-anthropological approach to viewing ritual
provides perceptions regarding the relationship between
cognitive processes and ritual action, which may further
illuminate why humans feel the need to establish actions that
are differentiated from others.

Bell states:

[T]here have also been attempts to investigate
the biopsychological roots of human ritual
behavior and the effect of ritual behavior on
both cognitive and more general neurophysiological processes within the body. While
it is widely assumed that ritual behavior is
deeply involved in the interaction of the brain's
cognitive functions with the socio-physical
environment, some bio-geneticists have also
attempted to locate the specific brain sites
responsible for ritual action (Bell 1997: 32).
With an exploration attempting to understand the relation
between ritual and the mind, ritual can now be utilized to
synthesize meaning from other avenues, such as behavioral
adaptations, environmental impacts, and physiological changes.
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Interpreting the cognitive states and perceptions of the
society’s response and reflexivity of their socioreligious
processes and physiological responses to ritual behavior
provides essential grounding through the illumination of bodily
reactions and functions of the individuals and the societies.
This, however, does not comprehensively answer the individual
experiences of indigenous societies measured by etic
interpretations.
Indigenous belief systems are situated in such a way that
early theoretical paradigms may not cohesively ground the core
values.

Contemporary academic explorations of ritual are

essential to assist and understand culturally specific
traditionally associated indigenous perspectives.

Few religious

systems can rival North American Indian beliefs' complexity and
depth regarding their accompanying ceremonial and ritual
actions.

Bell and Smith’s framing of ritual will be applied to

interpret and analyze the complexity of specific actions
concerning puha and how the Eastern Shoshone implemented
specific framing for individual and societal health during their
prosperous and disparaging moments as existing values became
continuously utilized and repurposed through various forms
material culture.
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2.3 Material Culture Studies

The material culture of the Eastern Shoshone was
manufactured with the intent of individual and societal
interaction.

Through these interactions the society then

established the value of the select material culture and the
orientations toward socioreligious processes and an ecology of
puha.

Material culture allows interpretation and analysis in

viewing how the traditional beliefs are valued in the materials
produced and utilized from select societies.

Materials provide

a physical foundation to derive meaning and value that can
supersede the material form.

Material culture possesses an

innate capability of expressing the creator's reflections
regarding the specific society's structure that regulates
perceptions, values, and beliefs (Prown 1996).

The Eastern

Shoshone produced a diverse variety of material culture such as
intricate bows, visually symbolic decorated robes, and highly
detailed rock art (Francis and Loendorf 2002).

Material culture

studies as a research method utilizes specific cultural
materials as primary data:

Material culture is singular as a mode of
cultural investigation in its use of objects as
primary data, but in its scholarly purposes it
can be considered a branch of cultural history
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and cultural anthropology. It is a means rather
than an end, a discipline rather than a field…
The term material culture thus refers quite
directly and efficiently, if not elegantly, both
to the subject matter of the study, material,
and to its purpose, the understanding of
culture. (Prown 1982: 1-2)

Materials, such as rock art, painted ceremonial hides, and
prayerstones, provide researchers with the inherent knowledge
that artifacts are created to be used in specific ways, with a
specific purpose, for a specific society.

This allows

interpretation of the Eastern Shoshone and early Shoshonean
materials to be viewed and analyzed as creations of awareness
and agency of use that possess the manufacturer's subconscious
reflections (Kingery 1996: 5).

Frequently, such assertions

established that the material culture had a residual reflection
of the culture or society it belonged to during a specific
temporal state (Prown 1982).

The presupposition established

from this approach is that any community that has existed
created beliefs reflected through specific material culture
items that become sociofacts that assist and establish a
cultural identity.

These cultivated aspects of societies are

further rooted in structure and semiotics:
Things have been the accoutrements of human
culture and society throughout history and
prehistory. No one denies the importance of
things, but learning from them requires rather
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more attention than reading texts. The grammar
of things is related to, but more complex and
difficult to decipher than, the grammar of
words. Artifacts are tools as well as signals,
signs, and symbols. Their use and functions are
multiple and intertwined. Much of their meaning
is subliminal and unconscious. Some authors
have talked about reading objects as texts, but
objects must also be read as myths and as
poetry. We are ambitious in hoping to bring
together the sensibilities and sensitivities of
craftspersons, engineers, artists, poets, men,
women, societies, and cultures. (Kingery 1996:
1)

Through the study of cause and effect accompanying the
material’s form and function, one can understand an aspect of
the culture by the binary existence between these two
deterministic factors (Prown 1982: 6-7).

These binary

universalities provide foundations for symbolic orientation and
material culture potency, which the specific materials display
through sociofacts such as puha, Dinwoody Tradition, Ceremonial,
and Biographic rock art (Prown 1996: 22-23).
With specific regards to those materials perceived as
religious, spiritual, and powerful; indigenous socioreligious
and symbolic imagery is a vast field of visual material culture
that future research must strive to interpret both etically and
emically.

Socioreligious visual communication is intertwined

with specific cultural symbolism and practiced belief.

The

artifact in itself is a material product viewed as an artistic
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reflection, while the belief and the practices surrounding it
provide the specific cultural contexts to be studied as material
culture; and this artistic reflection unified with belief and
religion can be witnessed in the rock art and innovative
visionary practices of the Eastern Shoshone.
One obstacle of classifying these artifacts as material
culture comes from the numerous and varying degrees of
substances utilized to produce the artifact itself, creating
stratified categories of materials.

To combat this, a boundary

must be placed, and that boundary comes in the form and function
of which the material provides (Prown 1982: 2).

Functions of

materials — specifically those found in ceremonies and rituals
of the vision quest and the Sun Dance — are often reflected
through metaphors that are further integrated into symbolic
polarities found across many societies:

The most persistent object metaphors expressive
of belief, based on the evidence of work done by
my students over the years, seem to relate to
polarities such as life and death (morality),
male and female, privacy and communication,
seeing and being seen, power and lack of
control, acceptance and rejection, security and
danger (fear), truth (reality) and deception
(illusion), the natural and the artificial,
stasis (permanence) and change (transience),
pain and comfort, desire and frustration,
protection and vulnerability, freedom and
constraint, health and disability, and giving
and receiving. (Prown 1996: 22-23)
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Prown's statement reflects the importance of symbolic and
metaphorical representations within the study of material
artifacts with special considerations toward societal
orientation and value.

Understanding metaphors that become

embedded into the materials reflects the value that such objects
have within the society and can further exemplify the reverence
displayed by individuals and the attachment to the materials and
beliefs vested in landscapes and perceptions.
Understanding the value of sacred, religious, and
ceremonial objects are a prolific tool for establishing the
value structure of a culture.

Sometimes, these values are

fundamentally cross-cultural in that they can be considered as
owners of value "veracity" (Prown 1982).

Yet, these values and

intent are often embedded within the human experience:

Prown is concerned not so much with the
regarding of artifacts as texts expressing the
overt intent of the maker but rather with
understanding objects as metaphors for
expressing underlying and often subliminal
reflections of the cultural belief structure of
the objects creator. To a large extent
metaphors are cultural-specific; as a result,
contrary to Levi-Strauss, some knowledge of
referents, always imperfect, is necessary for
interpretation. As Fowler and Fowler point out,
object interpretation in a completely foreign
culture requires establishment of contexts. But
Prown suggests that the potency of objects in
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providing an entrée into cultural beliefs lies
in the universality of many human experiences —
life/death, male/female, stasis/change,
giving/receiving — which can be expressed in
language of formal oppositions — smooth/rough,
hot/cold, clean/dirty — that allow us to begin
an analysis in a structural mode. (Kingery 1996:
5)

Value provides perspective into cultural beliefs and
practices, yet this perspective is in danger of
misinterpretation within modern-day contexts that are temporally
detached from distant societies and cultures.

However, with the

awareness of such cultural distance, researchers can mitigate
the self-projected interpretations from becoming unhinged: "By
undertaking cultural interpretation through artifacts, we can
engage the other culture in the first instance not with our
minds, the seat of our cultural biases, but with our senses,"
(Prown 1982: 5).

The interpretation of cultural values must be

confronted first, deconstructed secondly, then finally
reconstructed to analyze if the pieces coalesce as a cohesive
structure once again.

Seeing the material culture is not

understanding it; understanding the perception and orientation
to the object along with the objects orientation into the
society is the first step to conception and illumination of the
material and the ideas attached that establish its value (Prown
1996: 25).
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While the perception of value may be a natural response,
the conceptualization of culturally specific value is earned
through the cultural contexts that must be uncovered: "to unmask
this, the investigator becomes a creator, in some sense
superseding the original maker of the object.

This is necessary

because the pattern of cultural belief embedded in the artifact
was not consciously put there by its creator for whom it was a
subconscious cultural given, excepted without thought or
attention" (Prown 1996: 24).
Prown's statement holds that value is not inherent; the
creator and the researcher cultivate value and meaning through
the interpretive process and the knowledge of the society and
their values.

Value is a phenomenological cultural event;

"[A]rtifacts can be seen as cultural phenomena, constructs
embodying both conscious and unconscious reflections of their
makers and users" (Kingery 1996: 5).

Much like the

multivocality of symbols, a dynamic range can be projected upon
a single artifact in multiple ways varying from the inherent
value of materials to projected spiritual values, as seen in the
Dinwoody petroglyphs, the ceremonial aspects of ledger and robe
art, prayerstones, and the symbolism of the Sun Dance.

These

reflect the value and a specific context established in time,
place, space, and experience that the society reflected through
essential sociofacts.

Value often dictates what artifacts will
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survive beyond the lifetime of the manufacturer.

However,

objects such as religious or spiritual materials can suffer from
afterlife depreciation in situ changing beliefs, perceptions,
and processes of meaningful action.

The metaphorical connective

tissue of value cannot be determined solely on temporally
inaccessible traditional beliefs and subconscious structures of
the manufacturers (Prown 1982).

Instead, it must be presupposed

that these objects represent the perceptions of the artist and
society during valuable moments.
Viewing the material culture produced by the visionary
traditions of Shoshonean societies will illuminate the
ecological emphasis that exists within their worldviews and
lifeways.

Nevertheless, it also provides context to the

incoming external forces that altered religious actions and
perceptions, which assisted in shaping a unique Eastern Shoshone
religious identity.
Illuminating the meaning and prescribed value will require
descriptive and interpretive analysis of the multilayered
aspects of the visual representations, usage, presuppositions,
and actions towards the material culture that is viewed as
possessing powerful reciprocal energy that the Eastern Shoshone
call puha.

This will provide a basis for which the study can

encounter use and response towards puha as it progressed within
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the society forming relational bonds between spirits, humans,
and environments.

2.4 Environmental Studies

The ecological relationships that the Shoshone have
utilized assisted in sensemaking the interactions between their
society and the environments they inhabited (Moran 1979: 327328).

Key concepts such as — carrying capacity, culture core,

diachronic studies, environmental determinism, ethnoecology,
historical ecology, ethnobotany, limiting factor, manifest
function, optimal foraging, and synchronic studies — have aided
contemporary ecological approaches and will support in the
interpretation of the Eastern Shoshone’s ecology of puha
(Seymour-Smith 1986: 87; Moran 1979: 326).
Early ecology theorist Thomas Malthus’s work regarding the
growth of population contrasting the growth of resources
illuminated the complexities of human survival that can aid in
the analysis of the subsistence patterns of the Great Basin Numa
and the Eastern Shoshone of the Wind River Basin.

Malthus’s

carrying capacity hypothesis noted this contrast of growth and
survival leads to depletion of resources, which serves as a
catalyst in those environments to secure or seek other viable
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resources.

As the resources of the pre-reservation-era Shoshone

were diminished, orientation of the society changed, both
materially and socioreligiously.
Julian Steward applied ecological concepts, such as culture
core, to ethnological explorations of Shoshonean societies,
their features, subsistence patterns, and their socioeconomic
structures (Steward 1955: 37).

Understanding the rich

ecological relations of the Shoshone illuminates choices that
impacted everyday life.

However, this approach can also assist

to distinguish the links between landscape and religious beliefs
where specific actions and framing were continuous or became
remodeled.

Through ecological approaches, one can also note the

reciprocity of choice in that human’s influenced and were
simultaneously impacted by the environments that they inhabited
(Salazman and Attwood 1996).

This can be displayed through

specific practices and traditions of a society that reflect the
relationship between the landscape and dialogue shared with the
importance of place like that seen in the sacred spaces of
Shoshonean ritual practices such as puhawilo (Basso 1996).
Ecological anthropology opposes views such as idealism and
environmental determinism which hypothesize that humans are
driven first by perceptions created from ideas.

Instead,

ecology places importance on the environment's consequence to
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humans regarding the resource availability to sustain an
individual and society.

The subsistence patterns of the

Shoshone and Eastern Shoshone can be explored through the
relationship of their environments and material culture used to
exploit material and spiritual resources (Milton 1997).
Individuals, cultures, and societies are impacted and molded by
environmental factors that can dictate subsistence activities,
ritual behaviors, and migrations.

If one is to separate the

indigenous lifeways and worldviews from the environment, the
analysis of the society will be misunderstood.

The dynamic

variability between cultures and how they relate to their biota
must be viewed as a complex interconnected aspect of the society
as a whole (Barfield 1997: 448-491).
With growth and technology in societies, the distance
between cultural gaps — regarding awareness of cultural
diversity — continues to close.

The differing belief structures

and societies of the Northern Great Plains and Great Basin are
varied and dynamic.

Many of these prehistoric cultures were

relatively temporally inaccessible for clarification on the
catalysts that helped shape their perceptions.

Isolated

societies were becoming increasingly difficult to approach and
study as modernity rooted itself into the future of the frontier
(Kottak 1999: 23).

As technology progressed, global

modernization furthered our awareness of cultures and societies
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from our own western dominated view.

Considering this societal

and cultural awareness, ecological anthropology slowly adapted
to illuminate the relationships sought out by traditional
ecological studies while implementing contemporary dynamics such
as global influences across similar and differing societies
(Kottak 1995: 25).
Julian Steward's thorough (1937) study of the Great Basin
Shoshone represents the strengths and weaknesses of an
ecological approach towards the reciprocal relationship between
humans and the environment. Steward developed the cultural
anthropological idea of a culture core (Steward 1955: 37).
Steward set out to illuminate the adaptations of a culture that
were most likely perpetuated through environmental changes
displayed by cultural ecology.

Concluded in his work of the

Great Basin, Steward noted the complicated relationship of the
Shoshone and the environment that displayed hunter-gatherer
lifeways and dependencies on specific resources such as pine
nuts or the socioreligious practice of shamanic rainmaking to
sustain the bighorn sheep population (Steward 1937; Whitley et
al. 1999).

Steward further explored this reciprocal

relationship by viewing population densities within the
environment concerning essential resources, particularly seed
caches, game animals, and water.

The lower populated areas

directly reflected the avalability of pine nut harvesting sites,
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which further solidified ecological theories as a pragmatic
approach to explore cultures in their environments through the
idea of multilinear cultural evolution reflected in the
ecological relationships.
With regards to multilinear evolution, Steward states that
"basic types of culture may develop in similar ways under
similar conditions but that a few concrete aspects of culture
will appear among all groups of mankind in a regular sequence"
(Steward 1955: 4).

The concrete aspects of culture are specific

to the select societies.

Steward put forth an essential method

to dissect the amount of agency that the Shoshone displayed
within their environment and how the environment impacts the
amount of agency in question.
While Steward's study was influential, they are not left
without critique.

The worldviews and lifeways of Shoshone and

Eastern Shoshone societies were not solely vested in material
resources.

Human actions driven by environmental factors that

are impacted beyond subsistence activities are prevalent through
the socioreligious beliefs and social organization of Shoshonean
societies (Barfield 1997: 137).
Attachment to the landscape arises in many forms.

While

Steward's ideas are reflected in Shoshonean lifeways, these
attachments to areas and select landscapes can be formed beyond
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material resources, as seen in the Shoshonean socioreligious
worldviews.

Environments become places of importance through

continuous dialogue and ceremonial actions that are perpetuated
through socioreligious ritual actions and framing (Basso 1996).
When the dialogizing of the land becomes further initiated into
oral accounts, religious belief, mythology, ceremonialism, and
ritual actions, one can note the distinctions that integrated
the sociocultural dynamics into place.

Specifics of place

reflect important moments of past, present, and future.
With the contributions like those of Steward, one can note
the importance of ecological studies when exploring Shoshonean
societies where beliefs are rooted within the material and
spiritual environments.

These early ecological explorations

provide essential insight into behavioral patterns of
inhabitants and their environments related to resource
availability and extraction (Moran 1990: 16).

2.5 Cultural Borrowing & Hybridity

The Eastern Shoshone cosmological structure is hybridized
from Great Basin and Great Plains structures.

Cultural

borrowing and hybridity illustrate the nature of features and
cultural traits passed on through human action and how these
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characteristics have spread or diffused through societies.

Not

far from the evolutionist thought — that culture expanded in a
progressively linear arc — diffusionist approaches state that a
center culture acted as an axis-mundi where all cultures
accumulated traits.

However, this central cultural view is not

accepted fully by diffusionists' thought.

Other interpretations

assert that many cultures influenced one another, establishing
multiple avenues from which traits are passed along, borrowed,
and composited, as seen in the Eastern Shoshone's composite
cosmological structure (Winthrop 1991: 84).

The Eastern

Shoshone worldview is a distinct composite worldview.

There is

no singular “core’, instead, there are multiple “cores” that
shaped the distinct socioreligious structure.
While many avenues can be hypothesized for the spread of
cultural traits, distinct culturally impactful dynamics such as
trade practices, conflict, movement, migration patterns, and the
reservation era account for many aspects of hybridity and
borrowing within the Shoshone and Eastern Shoshone identity
(Winthrop 1991: 82-84).

These dynamics make up many

interactions and relationships that drive intermingling and
intercultural contact, furthering the possible diffusion of
cultural dynamics as seen between the Euro-American settlers and
indigenous peoples.
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Anthropologist Franz Boas believed that cultures were an
amalgam of traits and distinctions from societies that had
pieced together unique cultures out of intermingling, diffused
traits, and hybridity (Boas 1938; Hatch 1973: 57-58).

Boas

(1938) set out to illuminate cultural traits through two
modalities of inspection: diffusion and modification.

Each

trait was a distinct carbon footprint that could allow
researchers to follow its diffused characteristics to the
original trait.

This view creates the assertion that traits are

not merely products of diffusion; instead, they represent a
distinct and unique human selection process to be taken into
consideration.

Boas further takes the stance that cultural

traits can exist and operate as signifiers of specific cultural
contexts across different and multiple societies at once (Boas
1938: 211).

These views can be applied to interpret and analyze

the diffused or borrowed dynamics within the Eastern Shoshone
society in the form of their cosmological structure and ecology
of puha that extends back archeologically to the socioreligious
practices of the Great Basin.
Following the mid-twentieth century, diffusionism began to
lose its hold in the wake of new theories such as acculturation.
Anthropologists turned to acculturation, implementing it heavily
into ethnological explorations of indigenous tribes of North
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America.

One of the main forces to abandoned diffusion methods

within ethnographic studies was its lack of acknowledging biases
toward "modern" traits versus "primitive" traits.

While

diffusion methods still are adaptive to research, acculturation
is also suited and utilized due to the holistic nature and
awareness it lends to the exploration of societies that face
drastic changes like those of the indigenous societies during
pre and post reservation era (Winthrop 1991: 84).
Acculturation and diffusion may display similarities.
However, there are important distinctions.

Alfred Kroeber

defined acculturation as specific changes within a culture that
was catalyzed by the intermingling of other cultures which can
be seen in the composite belief structure of the Eastern
Shoshone (Kroeber 1948: 425).

These changes are documented as

taking place within one of the two colliding or proximal
cultures that was often detailed during Euro-American occupation
of the frontier.
Instances of mutual acculturated changes may be present,
though it seems to be implemented drastically in one culture
rather than both through forced integrations and assimilation
practices such as indoctrination, re-schooling and learning, and
exogamous unions.

Reasons for this may be through capitulation

of conflicts, specific dynamics replacing old cultural traits,
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or imposed changes by the dominating force which was prevalent
once the U.S. Government implemented reservations and
consolidations of indigenous inhabitants.
These changes often happen slowly rather than quick
instantaneous integrations within the social structure, yet, the
established reservations ushered in ethnocide of indigenous
societies at an accelerated rate.

Kroeber trusted that

acculturation was not fragmented from diffusion.

Instead, he

believed that acculturation was oriented within diffused
cultural dynamics.

Kroeber further clarified this stance by

stratifying the two processes stating that changes in specific
dynamics of culture are diffusion and the societal changes
brought about from the acculturated impacts (Kroeber 1948: 425).
An example of this can be witnessed in the changing
socioreligious actions to procure spiritual power in lieu of
forced reservation confinement and reneged treaty negotiations.
Strained access to tebiwas and pohakhantis forced the Shoshonean
societies to reorient their socioreligious dynamics to maintain
and redevelop their religious practices.
Colliding cultures change, they behave as metaphorical
tectonic plates where the friction and force causes an emergence
of dynamics that were not present before the clash.

These

collisions are seen in early relations between the Shoshone and
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U.S. Government.

These new dynamics may be negotiated and

accepted while others are imposed through force or assimilation.
The dominating society typically does not adhere to a reciprocal
relationship with the society they aim to acculturate, and the
U.S. Government was not concerned with learning the indigenous
lifeways or their worldviews (Winthrop 1991, 81-83).

The

indigenous populace was faced with a new age of modernity.

For

the Shoshone, these changes were in the form of adapted
symbolism within rituals, diverted movement patterns from
impacted subsistence activities, reservation confinement, and
other dynamics.

The U.S. government's actions that lead to the

establishment of treaty lands and the Wind River Reservation was
a process of assimilating the indigenous population in
preparation for the influx of Euro-American’s, the Christian
God, and a new age of western perceived modernity.
2.6 Assimilation

The Eastern Shoshone faced harsh these harsh realities of
assimilation on a persistent and condensed timeline.

The social

reformatting that indigenous populaces underwent was perpetuated
by the U.S. Government to implement change on the societal level
through the consolidation of bands, depletion of resources, and
land dispossession, in short, what was unfolding was a
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systematic approach to eradicate the individuals, societies, and
cultures from the frontier (Thompson 1996: 112).

Milton Gordon

stated that three stages — behavioral, structural, and marital —
of assimilation should be fulfilled for successful societal
acculturation (Gordon 1964: 71).

While Gordon does not assert

specific processes or chronology of these stages, the model
moves from acculturation into total societal assimilation, and
this was the fate of multiple indigenous bands on North
America’s frontier (Gordon 1964).
Thompson (1996) presents an interesting addition to the
processes detailed by Gordon on the assumptions of acculturation
and assimilation.

These assumptions are not hollow assertions.

Instead, they are often distilled from patterns that have been
witnessed through capitulating or conflicting cultures once in
proximal contact with another.

Firstly, dominant cultures are

assumed to instigate and implement processes that coerce the
less dominate culture to undergo the processes of acculturation
and assimilation, and this is detailed through the U.S.
Governments measured tactics of treaties.

The second assumption

is that assimilation always follows acculturation.

The third

assumption is that even through acculturation, assimilation may
not be completed.

The final assumption is that total

assimilation is merely a means to an end, with that end being
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uniformity between cultures which ultimately benefits the
dominating society (Thompson 1996).
Diffusionism and acculturation do not answer the totality
of the Shoshone’s changing identity.

The functions and the

pragmatic operational structures lying in the nuanced dynamics
must be accounted for to understand the implications and
consequences of these processes.

Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown

pioneered the functionalist school of thought, which further
contested the operational spaces that diffusion theories
operated within.

The fact that others can influence traits

lends power to arguments placed against the validity of the
influencing trait (Kuklick 1996: 161).

Unable to discern an

original trait from that of an influenced trait provided the
foundation to attack diffusion theories.

Boas, Lowie, and

others argued that a feature may not be diffused, then
implemented from a single source.

Rather, many sources may have

inspired a newly trait awaiting to be cultivated.

Rather than

features being reconstructed and evolving, they may be nonlinear, and fluid as seen in the shamanistic practices of the
Great Basin which persisted for millennia (Winthrop 1991: 84).
Ideas build upon ideas, no matter the source or the pressures,
and these can be influenced and integrated to create new
cultural tendencies that uphold the traditional worldviews.
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What is important is understanding the circumstances that these
cultivated ideas and orientations exist within.
Although assimilation is a product of acculturation, total
assimilation is not always the outcome.

Some societies become

solidified into a newly defined identity that refutes the
totality of the imposing assimilation pressures as witnessed in
the emergence of the Ghost Dance and integration of Christian
symbolism in the Sun Dance.

Many factors aid in successful

assimilations if the marker of success is that of total
assimilation.

For one, the less dominant culture may not

possess the means to assimilate completely.

This could be due

to society's size, traditional views, lifeways, or the choice to
refute assimilation.

Cultures may experience a metaphorical and

literal fallout — or partial fulfillment — of these accultured
processes because of being disposed from their original beliefs
and practices.

This can prove harmful for the adoption of the

dominant culture's views as the recoil from imposing
assimilation can cause intense rebuttal from the society which
faces change, and this was certainly the case on much of the
frontier.

This recoil is a product from the society facing

assimilation tactics that would fracture their practices and be
an erasure of their cultural identity.

This often leads to a

state of purgatory or fallout where either capitulation takes
place or conflict ensues.

This ebb and flow of negotiations and
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bloody conflict was the purgatory that encapsulated the
relationships between the indigenous populace and the U.S.
Government’s occupation of native landscapes before they began
to coerce and force the indigenous into treaties that would not
be upheld (Titiev 1958).
Another critical consideration is regarding the North
American Indians; many indigenous societies had no interest in
assimilation.

In fact, many resented the forced changes.

Bannocks that were impacted by the early treaty negotiations did
not have peaceful relations and perceptions as Washakie and his
followers had with the U.S. Government.

The intermarrying

between Mormon missionaries and the indigenous populace in the
Fort Hall region, along with other forced dynamics of
acculturation, led to an emergence of uniquely distilled
indigenous identities refusing to assimilate to westernized
modernity, further fueling the purgatory of intertribal conflict
and foreign relations with Euro-Americans.

The identities that

were beginning to shape in the face of assimilation were being
forced to resign many dynamics that made them distinct between
one another, and their sense of place was becoming fractured,
dispossessed, and erased.
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CHAPTER 3
PLACE, STRUCTURE and IDENTITIES

3.1 The Shoshone

Defining indigenous peoples of the Great Basin,
Intermountain west, and Northwestern Great Plans into broad
generalized identities is not a pragmatic approach to grasp
their nuanced dynamics.

Many experts have each offered their

opinions and theories that assert their validity concerning
their categorizing schemas for the North American Indian.
Traditional, new-age, and conservative thinkers stress the
importance of definitive characteristics and the varying degrees
of cultural specifics that provide boundaries, further
establishing the essential traction for establishing a standard
to categorize distinct indigenous bands within their specific
contexts.
Indigenous peoples have often been mischaracterized as
primitive and lacking abilities correlated with the propagation
of western imagined concepts of modernity.

However, such

statements and labels are disingenuous, irresponsible, and
incorrect.

The degree of knowledge, intelligence, and

adaptability to environments and circumstances among indigenous
peoples is eloquently established through lifeways and
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worldviews that contest westernized scientific paradigms.
Multivariate cultural dynamics exist between tribal nations
across North America.

A singularity of these culturally rich

and distinct tribes was the Shoshone. The Shoshone have
established an influential and impactful role of the indigenous
peoples of North America (Steward 1939; Hultkrantz n.d.).

This

far-reaching influence cannot be fully appreciated unless a
foundation of their relationship within their environments,
beliefs, and sociocultural actions is established.

A deeper

understanding of the specific cultural contexts is achieved
through five areas — territory, ancestry, band variations, diet,
and tribal intermingling — that establish historical,
archeological, ethnohistorical, and anthropological
understandings of Shoshonean identity that coalesced into the
composite post-reservation identity of the Eastern Shoshone.
Before their inhabitation on the Northwestern Great Plains,
the Shoshone occupied areas of the Great Basin from the Wasatch
Mountains of Utah, the Sierra Nevada’s of California, the
Cascades of Oregon, and western Wyoming (Steward 1939).

These

Great Basin Shoshone lifeways differed significantly from their
Northern Shoshone counterparts.

The Shoshonean people of Nevada

and California would have bare more relation to another than
their related bands occupying northern territories such as
Idaho.

Steward noted, “This extraordinary difference between
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neighboring and closely related members of the Shoshonean family
was not brought on by any native ineptitude on the part of the
Western Shoshoni and Paiute nor by any special genius of the
Northern Shoshone and Ute.

It was the result of an entirely

understandable interaction of culture and environment, the broad
outline which can be traced for more than 1000 years” (Steward
1939: 524).
Prior to their occupation of Montana and Wyoming, some
Shoshonean bands had established themselves as a major force in
the Northwestern Great Plains during the mid-eighteenth century
with the expansion and use of horses acquired through the
various tribal allies (Steward 1939; Madsen and Rhode 1994;
Schlesier 1994; Frison 1971: 258-284; Keyser 1975; Sutton 1986:
65-82).

The Comanche broke away from the Shoshone to roam the

southern Plains, war, and hunt bison. Morse so, it is believed
that the Comanche are attributed for the introduction of the Sun
Dance into Shoshonean society.
Many of the cultural changes within the Shoshonean
societies can be permitted to major socioecological shifts and
socioeconomic activities:

Three economic events are outstanding in
Shoshonean history. First, they acquired the
techniques and devices for procuring food that
made life possible in this environment. Much
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later, a portion of them acquired horses from the
Spaniards who had settled the Southwest and
experienced fundamental changes in certain of
their customs. Finally, modern civilization
reached them. The profound effect of these
economic changes, especially in shaping and
delimiting their social and political patterns,
underlines the importance of human ecology among
hunting and gathering peoples”. (Steward 1939:
524-25)1

While other bands incorporated horseback subsistence
strategies, the western Great Basin Shoshone remained as
foragers; harvesting nuts, seed, roots, and at times hunting
small game such as rabbits (Steward 1939: 524).

The harsh

environment and the volatility of resource availability required
the western Great Basin Shoshone to structure into small bands
that competed against other inhabitants for key nutrient rich
resources (Steward 1939).

As opposed to large scale hunting

tactics that required vast group cooperation and cohesion,
minimal human presence in small seed patches could have yielded
higher return rates for a singular forager (Steward 1939: 532).
Food drives for small game also were practiced if the game
population was available.

However, these were not conducted on

the same scale as a communal bison hunt of the horse mounted
Shoshone, nor did the resources last as long or provide enough
calories for large scale societies (Steward 1939).

The Great

1

Subsistence activities were greatly dictated by resource availability and competition between neighboring bands.
Yet, these activities could be dictated seasonally and ritually.
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Basin Shoshone were prolific pedestrian hunter-gatherers within
their respected landscape.

These harsh desert areas often

placed immense amounts of strain on the societies and their
lifeways.
The horse's introduction was a catalyst for a major shift
of cultural change for numerous Shoshone and neighboring bands
(Steward 1939; Hodge 2019).

It allowed for larger bands and

highly organized mounted communal bison hunts while also
enhancing military prowess and tactics (Steward 1939: 524).
Larger bands and communal networking allowed for larger areas of
territorial expansion and exploration.

Shoshone bands continued

to explore and thrive by hunting and trade within multiple
geographic locations (Murphy and Murphy 1960: 310-311; Fowler
1965; Brackett 1879: 329-330; Trenholm and Carley 2014).

The

newfound wealth attributed to the horse's introduction was a
precursor for the newly integrated cultural dynamics and
adjusted lifeways.

The horseback mounted Shoshonean bands began

to display an affinity for furthering sociopolitical dynamics of
warfare that were more readily witnessed in Plains cultures
(Steward 1939).2

The expanded territorial explorations, war

parties, and communal hunting efforts allotted by the horse's
introduction allowed for members to ascend the social hierarchy

2

Not all bands that coalesced into the Eastern Shoshone adopted the horse. The Sheepeater Shoshone remained
primarily pedestrian.
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and attain chieftain statuses that directed larger bands of
people (Steward 1939: 536).
The eighteenth-century Shoshonean grip on the Northwestern
Great Plains was not everlasting.

Due to the dynamic location —

which became utilized as a corridor for settlers and ongoing
conflict with the Blackfoot— the Shoshone relinquished their
hold of power within the region (Steward 1939; Murphy and Murphy
1960: 300-301; Hultkrantz 1968, 49-72; Calloway 1991;).

These

factors caused a diminishing presence and control of Shoshonean
dominance on territories such as those near the Missouri
watershed.
After the 1700s, Shoshonean bands withdrew into western
Wyoming.

The diversity of utilized landscapes displays the

variability between the distinct bands and their lifeways.
Territories such as the Green and Sweetwater areas were
considered ancestral and emically referred to as tebïwas.

Bands

such as the Buffalo Eaters developed hierarchies of
socioreligious and socioecological significance to select
tebïwas.

While a single core environment is not traditionally

established as a distinct identifier, these environmental,
spiritual, and ancestral landscapes prove the Wind and Green
River territories as keepsakes of essential Shoshonean values
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(Hultkrantz 1974(a): 173-214; Lowie 1909, 171; Shimkin 1986:
309).

3.2 Shoshonean Landscapes on the Eastern Frontier

The current territory of the Eastern Shoshone resides in
northwest-central Wyoming.

However, the territories prior to

reservations confinement ranged from the Wind River Mountains,
Absaroka volcanic range, Yellowstone Plateau, and the Bighorn
Basin — and these created a unique environment for cultural
diversity.
The Wind River Basin is a diverse landscape made up of high
reaching mountains, roaring rivers, glacial lakes, and a
seasonal weather system (Chapman 2004; Francis and Loendorf
2002: 6).

The environment is divided by three physiographic

regions:

The volcanic Absaroka Range and Yellowstone
Plateau create a formidable barrier between the
Bighorn and Wind River Basins and the Columbia
Plateau to the west and northwest. The Pryor
Mountains on the north and the Bighorn Mountains
on the east separate the basins from the vast
grasslands of the Great Plains. To the west and
south the Continental Divide follows the crest
of the Wind River Mountains, separating the Wind
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River Basin from the high deserts of the Great
Divide and Green River Basins, which are
ecologically and culturally similar to the
eastern Great Basin. (Francis and Loendorf 2002:
1)

The powerful effects of storm erosion and Pleistocene
glaciation have left its scars upon the Absaroka’s, Wind River
Mountains, and the Bighorn Mountains.

The dramatic and diverse

landscapes are the theatre where the indigenous inhabitants
enacted their reverence and awe for these environments.

The

ecosystems are broad and fluid, populated with high alpine,
grassy valleys, and sandstone bluffs (Chapman 2004).

The

environment is arid with minimal amounts of annual rainfall.

As

elevation rises, the environment transforms from arid into areas
teeming with various flora such as cottonwood (Chapman 2004).
This environment offers a dynamic frame for diverse and
elaborate rituals, ceremonies, and rock art.

The distribution

of the Dinwoody Tradition in the area provides context to the
regional occupation.

The images are scarred into sandstone and

limestone across the region, displaying a wide array of
Shoshonean cosmological dynamics visually depicted through the
rock art (Francis and Loendorf 2002).

The Shoshone were not the

singular tribe that occupied the region, other tribes such as
the Crow and the Arapaho also utilized many of the same
landscapes.
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Chronology concerning human occupation remains a debated
scholarly arena.

Human activity in the area is hypothesized as

early as 11,000 – 7500 B.P. established through archeological
evidence (Frison 1978; Kornfeld 2010: 47-138).

Revised

radiocarbon dating places other occupation hypotheses of the
region closer to 13,000 B.P.

Even though the Numa’s entrance

and occupation into western Wyoming is debated, evidence for
human occupation is present, yet the certainty of whom was
occupying the area is not wholly agreed upon.

This

archeological occupational evidence may very well may have been
early Paleoindian Shoshonean ancestors.3

Several historically documented tribes are known
to have occupied and/or used the Big Horn and
Wind River basin during the protohistoric
periods. These groups are quite diverse and
include the Numic-speaking Shoshone, the Siouanspeaking Crow, and the Algonquian speaking
Arapaho (Francis and Loendorf 2002: 14).

The historicized dynamic utilization of the region is
displayed through the distinct tribal occupations.

These three

tribes utilized these landscapes extensively for varying
reasons.

Each established the importance of the environment

within their respective cultures, sometimes at the cost of

3

Rock art sites such as Legend Rock may provide evidence to Paleoindian usage and utilization, yet it has not been
attributed to any ancestral Shoshone, Numic, or Uto-Aztecan lineage. As of now, the ancestral lineage remains
unknown.
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dispute.

Both the Shoshone and Crow utilized mounted communal

hunts and often found themselves in close contact competing for
resources (Frison 1978; Lowie 1956).

Prior to these three

tribes intersecting within the region — and the creation of the
Wind River Reservation — evidence for prehistoric occupation
subsists.
Archeological evidence such as lithic points display the
inhabitants’ familiarity with the environment and actions that
must be enacted to thrive within these ecosystems (Kornfeld
2010: 73-75; Frison and Todd 1986).

The archeological evidence

alludes to hunter-gatherer lifeways and capability to
manufacture tools in order sustain such lifeways and worldviews.
The utilization of the dynamic biota — ranging from roots,
tubers, berries, deer, sheep, bison, and other select resources
— reflected inhabitants’ adaptability toward the environment and
the ability to sustain their respected society for prolonged
periods through varying changes.
Archeological sites, such as the Horner site, display
hunting strategies and communal hunting tactics of the region
(Frison and Todd 1986).

Chronology accumulated from artifacts

in the region along with rock shelters and Paleoindian sites
date human utilization to 10,000 years prior (Husted 1969;
Frison 1997; Husted and Edgar 2002).

Further evidence regarding
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Shoshonean prehistorical occupation of the region can be found
through various artifacts such as knives, scrapers, flakers,
firepits, and awls discovered at site 48PA201 also known as
Mummy Cave.

Site 48PA201 is a large rock shelter located in the

Absaroka Range which displays multiple hypotheses for
inhabitation of the area for many millennia through multiple
archeologically excavated layers that Husted refers to as
culture layers (Figure 1) (Husted 2002: 1).

It is hypothesized that the Aztec-Tanoans are
descended from the early Plains big game hunters
represented by the Agate Basin complex; that the
divergence of the Utaztekans and Kiowa-Tanoans
occurred early, possibly 10,000 to 9,000 years
ago, with one branch occupying the central Rocky
Mountains of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, and the
other remaining on the western Plains; that with
the approach of the Altithermal about 6000 to
5500 BC, the Plains branch migrated northward and
then westward into the northern Rocky Mountains
of southern Alberta and British Columbia; that
the central Rocky Mountain branch was displaced
to the north by an intrusion of an eastern
population at about 6000 to 5500 BC, that the
eastern people eventually moved westward to the
Columbia Plateau followed by a slow return of the
displaced mountain branch to the central Rocky
Mountains of northwestern Wyoming; that at the
end of the Altithermal about 3000 BC, the AztecTanoans spread from the northern and central
Rocky Mountains to occupy the western Plains,
southern Idaho, the Great Basin, and Southwest,
these regions being essentially abandoned by man
during the Altithermal. It is hypothesized that
Shoshoneans have occupied northwestern Wyoming
for the past five millennia. (Husted 2002: 114)
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Husted postulates that out of the many cultural layers,
layer 36 places Shoshonean site usage at 700 A.D.:

Many traits of the Northern Shoshone were not
found in Layer 36; however, the general flavor of
Northern Shoshone culture is reflected in the
Layer 36 assemblage. Many ethnographic traits are
associated with the horse. If these are not
considered, the similarity between Layer 36 and
Northern Shoshone culture becomes even closer.
That we are dealing with the Shoshone of around
AD 700 seems certain. (Husted 2002: 125)

Husted further positions the archeological evidence in
northwest Wyoming to assist in refuting Lambs hypothesis which
states an expansion from the Great Basin taking place no earlier
than 1000 B.P.:
Given the presence of a Utaztekan continuum in
northwestern Wyoming for at least 5,000 years and
occupation of the region in historic times by
Numic speakers, either Lamb’s conclusion that
Numic speakers spread northward across the basin
only 1,000 years ago is invalid or other AztecTanoan speaking peoples vacated the region
allowing the Numic speakers to move in. One
possibility is that Numic speakers have inhabited
the area for several millennia. (Husted 2002:
146)
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Figure 1.
Source: Mummy Cave: Reproduced from, The Archaeology of Mummy Cave. Wilfred M. Husted and Robert Edgar (p. xxi).
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The archeological evidence undoubtedly assists in a long
tenured Numic occupation and use of the area.

The changes in

landscape utilization changed during these times and is
reflected in the changes seen in artifacts such as lithic
manufacturing, scrapers, and knives.

Each culture layer that

Husted analyzes is a glimpse into the regions select temporal
space.
Change in subsistence strategies is reflected in the
Archaic period at an estimated 7500 – 1500 B.P.

McKean

projectile points and shelter structures provide evidence for an
Uto-Aztecan presence into the Great Basin, Southwest, and Plains
from the northern Rocky Mountains (Husted 1995; Kornfeld 2010).
These projectile points are hypothesized to show game hunting
strategies of medium-sized game such as deer and mountain sheep
granting some semblance of the biota utilized for subsistence
(Frison 1991: 100).

Possible migration patterns within the

region are indicative through the manufacturing and seasonal use
of shelter structures such as pit houses (Martin and Smith 1999;
Husted and Edgar 2002; Smith 2003).
While numerous hypotheses place Numic migrations from the
Great Basin into the area 1,000 – 700 B.P. (Bettinger and
Buamhoff 1982), Husted remains resolute in the assertion that
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the Wind River Mountains has had a prolonged human presence for
an estimate of at least 3000 to 5,000 B.P. (Husted 1995: Husted
2002: 146).

Husted’s hypothesis is further reiterated by other

research which states early Shoshone occupation of surrounding
areas are confronted through archeological sites and material
culture, such as dating the Dinwoody petroglyphs (Holmer 1994;
Francis and Loendorf 2002: 123).

It is important to recognize that Dinwoody
14
petroglyphs are also dated by AMS C dating,
cation ratio dating and combined with relative
age estimates to establish the age of the
Dinwoody Tradition from the historic period and
6,000 years BP. Standard radiocarbon dates from
cultural levels overlying a Dinwoody petroglyph
established its age at 2000 years BP, so even if
researchers do not trust the new dating methods,
there is solid evidence to support at least two
millennia of antiquity for the tradition
(Loendorf 2004: 204).

The document will proceed representing both views regarding
migration chronologies to provide a glimpse into the ancestral
Shoshone lifeways and worldviews on the Great Basin and various
environments.

The archeological evidence and materials used in

the environment displays Husted’s belief in the early occupation
of the area.

Why and how these materials were used assists in

sensemaking regarding the perceptions of place and meaning of
the indigenous inhabitants within the environment.

Unearthing
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the material culture aids in the process of knowing the
variations and similarities regarding distinct band organization
and variation — and how this integrated into the material
culture being produced.
This evidence of occupation displays a lengthy tenured
representation of cultural development through meaningful
experience derived through categorizing the surroundings to be
pragmatically applied toward sustained occupation and movement
within the landscape.

This is reflected within the band

organizations and within their lifeways, which over time, became
further reflected in the cosmology and perceptions impacting
belief practices and socioreligious structures.

3.3 Sociopolitical Organization

Eastern Shoshone sociopolitical organization was conceived
through a unique composite of Plains and Basin societies.

The

Various impacts upon their culture such as inter-tribal trade
relations, cultural borrowing, and the introduction of the horse
altered many lifeways for various Shoshonean bands (Secoy 1992;
Sutton 2016: 69-71).

These rich trade relations became

reflected within their social lifeways through the
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categorization of classes (Shimkin 1986: 315). 4

One's wealth and

additions defined the ability to fall within select classes of
the social group, all of which were acquired and utilized in
different forms.

For instance, one may become a prolific

hunter, midwife, or puhagant as a means of navigating the
stratified schema of class structure within the band and tribe
(Shimkin 1986).
Another option to navigate these structures would be
through the manufacturing of material goods, particularly those
that were prized due to intricate decorations and utility, such
as the intricate bows or highly decorated ceremonial hides
(Klassen and Keyser 2001).

Another option to establish an

esteemed place amongst society would be through the accumulation
and ownership of property, or by possessing horses (Shimkin
1986: 315).

Owning a horse was a social and symbolic signal of

an individual's prowess within the social structure and the
environment.

Horses were utilized in multiple ways by various

Shoshonean bands, from transportation, travel, and hunting.

The

connotations attached to an individual owning a horse were often
attached to how the animal was utilized.

Warhorses were

decorated with paint to symbolize their battle tenure and war

4

Class categorization was established by linguistic titles; canakhanti (rich), tittannahkanti (poor), tattakanti (trade
partner), titenai (hire), nagacaxan (debt), and titewappi (servent/slave).
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power, while others were used in ceremonial matters, such as the
Yellow Brow's Big Horse Dance (Shimkin 1986: 319).

The horse

became an impactful sociocultural addition adopted by select
societies across the frontier.

The importance of the horse is,

at times, exaggerated when applied to the broader American
Indian identity.

Yet, it’s impact across the North American

landscape was undoubtedly a paradigm shift for many bands.

The

horse granted greater variability in specific lifeways, such as
large-scale explorations and horse-mounted bison hunting
assisted social organizations expansion into larger scaled
societies.

The indigenously revered horse became a symbol in

ceremonial, symbolic, and socioreligious traditions such as hide
paintings, rock art, and dance ceremonialism (Shimkin 1986: 319;
Keyser and Klassen 2001).
Shoshonean societies displayed orientation toward warfare
traditions from the late eighteenth to the early nineteenth
century.

The focus of war traditions can be hypothesised as an

aspect of their composite sociopolitical identity hybridized
from Plains societies.

These wartime orientations are reflected

in material culture like the Biographic Tradition that was
prevalent amongst indigenous inhabitants across the North
American Great Plains (Keyser and Klassen 2001).

Shoshonean

affiliations regarding biographic rock art has been hypothesized
at historic sites such as LaBarge Bluffs and Names Hill in the
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Green River Basin near the Fontanelle Reservoir (Keyser and
Poetschat 2005).

How these wartime traditions can be

interpreted and aid in reflections of Plains culture — which
integrated into aspect of Shoshonean society — is accompanied by
the introduction of the horse and other dynamics such as
relationships between the U.S. Government and Washakie (Steward
1939).

The Shoshone warded of advancements from numerous

conflicting indigenous bands.

The Blackfeet, Crow, and the

Arapaho utilized Shoshonean territories, and this placed them
into close contact and paved a foundation for conflict.

The

cohesion between the U.S. military and the warrior society of
the Shoshone became an essential foundation for early relations
during inter-tribal conflicts and campaigns.

The Shoshone were

acquired firearms from the U.S. Government the proved
indispensable to the Shoshone's military prowess (Shimkin 1986:
323-325).

Successful combat outings would allow select

individuals to gain the favor of their peers, exalting them into
highly valued hierarchical roles of the society.
Atop the Shoshone sociopolitical hierarchy was the te
kwahni.

The te kwahni would be consulted for any choice that

held significance for the society.5

The te kwahni could be

further recognized by specific symbolism in the form of an

5

The te kwahni was often referred to as a chief or chieftain figure by U.S. Government officials and EuroAmericans.
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extravagantly decorated headdress and the yellow marking upon
his lodge.

Typically, the te kwahni was an experienced military

or shamanistic practitioner that oversaw various tribal
operations ranging from economic relations, political
negotiations, and wartime operations with the assistance of
military sodalities such as the Yellow Birds and the Logs
(Shimkin 1986: 310).
The Yellow Birds served as one part of a dual societal
military structure.

Opposite of the Yellow Birds were the Logs.

These two groups were complementary rather than competitive and
both sodalities were noted for their esteemed bravery.

The

military sodalities were comprised of brave young men who had
been initiated through ritual.

The Yellow Birds and the Logs

participated in pre-battle ceremonies which circumambulated the
individuals and their war companion, the horse.

The ritual was

a symbolic cohesion between the man and animal, exalting one
another into a state of otherness.
The Logs was comprised of older men.

These men had various

and extensive battle and war experiences, which was symbolically
signaled by their blackened faces.

This group also participated

in societal bonding ceremonialism, such as the Sun Dance and
communal hunting (Lowie 1924: 185-314; Shimkin 1986: 310-311).
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Before reservation confinement, the Eastern Shoshone were
often referred to by an array of titles.

This vast consortium

aimed to establish a categorizing structure of varying
Shoshonean bands that were identified from one another.
Throughout the nineteenth century, tribal bands were categorized
into three to five separate groups.

Diet has been a widely

applied schema within the historical record to signify
Shoshonean band variations.

Early ethnographic data can be

attributed to Ake Hultkrantz and Dimitri Shimkin, who
established data regarding the kinship and band variations of
particular Shoshone groups and their surrounding proximal areas.
Some of the most referenced were the Idaho based Tukudika "Sheep
Eaters," Kukundika "Buffalo Eaters," and the Agaidika "Salmon
Eaters."
Shoshone individuals would attach to different Shoshonean
bands for hunting, foraging, seasonal migrations, and other
cultural dynamics.

Travel was often conducted using river

portage when available.
Shoshone would access.

Seasons often dictated which areas the
Summer camps were moved to the Black

Fork and the Wind River valleys, which were considered tebiwas.
Once summer ended, the tribe would disperse into smaller bands
(Shimkin 1938: 414; 1947: 245-288).

Those under Washakie

traveled to the Greybull River, while others under the
leadership of No'oki, Di'gaondimp, and Ta'wunasi'a, dispersed
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into the Big Horn Mountains, Powder River Valley, Sweet Water
River, and the North Platte River (Shimkin 1938: 414-415).
During these movements, a Sheep Eater Shoshone may spend time
with the Salmon Eater Shoshone, or a Salmon Eater may attach to
a Sheep Eater band.

These categorical structures help

distinguish between the various and distinct bands, but it is
essential to understand that intermingling between various bands
was common, if not essential for survival.

Additionally,

regardless of band identification or imposed monikers, numerous
Shoshone perceived themselves as a distinct unit:

The Shoshone groups that in historical time have
roamed in eastern Idaho, north-eastern Utah and
Western Wyoming regard themselves in our days as
parts of one and the same tribe. Especially do
those among them who have seasonally or in
periods hunted buffalo together — chiefly the
Lemhi Shoshone, the Fort Hall Shoshoni and the
Wind River Shoshone — and who have intermarried
a good deal speak of the tribes as a unit which
includes them all. On the other hand, the
concept of the tribe is often restricted to
their own particular group as soon as they have
dealings with the white authorities. The Wind
River Shoshone of today regard themselves as
members of the Shoshone tribe as one particular
Shoshone tribe according to circumstances
(Hultkrantz 1958: 149).

Adhering to the idea that individuals of a distinct
Shoshonean band could not collude or cooperate with other
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Shoshonean bands is in direct opposition to emic understanding
of the dynamic identities of the various nuances.

Etic

presuppositions and categorizations of the bands often
overlapped the same tribal variations that they set out to
distinguish from one another.

These categories are better

understood as flexible extensions of the ecological
relationships.

Viewing these as so will assist in the analysis

of the complex and varying relationships regarding the dynamic
range of lifeways that the Shoshone displayed through history
(Steward 1939; Hultkrantz 1961: 20).
The illumination regarding which ethnohistorical moniker is
applicable for specific bands to a select region will require
analysis of the nuanced intermingling between the Shoshonean
peoples and how these distinctions became defined throughout the
regions (Hultkrantz 1961: 33-34).

The specific cultural

contexts of environmental territories, artifacts, and gastric
choices will further assist in the sensemaking of band
distinctions and the varying lifeways within their respected
landscapes.
Adhering to this categorizing schema of artifact analysis,
gastric choices, and territorial boundaries establishes the
roles of ecological factors as a driving force for the change
and continuity of dynamic Shoshonean lifeways and worldviews.
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There are various Shoshonean bands throughout multiple
landscapes.

The Sheep Eaters, Bison Eaters, Dove Eaters, and

the Salmon Eaters are all Shoshonean, yet they all possess
distinct societal nuances.

These bands are often grouped into

the singular post-reservation-era Shoshonean identity known as
the Eastern Shoshone.6

Tukudika [Sheep Eaters] was in Wyoming a name
used by all Shoshones to designate those Indians
who occasionally or regularly devoted themselves
at bighorn hunting up in the mountains. Thus,
some Washakie prairie Shoshones called
themselves Tukudika, when, after their transfer
to the Wind River Reservation, they made summer
excursions to Yellowstone Park in order to hunt
big horn sheep (Hultkrantz 1961: 33-34).

According to ethnographic evidence, the people who grouped
into the Eastern Shoshone — post reservation era — appears to
apply to those dispersed throughout various Shoshone groups who
followed Washakie as their chieftain in Wyoming and neighboring
territories before 1868 (Hultkrantz 1958: 149).

While other

researchers such as Hoebel used this term to identify any
Shoshonean persons occupying the Idaho and Wyoming landscape,
many other researchers disagreed with such a wide cast

6

These bands, or groups, distilled into a single cohesive unit post reservation settlement and retained the Eastern
Shoshone moniker. However, it is also accepted to substitute “Wind River Shoshone” as a signifier for Shoshonean
peoples that settled into the Wind River Reservation.
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categorical schema.

Prior to the 1863 Fort Bridger Treaty, the

Shoshone had not been self-perceived as a singular cohesive
Eastern Shoshonean unit due to the various dynamic bands and
vast environments of inhabitation.

Lowie and Steward defined

those occupying the Lemhi and Fort Hall areas as Northern
Shoshone, while Steward further distinguished Western Shoshone
as those occupying western Idaho, Utah, and Nevada (Hultkrantz
1958: 149).

Indigenous kinship allows for further illumination

of social grouping and sociopolitical organization of various
indigenous peoples, and the Shoshonean bands displayed their own
distinct kinship structure.

3.4 Kinship

Shoshone bands were comprised of familial structures.
These structures established a generational lineage by sex and
various cultural terminologies that bound extended family
members within kinship structures (Hoebel 1939: 440-457; Shimkin
1986: 315).
Similar to Northwestern Plains social structures and Great
Basin cosmologies, the Eastern Shoshone social structure
interlinked cosmology, religion, and ecology, creating a
distinct identity distilled through Basin and Plains influences.
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The individual's placement within the social structure was based
on varying aspects, one of which being gender.
Women were often the subordinate of men, unable to
participate in particular social rituals due to menstruation.
According to Eastern Shoshone belief, menstruation was thought
endanger ritual purity.

This removal of women's participation

in socially binding dynamics did not allow female individuals
the capability to navigate the social hierarchy with the same
fluidity of their male counterparts.

However, this did not

remove women from essential activities as they were able to
display specific agency within the social structure.

Shoshone

women were vital to societal health, particularly when one
considers their role in essential sustaining activities.

Women

secured their group’s tribal health by becoming experts in
critical skills such as midwifery, material manufacturing,
foraging, and hide tanning (Shimkin 1986: 311).

Women were not

ostracized from all socioreligious and spiritual roles, as any
gender could receive visions or embarking on a quest.

Even with

women receiving visions and the capability to become puhagants,
most visionaries and medicinal practitioners seeking puha
through socioreligious rites were young men.
Adolescent boys entering cultural roles of becoming young
men were urged to develop specific skills such as hunting and to
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take part in social emergence rituals, one of which being the
vision quest.

Another principal rite of passage into adulthood

was marriage.

Once individuals became wed, they were then

considered to be adults (Miller 1983: 66-86; Shimkin 1986: 325).7
The individual's social prowess was attributed to the set of
skills they excelled in for sociocultural health.

These skills

were then implemented in the form of receiving visions,
warriorism, possessing and making medicine and puha, or more
mundane, yet essential tasks.

These dynamics helped to

distinguish the Eastern Shoshone identity as a powerful
spiritually driven society instilled with puha and a
relationship to both spiritual and natural landscapes detailed
in their orientation toward the socioreligious dynamics (Shimkin
1986: 311).

This identity became further solidified through

critical moments pre and post reservation era establishing the
new age of North American Indian identity while attempting to
balance the U.S. Government’s transgressions of assimilating
indigenous populaces into "modernity."

3.5 Eastern Shoshone; Wind River Shoshone

The solidification of the Wind River Reservation, on July
3, 1868, was the precursor of the various bands’ settlement onto

7

Marriages were arranged by the women’s family who acquired a man that was fit to provide.
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the reservation.

Once in place within the reservation, these

bands would become distilled and recognized as the Eastern
Shoshone (Kappler 1904).

8

The various Shoshonean bands practiced a dynamic range of
subsistence gathering activities prior to reservation
confinement and the introduction of agriculture.

Shoshoneans

lived as hunter-gatherers, using a wide array of biota at their
disposal.

Deer, bighorn sheep, and bison were available

protein-rich resources, while various nuts, roots, and tubers
were regular supplementations due to seasonal subsistence
shifts.

Although not exact, the dates of Shoshone occupation in

the area is archeologically hypothesized at least 3000 to 5000
B.P. surrounding the dating of petroglyph and pictograph motifs
that are etically attributed to Shoshone bands within these
bucolic landscapes (Francis and Loendorf 2002: 15).

Numerous

archeological excavations have revealed soapstone artifacts that
have been attributed to Mountain Shoshone occupations (Taylor
2017).

Post reservation consolidation, Hultkrantz (1974(a))

viewed the Eastern Shoshone as a cohesive unit that was an
amalgam of other Shoshone bands:

My investigation shows that the present day Wind
River Shoshone — up to this time considered by
ethnologists as a homogeneous tribe — is
8

Also known as the Wind River Shoshone, Mountain Shoshone, and Sheep Eaters.
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composed of descendants of three independent,
ethnic units as of 1860, within the present
boundaries of Wyoming. If one goes further back
in time, then one conjecture that the number of
independent groups was even greater, but two
large main groups stand out both through their
socio-political structure and their economic
activities: the Buffalo Hunter’s or Kukundïka of
the Plains, the main portion of the present day
[W]ind [R]iver Shoshone’s, and the Sheep Eaters
or Tukudïka in the mountains (Hultkrantz 1961:
20).

Hultkrantz’s acknowledgement of three main bands of
Shoshone, which could be extensively defined following the early
changes into the reservation era, provides a glimpse into a
specific temporal position of distinct Shoshonean groups: the
Kucundïka (Buffalo/Bison Eaters), Tukudïka (Sheep Eaters), and
the Haivodïka (Dove Eaters) (Hultkrantz 1958; n.d.: 135).

3.6 Kucundïka

The Kucundïka — also known as the Buffalo or Bison Eaters —
were horse-mounted bison hunting Shoshone.

The Kucundïka were

prolific hunters whose sociopolitical organization and lifestyle
echoed many observed patterns in Plains tribes (Hultkrantz,
1958: 152).

This ethnonym was not strictly applied to the

Kucundïka of Wyoming as it was also used to define the Buffalo
Eaters of Idaho and the Bannocks that joined the Shoshone on
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communal hunting grounds.

The territory of the Kucundïka was

quite extensive, as Hultkrantz states:

They hunted on the plains from Montana down to
southern Wyoming, they roamed the mountain
country from the Bitterroot Mountains in the
north-west to the Uinta Mountains in the south,
and on their western wanderings they reached
Camas Prairie in Idaho and Great Salt Lake in
Utah. They had lively contact with the Lemhi
Shoshone far to the north and the Comanche
Indians far to the south (Hultkrantz 1958: 150).

The faltering abundance of game during the nineteenth
century and consistent conflict with neighboring tribes— such as
the Crow and the Blackfoot — required the Kucundïka to
reconceptualize their subsistence strategies into various
environments of the Wind River Basin and Bighorn Valley as
allotted by their mounted migrations.

When resources became

scarce within familiar hunting grounds, Washakie led hunts as
far as northeast of the Laramie Range (Hultkrantz 1958: 150;
Hultkrantz n.d.: 138).

Although the Kucundïka were known to

harvest big game, they regularly practiced foraging for nuts,
berries, and roots.

The Shoshone’s ability to remain non-

reliant upon a singular food source allowed them the flexibility
to utilize the environment that various neighboring Plains
tribes did not display.
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Organizational structure and demographic size of the
Kucundïka bared some similarities to that of North American
Plains Indians.

Multiple factors were encouraging for having

larger groups than that of smaller bands.

One aspect is due to

the complexity and effort required to sustain a large society.
This would require an extensive amount of resource gathering and
preparation, such as the larger-scale communal game hunts in
conjunction with other seasonal subsistence processes like
harvesting the nuts, berries, roots, and tubers that were
essential for select Shoshonean peoples.

The horse's

introduction allowed for far greater success of subsistence
return by large scale communal hunting and it assisted in the
structuring of larger societies (Steward 1939).
The ability to harvest more resources through longer
migratory hunting patterns, with the added ability to transport
these resources through vast stretches of territory, requires an
increased amount of assistance reflected through the demographic
size (Steward 1939).

While smaller groups practiced foraging,

communal hunts required cohesion between multiple experienced
hunters and multiple Shoshonean bands.
The aptitude to take down large game — such as bison —
required hunting skills, in-depth nuanced interpersonal
cooperation, and communication between hunters.

In short, more
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experienced hunters and hunting parties equates to more prolific
hunts, further extending to more calories and the ability to
sustain a larger society with the successful return on
investment of resources.

These lifeways would reverberate into

the sociopolitical structure and the worldviews.

Harvested game

hides would be turned into clothing, shelter panels, or
ceremonially marked hides, further linking everyday activities
into the socioreligious practices creating the foundational loop
for an ecology of puha (Keyser and Klassen 2001).

Without the

horse, the probability to access lands — where bison were
prevalent — would result in the failure to sustain the largescale society.

The subsistence strategies of the Kucundïka

display the composite lifeways that were implemented to support
larger band sizes through reorienting and reconceptualizing
societal needs through group cooperation and integration of a
societal uplifting resource such as the horse.

The Kucundïka

were not the only Shoshonean band positioned toward game
subsistence.

The related band, Tukudïka, thrived in the

mountainous landscapes of Idaho hunting and trapping mountain
sheep.
3.7 Tukudïka

Tukudïka, or Sheep Eater, refers to Shoshonean peoples that
displayed prolific experience harvesting wild mountain sheep —
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primarily in Idaho's high alpine, Wind Rivers, Yellowstone
country and the Absaroka range (Nabokov and Loendorf 2004).
Early mountain settler bands of the Tukudïka consisted of small
familial units until the Shoshone consolidated into the Wind
River reservation.9

The Tukudïka occupied and utilized

environments in Idaho, northwestern Wyoming, and southwestern
Montana (Hultkrantz 1958: 152).

Tukudika [Sheep Eaters] was in Wyoming a name
used by all Shoshones to designate those Indians
who occasionally or regularly devoted themselves
at bighorn hunting up in the mountains. Thus,
some Washakie prairie Shoshones called
themselves Tukudika, when, after their transfer
to the Wind River Reservation, they made summer
excursions to Yellowstone Park in order to hunt
big horn sheep. (Hultkrantz 1961: 33-34)
The Tukudïka intermingled with their Kucundïka Shoshone
peers during cohesive hunting excursions.

It is hypothesized

that the Wind River Tukudïka had more cohesion with the
Kucundïka than their counterparts that inhabited the Tetons and
the Absaroka ranges due to conflicts between encroaching tribes
(Hultkrantz 1958: 153).

Even with the horse's introduction the

Tukudïka continued to utilize pedestrian lifeways that
complimented navigation of the mountainous environments that

9

Smaller bands often echoed the relationship between group size and subsistence resource availability which can
be seen in smaller Shoshone groups of the Great Basin.
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could prove problematic for horse mounted expeditions
(Hultkrantz 1958: 152).
These subsistence habits and sociopolitical structures of
the Tukudïka also echoed a composite lifeway influenced by
Plains and Great Basin cultures that would distill into aspects
of the greater Eastern Shoshone identity.

Much of their

supplemental gastric choices consisted of harvesting roots,
berries, tubers, fish, and other game animals apart from the
preferred wild mountain sheep (Steward 1939; Hultkrantz 1958;
1961).

While intermingling with other Shoshone bands took

place, the Tukudïka displayed their distinct band
characteristics through their lifeways within their
environments, particularly with their choice to remain a
pedestrian society while other bands were prioritizing horse
mounted excursions.

3.8 Haivodïka

Haivodïka, or Dove Eaters, was the Shoshonean band that
were seen as significantly influential for the broader
Shoshonean culture through the integration of select ritual and
ceremonial traditions like the Sun Dance:
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Particular attention was devoted to these
Shoshone by my Wind River informants; they
develop the Sundance ritual; they were largely
acculturated half breeds and as such deeply
influenced the course of Shoshone culture. The
span of their existence as a separate group may
be defined approximately as between 1840 and
1870. After the latter date they have
constituted an influential part of the Wind
River Shoshone population. Their influence has
been both conservative and innovating.
(Hultkrantz n.d.: 135)

Before Euro-American contact, the Haivodïka populated the
Green River Valley.

This landscape teemed with various brush

plants, grasses, berries, and fauna, such as deer, mice,
rabbits, and squirrels (Hultkrantz n.d.: 137; Hultkrantz 1958:
153).

Wilson Price Hunt’s expedition in 1811 illuminates early

accounts of intermingling between the Shoshone and early EuroAmerican travelers that lead to intermarrying and further
assimilation into Euro-American concepts not yet witnessed to
such an extent in other Shoshonean bands (Hultkrantz n.d.: 144).
Hultkrantz infers that this intermingling is one of the dynamics
that led to the genesis of the Haivodïka through continuous
cultural borrowing and interpersonal relations through trapping
and trading between settlers and other indigenous peoples
located near the Fort Bridger area.

The Haivodïka journeyed

away from Fort Bridger during winter times to seek shelter and
intermingle with other Shoshonean bands in the Sweetwater Gap,
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descending upon the landscape to work cohesively as a singular
unit during harsh seasonal changes (Hultkrantz n.d.: 151).
The Mormon presence upon Fort Bridger, scarce game supply,
and the U.S. Government’s takeover of Fort Bridger were all
catalysts for a drastic change of the Haivodïka and precursors
of westernized modernity for the indigenous populace of the
intermountain west.
Although Hultkrantz’s statements establish the tribe as a
single unit, he still acknowledges the pressing issue regarding
solutions to reconcile the distinct specific cultural contexts
of each band along with the intermingling between Shoshone
inhabitants that occupied the intermountain west:

Shoshone cooperation makes the nation of
“Eastern Shoshone” an artificial one. Among the
present day Wind River Shoshones are the
Bannocks and Paiutes, Lemhi and so-called
Western Shoshones, well the descendants of
Washakie’s soldiers live on in reservations in
Idaho and Utah. Those cultural traditions which
were carried on by the Shoshones at Fort Hall
and Fort Washakie are surprisingly similar. “we
are the same people. There is no difference
between us,” several representatives of the
different Shoshone groups told me on several
occasions. (Hultkrantz 1961: 22-26)

Through Hultkrantz, one can begin to grasp the complex
richness which is the distinct composite Eastern Shoshone
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identity.

Opulent trade relationships between tribal bands

created the environment for cultural intermingling, relations,
and the potential for cultural hybridity to thrive.

Soapstone

and projectiles that were manufactured may have frequently been
distributed in other settlements through these trade relations
providing context to the reach and afterlife regarding trade
relations.

The diverse gastric choices and environmental

sources for subsistence illuminates the ecological relationship
regarding the Shoshone and their familiarly frequented
environments that assisted in forming distinct lifeways and
identity.

3.9 Eastern Shoshone Lifeways

The Eastern Shoshone harvested various game such as deer,
antelope, and mountain sheep.

They were also master foragers

capable of collecting a wide variety of caloric dense foods.
Pinyon and white-bark pine nuts played an essential role in
attaining these caloric needs, particularly when other resources
were depleted or unavailable, and seed beating was likely a
carry-over from the Great Basin ancestral Shoshone (Nabokov and
Loendorf 2002: 143).

The pinyon nut is a fat-packed protein-

rich subsistence ooption that did not pose the same risks — or
extensive group effort and planning — as communal big game
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hunting. When a large harvest of pinyons was accrued, it
alleviated pressures through the supplemental nutrients in place
of harvesting other game.
Gastric and geographic signifiers are not the only
categorizing schemas in which anthropologists and archeologists
have established distinct band variations.

Solely relying on

this as an identifying mechanism creates problems considering
the knowledge accumulated regarding the intermingling and
grouping of numerous band variations.

Artifacts such as the

nearly 9,000-year-old game trapping net, soapstone bowls,
wickiups, wood dwellings, and projectile points are used to
establish the presence and activities of the game hunting
Shoshone from their varying bands (Kornfeld; Frison; Larson
2010: 313).10

Material tools, such as hide scraping blades,

knives, and projectile points provide researchers with a focal
point to estimate the early inhabitants' potential occupational
areas.

The Shoshonean peoples specialized in the manufacturing

and use of the above materials, further illuminating their
subsistence strategies in conjunction with their ontological
perceptions of landscapes through the usage of rock art and

10

This game net shares similarities to other trap nets used by Numic speaking people in the Great Basin. This
could provide evidence for early sheep hunting practices in the Rocky mountain west with dates that exceed those
found in the current archeological records.
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continued socioreligious actions, site usage, and continued
visitation.11
A primary Shoshonean tool that differentiated them from
other indigenous inhabitant was the expertly crafted and highly
valued bows that were manufactured from antlers and horns.

The

antler and horn were often harvested from artiodactyls like
sheep, bison, deer, or elk (Wilson 1919: 107).12

These bows were

drastically different from those seen in other Plains cultures.
The bows were lavishly manufactured by blending the horns with
wood, creating a more robust hunting tool and a symbol of the
hunter's prowess regarding their knowledgeable relationship with
the environment.

The decorated bows were, at times,

manufactured at sacred sites such as hot springs which connected
material items to the spiritual processes that assisted in the
cultivation of an ecology of puha.

The relationship between the

spiritual and the natural worlds accompanying particular puha
relationships intertwined with hunting power displays a link
between material culture that is reflected through the
manufacturing of the bow in the natural world and the perceived
sacred power of the manufacturing site.

The accounts of bow

manufacturing provide evidence that hot springs — an essential

11

Biface flint-knapped artifacts can often be accurately dated by archeologist to determine a period of
manufacturing.
12 Some may have been accrued from big game dropping or shedding their antlers.
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aspect of the Shoshonean cosmological beliefs — were often
utilized to soften the horn, making it malleable to work with
while also incorporating distinct sacred symbolic perceptions
into the manufacturing process (Wilson 1919: 107).
Various hunting strategies were employed throughout the
mountain west and the Shoshone utilized these to their
advantage.

The ancestral Eastern Shoshone were acutely aware of

their varying environments, and with this acuteness they became
experts in how to extract resources from the high alpine and the
lower basins.

This was partly due to the composite subsistence

lifeway of foraging for flora and fauna to acquire their food
sources and provide not only for the individual but also for
their society's unified health.
Hunting techniques illuminate many aspects of a culture,
socio-political organization, and the inhabitant’s relationship
with their environments.

Game traps signify the tribe's

cohesion regarding group efforts needed to trap artiodactyls
that were densely populated throughout the environment.

Game

traps also displayed a heightened awareness of the ancestral
Eastern Shoshone's intimate knowledge and relationship with
their environment through the trial and error of subsistence
strategies that led to the manufacturing of trapping materials.
For a trap to be pragmatic and worthwhile, attention regarding
movement patterns of the targeted animal must be learned through
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tracking and observation in addition along cohesive planning and
capitulations to produce a successful return on the invested
time and energy of the group.
Artifacts such as the bow also display the ability to track
and hunt game in a specialized method.

Less intensive and

collective resources were required for bow hunting, and smaller
hunting groups often played into stalking tactics when not
enacted communally and horse mounted.

This task could typically

be done with one or two individuals; however, group hunts with
bows were not unlikely amongst mounted Shoshonean peoples, as is
displayed through the communal bison hunts led by Chief
Washakie. Bowhunting bison on horseback was a dangerous
undertaking, yet bowhunting was familiar due to ancestral
hunting practices.
sized game trappers.

The ancestral Shoshone were prolific medium
However, they also implemented bows for

thousands of years before specific bands started hunting bison
from horseback.

Bison were large animals that could easily

dispatch of a horse and rider.

Furthermore. bison were not

easily harvested unless encountering a lone bison from
horseback.

Training the horses to veer away after hearing the

arrow leave the bow was a tactic used by the Comanche that may
have been adopted by the Shoshone to prevent catastrophic
injuries to the horse and rider during these hunting excursions
(Gwynne 2011).

Large bison lances and bows were often used
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while horse mounted hunting parties attacked from behind to
mitigate the risk of injury or death to the horse and horseman
(Gwynne 2011).
Unmounted bowhunting would have practiced differently.
Pedestrian stalking would require extreme patience and caution
to not alert the animal of the hunter's presence.

Administering

a clean kill-shot to an animal would require the bowhunter to be
positioned within a familiar and comfortable range, and this
would have been accomplished through countless hours of practice
and prior successful hunts.

From the hunter's perception,

hunting success could be attributed to these factors along with
the reciprocal relationship with hunting power granted from a
guardian spirit.
Manufactured trapping materials, hunting tools, and
tracking were not the only tactics utilized to harvest game.
The Great Basin Shoshone are recorded to have used dogs to hunt
sheep, and the ancestral Eastern Shoshone could have adapted
this as evidence points to possible use of dogs herding mountain
sheep into game traps (Steward 1938: 54; Dominick 1964: 158).
Canine figures have been documented in Shoshonean material
culture, such as Dinwoody art, which provides evidence for
possible canine utilization.

However, a clear picture of their

role in hunting in Eastern Shoshone society is not developed
through biographic rock art (Keyser and Klassen 2001).
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Artifacts located near water sources illuminate fishing tactics
utilized by other Shoshonean bands.

These tactics can be

inferred as a product of diffused subsistence activities from
intermingling (Nabokov and Loendorf 2002).

These differing

hunting and fishing tactics further display adaptability and
situational awareness of distinct bands of the Shoshone within
their environment assisting in the complex diversity between
each distinct band.

The absolute reliance upon the natural

world provides illumination into the importance of how the
distinct bands related and interacted with landscapes that often
superseded the material perceptions of these environments.
Additional aspects of the Shoshone that illuminate their
distinctiveness and adaptability as a culture is through their
manufacturing and utilization of various dwelling structures.
Early accounts of explorers such as Lewis and Clark have shown
that skin tipis were utilized by the Shoshone of the Rocky
Mountain west.

Traditional oral accounts speak of Lemhi

Shoshones utilizing smaller grass huts.

Other accounts show

that some Shoshonean peoples dwellings consisted of wickiups and
portable tipis.

These would prove essential for mobile bands

moving through the landscape following seasonal subsistence
strategies (Lowie 1924: 221).
Lodge pads, which are the remains of wickiup sites, have
been discovered throughout the region along with proximal
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artifacts such as steatite bowls and lithics (Eakin 2005).
These sites assist in establishing an account of the population
across the Rocky Mountain west (Kornfield et al. 2010: 296).
Lodge pads varied in layout and use.

Some featured hearths,

while others were bare.
The variability of lifeways and worldviews of the Shoshone
and their indigenous neighbors would be altered in the wake of
Euro-American contact.

The influx of settlers, fur traders,

missionaries, and U.S. Government occupations would begin to
unravel a series of events that forced the North American
Indians to negotiate their territorial claims, traditional
lifeways, and worldviews.

Landscapes that were essential for

reciprocal relationships intertwined with spiritual power slowly
began to slip from the grasp of the indigenous populace, and
with it, their perceptions of these spaces reoriented and the
relationships with them changed.
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CHAPTER 4
THE RESERVATION ERA AND SHIFTING PERCEPTIONS OF IDENTITY AND
PLACE
4.1 Treaties

Treaty relations between the U.S. Government and the North
American Indians ushered in a new age of broader ethnic identity
for the indigenous populace.

This new age was primarily

catalyzed from conflict and capitulations.

These attempted

peace relations would eventually lead the further eroding
relationships between settler, the U.S. Government, and the
indigenous.

The consistent renegotiating eventually led to

reservation consolidation and a vast eradication of traditional
cultural landscapes, lifeways, and worldviews (Figure 2).
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Figure 2.
Source: Traditional Shoshonean Landscapes: Retrieved from, Personal Archives. Gregory Campbell, The University of Montana.
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The constant repositioning and negotiations further
stratified the intentions and the foundational perceptions of
the involved parties.

The late nineteenth century displayed the

shift of distinct independent bands reorganized and concentrated
into broader “Indian” identities during the establishment of
reservations.
Native leaders believed that the treaties positioned them
to utilize certain lands for sustaining their people and
cultural practices.

However, the U.S. Government's perceptions

focused on consolidating multiple bands into specific areas —
such as the Fort Hall Reservation — were tactics to free up
lands needed to usher in Euro-American modernity.

Indigenous

peoples such as the Bannocks and Shoshone were immersed in these
reservation consolidations which created a unique environment
where band distinctions began to solidify toward a broader
ethnic identity that, for the Shoshonean peoples, would soon
coalesce into the Eastern Shoshone tribe.
The indigenous populace perceived their environments far
differently than the Euro-American's.

Boundaries and land

ownership was not a concept apparent in perceptions by the North
American Indians as it was by the Euro-American’s before
establishing treaty lands and allotment policies (Carlson 1978).
This fracture in perceptions was witnessed in the differing
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lifeways.

Bands would navigate vast spatial areas then settle

in communal native lands known as tebiwas during the winter
seasons (Crum and Dayley 1993: 275-295).

Landscapes were never

owned; they were accessed.ii
As negotiations proceeded, the U.S. government consistently
overlooked indigenous perceptions, lifeways, and critical
distinctions between bands.

The differing perceptions were not

understood or reflected, nor were they prioritized.
During the 1860s, the discovery of gold increased EuroAmerican settlers traveling through the intermountain west.
Travelers began to settle permanently in areas designated as
original treaty lands, creating strained resource availability
between the immigrants and the indigenous populace which further
the tensioned relations between both parties.

This was first

endured by the Nez Perce but would be a signifier of things to
follow for the North American Indians (Hailey 1910: 38-43;
Arrington 1994: 190-202).
Safe passage for settlers to access the ever-decreasing
amount of territory taken from the indigenous population became
a lodestar for mass consolidations and allotment acts.

As more

treaties were produced, capitulations turned to conflicts due to
the unratified original treaties and growing confusion between
the U.S. Government's diluted vision for the indigenous populace
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began to seep through the fractures of the failed negotiations
(Hailey 1910).
These first treaties arose from continued contact and
conflict between travelers, settlers, and indigenous bands.

The

mid nineteenth century was a hallmark of raids on the Oregon,
California, and Montana trails.

Furthermore, conflicts between

Mormon missionaries and the indigenous created the foundation
and a need to reconcile societal clashes.

The increased number

of raids made passage through the territories difficult for
Mormon asylees, miners, fur traders, and settlers.

The rising

tensions continued to accumulate, eventually climaxing with the
Bear River Massacre.
Mormon asylees from the 1858 Utah War had gathered in the
Cache Valley, and with their presence came further conflicts
with the Northwest Shoshone.

Colonel P.E. Connor dispatched to

the area with a group of men to issue a display of force.

What

unfolded was a ruthless display to eradicate the local
Shoshonean band.

On the dawn of January 29, 1863, an estimated

250-400 Shoshone were slaughtered in their camp.

Following the

U.S. Government's display of force, James Duane Doty — Utah's
superintendent of Indian Affairs — entered multiple treaties
ranging from Nevada to Wyoming (IBID.: 178-192; RCIA 1863: 420;
Madsen 1967: 5-30; Trenholm and Carley 2014).
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Doty, Washakie, and Washakie's followers gathered at Fort
Bridger on July 2, 1863, where Doty and Washakie's meeting would
assist in developing other treaties further impacting the
various bands caught between the influx of Euro-American
settlers along the California, Montana, and Oregon trails.

The

treaty at Soda Springs established that these bands were to be
led by Washakie.

The treaty failed to define a specific

territory to the distinct bands opting for a "Shoshone Nation"
while U.S. Government’s subsidized payments to Washakie grew his
leadership, prowess, and influence (RCIA 1864: 176; Treaty of
Fort Bridger 688; Madsen and Madsen 1980: 134; Madsen 1980: 38).
The U.S. Government searched for a singular indigenous
representative to assist in the assimilation of the new age, and
they deemed Washakie a successful figure to further peace
relations.
The treaties did little to ease the conflict between the
indigenous populace and settler occupation.

By 1865 bounties

were being offered for the scalps of all indigenous peoples,
regardless of age or gender.

The dehumanizing tactics of the

Euro-American’s and U.S. Government toward the indigenous was
gaining momentum, and it was positioned toward erasing the
identity and culture of those standing in the way of modernity.
Further failed ratifications of treaties left many indigenous
without the proper access and ability to meet basic survival
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requirements and with their struggle, the U.S. Government’s
assimilation tactics to “Americanize” the indigenous in order to
“kill the Indian to save the man (Pratt 1973).
Lands were prioritized for settlers, and in 1865, Idaho
Governor D.W. Ballard proposed a plan to utilize Fort Hall as an
area of consolidation for southern Idaho bands.

Baallard’s

claims were founded on abundant resource availability capable of
sustaining a large, consolidated populace (RCIA 1867; USNA 1866;
RCIA 1866: 191).

While Fort Hall was centrally located near

communal hunting lands and fisheries, it was to the benefit of
mounted bands.

The resources that were proposed as highly

available were not accessible to the unmounted bands.

On June

14, 1867, President Johnson approved Ballard's vision and
established the Fort Hall Reservation (RCIA 1867: 14, 248;
Madsen 1980: 51).
The consolidation of Fort Hall displays the U.S.
Government's inability to understand the distinctions of
lifeways and worldviews between the various bands.

It also

demonstrates the U.S. Government’s cavalier approach toward the
catastrophic implications of removing the populace from their
aboriginal landscapes into a consolidated area,

confining and

impacting their right to practice traditional modes of being.
This ultimately led to further consequences where the failure of
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peace relations on the frontier led to increased resentment from
Euro-American settlers toward indigenous peoples, calling for
the eradication and ethnocide of the traditionally associated
peoples.

While these circumstances were creating a seemingly

unnavigable set of obstacles, not all sentiments toward
eradication of the indigenous populace were shared by all EuroAmerican peoples.
Even with Euro-American settlers provoking many of the
conflicts, large scale reservation life was envisioned as the
best option for peace relations between the conflicting
populaces.

Indian Affairs Commissioner, Nathaniel Taylor,

proposed that two large reservations be created on the Plains.
As the proposal took form, Congress created the United States
Indian Peace Commission to handle the negotiations of eight
treaties.

The treaties that the United States Indian Peace

Commission handled were far more concise than early treaties.
Two main goals were to create and maintain peace and usher the
completion of the transcontinental railroad, yet these would
still be enacted at the removal of the indigenous and the
reallocation of aboriginal lands (Utley 1973; 1984: 100-107;
Hutton 1984).
Commission member and General C.C. Augur met with Washakie
on July 3, 1868 and urged him to relocate Shoshonean peoples
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onto the Wind River reservation due to the ever-increasing
immigrations that the transcontinental railroad would bring.
Augur's consistent urging of Washakie to settle into a single
territory was proposed as a way of providing more for Washakie's
followers.

The reservation located in the Wind River Valley was

beneficial to Washakie regarding its location near his tebiwas,
which, in theory, would allow he and his people to access
essential landscapes when needed (USNA 1868; RCIA 1868: 156159).
Washakie's peaceful relations with the U.S. Government
allowed him to develop — somewhat favorable — perceptions of the
reservation period that was not shared by other bands like the
Bannocks.

The consolidation of the various Shoshone bands into

a single nation would lead to the established ethnic identity
that is now the Eastern Shoshone.

This identity and a broader

identity of the North American Indian would be reflected through
material culture detailing the perceptions and relationship to
their landscapes pre- and post-contact.

4.2 Crystallization of the Eastern Shoshone as a Cohesive Nation

The Shoshone soon became crystalized as the Eastern
Shoshone upon the settlement of the Wind River Reservation
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(Shimkin 1942).13

The agreement to settle the reservation was in

reflection to the increasing pressures created by the influx of
settlers, the transcontinental railroad, and diminished
resources, which lead to Chief Washakie's capitulations with the
U.S. Government's consolidation strategies.

By the mid

nineteenth century, the gold rush, coupled with Mormon
missionaries and their livestock fleeing religious persecution
impacted grasslands and grazing patterns of game animals that
the Shoshone relied upon for essential lifeways and worldviews
(Hebard 1932; Stamm 1999).

These circumstances led to the grim

consultations given to Washakie that detailed a severe need to
consider consolidation and reservation life:

There are a great many white men already in your
country now, and as soon as the railroad is
completed there will be many more. They will
wish to remain and make homes here, and your
Great Father desires that they should do so.”
If Shoshones agreed to cede much of their
territory to accommodate this, they would
maintain a portion of their homeland as a
permanent reservation that Americans could not
invade. Moreover, Shoshones could continue to
hunt game off-reservation so long as it was
feasible to do so. Head cautioned, however,
that “in a few years the game will become scarce
and you will not find sufficient to support your
people. You will then have to live in some
other way than by hunting and fishing. He
wishes you, therefore, to go to this reservation
13

Henry Stamm promotes that preceding the reservation era, all buffalo hunting bands began to distill into the
sociopolitical tribe now known as the Eastern Shoshone (Stamm 1999: 12-16).
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now and commence
raise cattle and
is gone you will
independently of

to grow wheat and corn and
horses, so that when the game
be prepared to live
it (Hodge 2019: 2).

During 1851 Plains tribes urged the U.S. government to
compensate for the damage done by the heightened immigrant
traffic which had impacted resources and landscapes.

The U.S.

Government conceded with the Horse Creek Treaty of 1851. 14

The

treaty of 1851 allowed travelers' safe passage while defining
areas to live and hunt on the northern Plains for tribes like
the Hidatsa, Mandan, Arikara, Assiniboine, Crow, Arapaho, Lakota
Sioux, and Cheyenne (Trenholm and Carley 1964).

The Shoshone

were present during the signing yet not represented in
signature.

Due to bureaucratic constraints, Shoshonean

boundaries were represented by the Salt Lake City U.S. Indian
Bureau, while the 1851 Horse Creek treaty was represented by the
St. Louis U.S. Indian Bureau (Trenholm and Carley 2014: 121).
Tribal lands that were identified and granted to specific tribes
overlapped; however, these designated areas were not considered
strict boundaries.

Any tribe could enter any land for travel,

hunting, and fishing with agreements to do so peacefully.
The treaties introduced a new paradigm of perception toward
land for the indigenous populations.

14

For instance, the 1851

The 1851 Horse Creek Treaty is also referred to as the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty.
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Horse Creek treaty designated areas for the Crow that Shoshonean
peoples also utilized, causing strained relations and conflict
between the two tribes due to shifting land possession
perceptions that had been identified and imposed by nonindigenous governing bodies (Trenholm and Carley 2014: 168-176).
Additionally, they were a result of ongoing attempted peace
relations between the U.S. Government and Chief Washakie, whom
seemingly was fond of relocating to the Wind River under the
structuring of reservation lands and subsidized payments
benefiting his people:

I am laughing because I am happy; because my
heart is good. As I said two days ago, I like
the country you mentioned then for us, the Wind
River Valley. When we want to grown something
to eat and hunt I want the Wind River Country.
I want for my home the valley of Wind River and
lands on its tributaries as far east as the
Popo-agie, and I want the privilege of going
over the mountains to hunt where I please.
(Hodge 2019, 2)

Multiple Treaties were proposed to the Shoshone during the
1860s.

While other parts of the country were immersed in a

Civil War, settlers’ continued their encroachment on indigenous
landscapes further raising tensions on the frontier.

The

treaties positioned the Shoshone to settle west-central Wyoming
in the valley of the Big Wind River known by the Shoshone as the
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Warm Valley.

During 1863 (Figure 3), the Shoshone entered into

the first agreement, which would establish subsidization from
the U.S. government and 44 million acres of land that reached
both sides of the Continental Divide.

The subsidized payments

would total $200,000.00 to be placed under Washakie's control
(Kappler 1904; Shimkin 1942: 451).

This immediately exalted the

Shoshone as a decisive and trailblazing nation, inspiring other
tribes to view Washakie as a favored leader of his people.

This

newfound power created a semi-stable sociopolitical environment
for the Washakie led Shoshone, which dispelled conflicting
tribes from entering Washakie's territory due to the influx of
intertribal trust, peaceful relations with the U.S. Government,
and newfound followers (Shimkin 1942).
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Figure 3.
Source: Original Shoshone Reservation Treaty of 1863: Retrieved from, Personal Archives. Gregory Campbell,
The University of Montana.
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However, the first agreed upon treaty between Washakie and the
U.S. Government — signed July 2, 1863 — would shortly be reneged
as the original 44 million acres shrank to 3.2 million acres
located in the Wind River Valley.

Following the disparity from

constant conflict caused by overlapping hunting grounds due
newly defined borders, strained resources, and the addition of
the gold rush and the Union Pacific Railroad, Bannock and
Shoshone bands signed the new Fort Bridger treaty of 1868
(Trenholm and Carley 2014).

Following another unratified

treaty, the Shoshone further ceded another portion on their
reservation lands in 1874.

Money became a more cherished

commodity than land, and in 1896, the Shoshone and Arapaho
agreed to sell 10 square miles of territory known as the Big
Horn Hot Springs (1896 Cession).

James Mclaughlin, the

negotiator who assisted in the 1896 Hot Spring sale, returned to
the Wind River to secure more lands through a U.S. Government
urged proposal.

The new proposal urged Washakie to sell lands

north of the Wind River extending to the Popo Agie River along
with a portion of the southeast section of the remaining
reservation (Stamm 2010).

If any of the tribal members owned

land on these portions, the agreement stated that they would be
paid.

Future leases that were to take place on these ceded

portions would be paid to the owners of the land, yet no
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monetary compensation could replace the fracture and
dispossession of the Shoshone from their tebiwas.
Seventy years of constant repositioning by the U.S.
Government and renegotiation of treaties led to further culling
of reservation lands until the Shoshone and the Northern
Arapahoe were left with a mere 2.3 million acres between both
tribes (Figure 4) (Flynn 1998).
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Figure 4.
Source: Ceded Treaty Lands: Retrieved from, Personal Archives. Gregory Campbell, The University of Montana.
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Even with the prosperity from negotiated agreements between
Washakie and the U.S. Government, an account given by an
indigenous witness illuminates counsel given to Washakie, which
led to the Fort Bridger Treaty's agreement.

Some Shoshone still

displayed interest to remain in the Green River basin, yet,
under Washakie’s leadership, tribal members encouraged the move
into the Warm Valley.

This account upholds the influential

power of the Shoshone and the strength of Washakie's leadership
role in the wake of change:

A few small bands have for a year or two past
failed to visit the buffalo country, being
willing to expose their property to the
predatory visits of hostile Indians. These have
remained near here, on Green River, where its
sufficiency of game is found to subsist them,
and we are by they obtain a large quantity of
saleable skins. This diminution of his strength
is not satisfactory to Washakie; hence I have
instructed all who have the means and are not to
aged belonging to these bands to follow
Washakie, impressing them with the fact that he
alone is recognized as their head, and assuring
them that if they expect to share rewards they
must participate in all dangers incident to the
tribe (Shimkin 1942: 452).

Washakie’s rise to power was not well received by some
indigenous peoples.

What was suitable for Washakie and his

people did not translate to the overarching developing motif of
the Native American Indian identity.

These early relations and
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the Fort Bridger Treaty did bear fruit for Washakie’s people
early on, and the shift away from hunter-gatherer lifeways were
positioned to provide more stability, and this push away from
traditional lifeways was highlighted by the Dawes Allotment Act.
The U.S. Government's goals for consolidation were positioned
towards economic efficiency through these early allotment
policies.

Treaties between the U.S. Government and the

indigenous were primarily oriented for the U.S. Government to
acquire North American Indian lands with the Dawes Allotment Act
of 1887 (BIA 2021).

These policies morphed from capitulations

and reciprocity between parties into the feverish reorientation
for the complete acquisition of land for safe passage of
settlers and the furtherment of modernity by way of railroad
construction.
Allotments were created for acquiring indigenous
territories.

The first allotments began in the mid-nineteenth

century and continued until 1934 Carlson 1978: 274).

On paper

allotments looked to establish prosperity for new indigenous
property owners that could farm the land or sell it.

The Dawes

Act allowed the President the United States to define 160-acre
allotments of reservation land and assign these to indigenous
peoples (Carlson 1978: 274).
The General Allotment or Dawes Act of 1887, which
mandated a fundamental change in federal policies
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towards American Indians, empowered the president
of the United States to divide Indian
reservations into 160-acre allotments, assign one
to each family, and open remaining lands to white
settlers. Originally the lands were placed in
25-year trust, but after its passage the law was
amended to allow Indians to lease or sell their
allotments to non-Indians after receiving the
permission of the Office of Indian Affairs.
Reformers in the 1880s were convinced that
allotting land to Indians would encourage each
family to farm its own land and, in so doing,
acquire the habits of thrift, industry and
individualism needed for assimilation into white
culture. (Carlson 1978)

Agriculture was gainfully producing harvests while the mining
boom stood on feeble legs.

This slowed the influx of travelers

to the area and alleviated many of the pressures on indigenous
populace (Shimkin 1942).
These circumstances further exalted Washakie, garnering him
more praise and followers.

Washakie’s extended negotiations for

peaceful relations with the U.S. provided opportunities to train
his warriors in new military tactics.

These relations and

trainings proving essential for conflicts with opposing forces
such as the Blackfoot.

Shoshonean men soon entered U.S.

military service as scouts for the conflicts between Bannocks
and Nez Perce (Shimkin 1942: 453-55).
Prosperity for Shoshonean peoples would not be everlasting.
The lack of guidance from Euro-American farmers caused nearly a
third of the reservations crops to return to nothing more than
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dust by 1876.

By 1885 the fur trade had become all but

nonexistent, and bison hunting had reached an alarming
revelation with a decline from 2400 to 10 bison taken over three
years (Shimkin 1942).

The depletion of the bison on the

frontier was impactful beyond the material dynamics.
Deaths on the reservation soon began to outweigh the birth
rates.
dwindle.

Rations supplied by the U.S. Government began to
Settlers and travelers interested in lands nearby

created conflict between indigenous peoples and those entering
territories that were essential to indigenous lifeways and
worldviews.

These clashes continuously furthered tense

relations and strained indigenous’ access to lands, hunting
rights, and mitigated travel between reservations due to U.S.
Government-issued authority.

This distanced the Shoshone from

vital dynamics that were buttressed upon landscapes that they
were no longer allowed to access effectively disengaging them
from their essential worldview practices.

Visiting vision quest

sites would have become complicated at best, if not impossible,
altering their socioreligious perceptions, actions,
orientations, and identities.

Separating the Shoshone from

their lands would be like removing an essential dynamic from any
worldview buttressed against the importance of place.
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By 1902 the Eastern Shoshone were becoming a shadow of
themselves, dwindling to a population of no more than 800 people
(Shimkin 1942: 454-55).

Their lifeways were systematically

being erased, assimilation was accelerating ethnocide, and the
treaty agreements once promising a modern future had become the
erasure.
Catastrophic times were not permanent.

An increase in

birth rates was a sign that a true resurgence was on the
horizon.

The ever-present contact with traders, settlers, and

missionaries — along with intermingling with the Crow —
displayed diffused impacts on specific cultural traits of the
Eastern Shoshone.

Catholicism and Judeo-Christian ideologies

introduced to the Fort Bridger area had become implemented
within the Wind River as it transitivized its way into the
reservation with Bannock and Fort Bridger Shoshone asylees.

The

Ghost Dance was introduced to the Wind River in 1890 as a
rebuttal to the pressures from Euro-Americans.

It was performed

to rid the area of the non-indigenous population and replenish
the bison herds (Teit 1917; Spier 1935; Shimkin 1942).
The Eastern Shoshone began to implement ideological
philosophies perpetuated by Judeo-Christian dogma, and much of
this symbolism took root within the Sun Dance, further removing
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it from war dance Plain’s perceptions into a new social framing
as a cohesive bonding and healing ritual: 15

The Sun Dance has turned all together to
religion, with prayers to God Almighty for a
good healthy life. In the old days we used to
pray to be brave, and to live through battles.
Today we pray to be friends, to be us one tribe
of Indians, and to be friends with the white
people. In those former days we only knew the
name ‘Our Father,’ to whom we prayed, but since
then we have learned His Name from the white
people — God. (Shimkin 1942: 458)

The Sun Dance was not the only aspect of religious life
impacted by Catholic and Episcopalian missions.

The Peyote Cult

— along with the Ghost Dance — became an essential dynamic and a
rebuttal towards clergy-led worship as Lynn St. Claire stated:

Peyote is the Indians’ way of worshiping God.
The white man was given a book and a house. He
can merely read his prayers. But the Indian
knows nothing. So God gave him Peyote to pray
to him directly. (Shimkin 1942: 459)

The influx of settlers and the U.S. Government's desire for
developing Shoshone territories led to the impending acceptance
of reservation life for the Shoshone.

The increasing desire to

secure land for the Union Pacific Railroad and ensure safe

15

The Sun Dance was not adopted by the Shoshone until early 1800. While Round Dances were performed in the
Great Basin, the Sun Dance is not a traditional Numic practice.
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passage for incoming settlers on the Overland Trail seeking new
lands on the frontier brought a newly defined deity (Hodge 2019:
1).

Furthermore, reclamation projects in the late-nineteenth-

early-twentieth centuries furthered pressures on the indigenous
populace.

The location of the Eastern Shoshone territories

created a unique situation where contact with a vast array of
cultural influences and external pressures cultivated an
environment for cultural borrowing and hybridity.
Dire times could have served as one of many catalysts that
allowed the Eastern Shoshone to be more accepting of new
cultural dynamics from outside forces; while the willingness to
reject these outer influences often paralleled the tribe's
prosperous times and their urge to remain independent in their
identity.

The distinctive Eastern Shoshone identity is a

product of an amalgam from a multitude of social, spiritual, and
ecological altering events unfolding across vast periods.
Implementing new dynamics to contemporary processes was done
hastily.

Sun Dance symbolism and utility was altered to appease

frightened settlers who did not grasp the indigenous perceptions
and lifeways' complexity in their religious practices.
The Ghost Dance became a retaliation of Euro-American
missionary occupancies and U.S. Governments constant
repositioning of the treaties.

Socioreligious dynamics were
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becoming difficult to uphold.

Furthermore, vision quests were

seemingly eradicated due to reservation confinement and a
dwindling population by the early twentieth century.
Perceptions regarding puha that resided within Shoshonean
environments began to shift into new dynamics.

This shift of

perception in the ecology of puha is best be analyzed through
the foundational aspects from which the perceptions were
oriented and defined.
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CHAPTER 5
RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY, AND BELIEF

5.1 Cosmology

The Eastern Shoshone hold a deep reverence for specific
environments.

Many places serve as a canvas for sacred beliefs,

dialogizing, mythologizing, and spiritual practices (Basso 1996;
Francis and Loendorf 2002.)

These landscapes are essential

aspects of Shoshonean religious and spiritual worldviews.

The

Eastern Shoshone display their perceptions and beliefs of the
material world through their cosmological structure.

Eastern

Shoshone cosmology is thoroughly integrated into the environment
and material culture.

Separating society's material aspects by

severing accessibility to specific locales — along with the
depletion of subsistence resources, such as the bison — further
removes the Eastern Shoshone from their beliefs, practices, and
perceptions.iii

The mythology, cosmology, and actions are

situated within these environments and the accompanied lifeways.
These lifeways and worldviews are further revivified by the
dialogue and actions which shape the perceptual socioreligious
values of the Eastern Shoshone religious identity and their
relationship to the landscape.
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The Eastern Shoshone religious hierarchy is a social
concept operating through a cosmological cultural duality that
is saturated with hues of hunter gatherer Great Basin societies
and Great Plains' influence.

Much like the flexibility and

adaptable nature of puha perceptions, Shoshonean cosmology
possesses a dynamic range regarding its ability to reorient to
provide society with categorically structured values that
further situate the society and the individual within spiritual
and material environments.
The ability to implement new ideas within a society
displays a heightened awareness of the individual within the
environment while remaining cognizant of incoming pressures such
as new trade relations, changes in subsistence strategies,
resource fluctuations, conflict, and foreign belief systems.
This displays the processes to create and navigate categorical
schemas to rectify the individual's presuppositions of their
environment while creating a basis for cultural belief and
practice.

The Eastern Shoshone have displayed this ontology of

cosmology by compositing beliefs and adapting to incoming
symbolic structures during colonialization, assimilation, and
reorienting around changes to implement them into existing
practices:
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[T]he change has been done in such an incomplete
way that traces of the older cosmological
structure still coexist with the newer
structure. On top of that, this latter
cosmology has, during the last hundred years,
been reinterpreted to suit an overlay of
Christian beliefs. We are here concerned with
the traditional cosmological patterns which are
still recognizable today behind the Christian
veneer (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 280).

The various changes in Shoshonean cosmology are a critical
component of the Eastern Shoshone identity.

The prehistory and

history of the Eastern Shoshone illuminate the choices and
implementations of specific cosmological complexes that remain.
The cosmological foundations of the contemporary Eastern
Shoshone, Numa Shoshone, Plains Indians, and indigenous cultures
of the Western Hemisphere sprouted from the prehistoric
cosmological systems found in Eurasian cultures.

These ancient

shamanistic practices became contextually aligned with the
select societies into new systems over time.

The main complex

that remained from these distributions became shamanic practices
found in hunter-gatherer cosmologies oriented toward procuring
and sustaining spiritual power residing in spiritual and
material landscapes (Hultkrantz 1987(a)).
The Eastern Shoshone cosmogony displays partial acceptance
of the mythology of floods.

At times the mythological stories

pay homage to the Earth Diver myths where a cosmological being
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creates the earth from the mud of the primordial water
(Hultkrantz 1986: 638; 1987(a)).

Origin stories play an

essential role dialogizing the mythology to sense-make
Shoshonean perceptions within the natural world that then assist
in the religious practices and perceptions.

Origin traditions

reverberate ancient beliefs that Shoshonean ancestors were "the
people of the moon" that made a voyage from an inland sea,
moving north and east.

The sea receded, leaving a river within

the mountains that were abound with fish to eat (Hodge 2019:
17).16
Unlike the Earth Diver tradition, this origin account
displays a world in place that was then populated and utilized
by Shoshonean peoples following prayers to a creator that
assisted in this process.

The Shoshone's appeal to a higher

being provides a foundation that the beliefs are structured
around the presupposition that a Supreme Being exists and
possesses the spiritual power able to transfer puha from the
spiritual world into material landscapes.

The Eastern Shoshone

displayed the composite cosmology through their utilization and
belief of spirits and higher powers that was influenced by Great
Basin visionary practices and Plain’s ceremonialism.

The

Eastern Shoshone believed in a deity-like figure, often referred

16

Linguist James A. Goss hypothesized that this represents Glacial Lake Lahontan and what is now the Owens River
at the base of the Sierra Nevada.
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to as the previously mentioned Supreme Being, Tam Apö, or "Our
Father," which permeates all things in existence (Shimkin 1986:
325-326).

These appeals to such a figure also display the

practice that this Supreme Being is consulted for the ritual,
spiritual, and other socioreligious aspects of the individual
and society.

Encounters with spirit beings in Eastern Shoshone

society is an important facet of socioreligious dynamics.

This

can be witnessed during Eastern Shoshone ceremonialism such as
the Sun Dance and vision quest rituals. This Supreme Being is
said to have revealed itself to the Shoshone as the creator in a
vision or dream:

A man got away from his people. He was on his
way to another group of Indians. It took him
some time to get there. He came through a
canyon, and stopped under a cliff. Then he
heard a voice there. It said, "Now, my friend,
you must go back to your people. I am the
creator talking to you. You go on home and tell
the people that I am Tam Apö who talked to you.
Tell the people to be good to one another. I
created Mother Earth for you to live on. She
will feed you. All that grows on her is yours.
For that reason you should mention her in your
prayers. The water comes from Mother Earth.
That's her vein. Therefore you should pray to
her. And you must worship me, you must not
worship anything else but my voice. Remember
that I am the creator. (Hultkrantz 1987(a):
283)17

17

This account was given to Hultkrantz by “J.T.”. I believe this to be John Trehero, a Shoshone medicine man,
whom Hultkrantz has quoted extensively in other works and named in full.
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This account is similar to various experiences of theophany
witnessed in the Judeo-Christian doctrine where a methodology of
proper being is projected upon an individual.

In many of these

experiences, a deity figure has provided a supplicant with a
message for further distribution to their people.

The symbolism

within the message displays the Shoshonean perceived
phenomenological life-force's sacred archetypal theme sustained
in environmental form.

Mother Earth, the archetypal

representation for life-force, is to be utilized literally and
metaphorically for societal health.

The account above bridges

the gap between the spiritual environments and power that is
utilized and represented in material and symbolic lifeways and
applied into the greater Shoshonean worldview.

The Eastern

Shoshone exist within a landscape that they believe is filled by
animals, spiritually divine beings, and other humans that
populate the material and spirit worlds (Trehero et al. 2009;
Bies and Sundstrom 2018).

These worlds are now stratified from

their infancy according to their mythological stories
(Hultkrantz 1987(a)).

These worlds are separated into three

realms: upper, middle, and lower (Figure 5).
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Figure 5.
Source: Tripartite Belief Structure: Reproduced from, Ancient Visions: Petroglyphs and Pictographs from the Wind River and
Bighorn Country, Wyoming and Montana. Francis, Julie E., and Lawrence L. Loendorf (p. 121).
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These figures are depicted throughout the landscape as
Dinwoody petroglyphs that display the supernatural beings
signaling specific spiritual power to be found in select
locations (Francis and Loendorf 2002; Bies and Sundstrom 2018).
These figures further signal the investment between material
landscapes vested in socioreligious experiences positioned
around puha.
beings.

The upper world consists of the sky and sky

It is home to the air and "Our Father."

This realm is

also the home for many forms, or manifestations, in which "Our
Father" is represented.

These forms can consist of the sun,

moon, thunder, lighting, and various wind spirits (Hultkrantz
1987(a): 286-87).
The middle world is where all terrestrial creatures and
terrestrial spirit beings inhabit.

This is arguably the most

prominent realm of the Eastern Shoshone belief structure, as it
is where individuals can encounter an amalgam of spirits in
possession of puha.

Much like spirits populating the Great

Basin, these power possessing spirits can be perceived as
malevolent beings that inhabit various landscapes, often placing
curses or sickness on those who encounter them.

Regardless of

the intent, puha is the driving factor behind religious rituals
that establish the Eastern Shoshone identity's societal and
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individual prosperity (Hultkrantz 1987).

The actions within the

select landscapes symbolically signal the journey into the
desired spiritual environments and search for puha.
The lower world possesses a multitude of water beings.
These beings can consist of water buffalos, or Pā-gutc, that
dwell within Bull Lake and the Big Wind River (Hultkrantz 1981:
155).

This realm is also the residing structure for the

archetypal Mother Earth, located beneath the earth's surface,
perhaps a symbolic display toward the magnitude of puha in the
form of extreme lower realm submergence (Hultkrantz 1987(a):
285-288).

This structure of Eastern Shoshone worlds seeps into

the various rituals and symbolic representations of spirit
beings and their power.

The Eastern Shoshone has implemented

various views from the Great Plains and the Great Basin
cosmological structures that are witnessed through ritual
actions and lifeway patterns such as vision quests and dance
ceremonies.
Tribal well-being was founded in ceremonial and group
rituals, which aimed to revivify the relationship between the
tribe, material and spirit worlds, and the puha vested within
these environments.

These rituals and ceremonies could be led

by a medicine person, or a puhagant, to further establish bonds
between the spiritual and the material resources (Shimkin 1986:
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326; Brackett 1879: 330-331).

Not all visions were led by a

puhagant as even laypeople could experience visions, dreams, and
receive the gift of puha.
Shamanism, prophecy, and dreaming played an essential role
in perceptions of societal health and the individual's role
within the hierarchical socioreligious landscape.

The

consistent search for meaning in the material world found
through socioreligious experiences, ritual, and ceremonialism is
a distinct set of actions that provided the Eastern Shoshone
with unique societal meaning and practices.
While certain spiritual environments held specific
importance between Great Plains and Great Basin societies, the
Eastern Shoshone blended these to manufacture a distinct
socioreligious structure; all places and landscapes were
important, but some were more powerful than others.

These

sociocosmological perceptions can be seen reflected in the views
of Tam Apö — Our Father — which has Great Basin roots, while the
Eastern Shoshone Buffalo Spirit displays the importance and
diffusion of Plains culture in its active role as an
intermediary messenger of Tam Apö (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 28688).

These spirit beings display the perceptions and cohesive

formation that links the spirit world into the material
environment that then is extended into the larger society
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through the individual where their actions create a ecology of
puha.
The Supreme Being — Tam Apö — is often represented in
socioreligious actions like the Sun Dance.

The Supreme Being is

only called upon during matters of extreme importance.
Meanwhile, guardian spirits act as ushers of wisdom and power
through vision quests and dreams for individual spiritual
encounters that can then be distilled into the society
(Hultkrantz 1987(a): 282-283).

The vision quest is a ritual

passage that imparts a successful supplicant with knowledge,
power, and medicine, making the individual a transitory vessel
of puha from contact with spiritual beings or power, oftentimes
both.

The Sun Dance differs from this as it is a societal

cohesive, bonding ceremony that focuses on the society's health
through the act of group participation and unity.

Through group

cohesion and the performative actions participants hope to
produce an encounter with spirits and power.

Puha is still

present within the Sun Dance, albeit in a newly envisioned
dynamic of ceremonial practice.
While Great Basin and Great Plains societies influenced the
socioreligious perceptions of the Eastern Shoshone, the
Shoshonean material culture and practices may have influenced
other societies which can be seen reflected in rock art and the
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distribution of the Sun Dance.

These influential dynamics may

very well be reflected through anthropomorphic rock art
attributes of the Dinwoody Tradition into other phylogenetically
related rock art styles (Keyser 2018: 132).

Shoshone peoples

utilized dynamic lifeways within the environment where their
religious beliefs became entangled with ritual actions such as
round dances, hunting magic, rain dances, and other shamanistic
practices (Hultkrantz 1986; 1987(a)).
The composited socioreligious Eastern Shoshone belief
structure became rectified through the adoption of ritual action
reflecting through the rock art signaling spiritual beings,
spiritual power, and their spirit world structure in the
material environment.

Liljebald (1986) noted that some stories

spoke of beings that had made their way into the stars.

The

ritual framing and ceremonial actions infer a belief of a
dualistic landscape that is navigable by material bodies.
Material symbols act as conductor linking these differing
environments.

One can interact with the heavenly realm through

the utilization of a sacred pole serving as a transitory vessel
for prayers and spirits (Hultkrantz 1987(a)).

Placing

mythological figures into the socioreligious structure displays
continued framing between the landscape and the societal belief
that these figures serve a categorical purpose for orientation
and perceptions of societal belief.

This can be viewed through
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the symbolism of the center pole, or the places of power marked
by Dinwoody rock art.

These powerful symbolic frames assist

individuals and the group in their spiritual interactions to
guardian spirits, the Great Father, and other powers that are
positioned to the upper realms of the material and spiritual
landscapes.
Fragmentations between these spiritual and material
environments arise when the mythological stories illuminate the
reality of the Shoshonean material environment.

While the

Eastern Shoshone socioreligious structure and mythological
traditions are distinct, they often display parallels of
dynamics from Great Basin societies (Hultkrantz 1981: 28-47;
1987(a): 286).
While hues of the Great Basin and Plains dynamics assist in
the composite Eastern Shoshone identity, the material culture
and ritual actions position the societal health around dynamics
that are heavily inspired by Great Basin lifeways and
worldviews.

Numa socioreligious practices in the Great Basin

reflect the basis of fundamental visionary practices that
extended into the Wyoming Basins.

Shamanic vision quests and

the manufacture of symbolic signaling rock art remained
continuous for an estimated 10,000 years in the Great Basin
(Whitley et al. 1999).

The ritual actions of the individuals
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and the societies in the Great Basin and that which carried
forward into the Wyoming Basins displays the utilization of the
essential religious dynamics that continually upheld the
material reality and current standing of the society within
their environment.

Because of this, the mythological stories

are continuously verified and pruned through constant dialogue
of oral traditions, ritual and ceremonial actions, and
environmental perceptions and attachments that create an ecology
of puha.
The Shoshonean myths address world creation and population
through constant recall that is perceived here as socioreligious
dialogizing and mythologizing of the environments.

Great Basin

origin myths spoke of Coyote populating areas by releasing his
children from a vessel (Smith 1940: 20; Lowie 1942(b)).

These

are trickster accounts where two characters, typically Coyote
and Wolf, are entwined in the culture hero motif (Hultkrantz
1960: 1979, 1987(a).

Wolf and Coyote, serving as heroic

brothers, are burdened to create environments that will be best
suited for humankind.

A reductionist view could infer that

these two mythological figures are the ushers of humankind, the
creators, the bringers of human genesis.

In other accounts,

Coyote and Wolf help create both mankind and animals further
perpetuating the perceptions of powerful mythological beings
assisting in creation during a mythological age that became
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linked in the material world through the creation of humankind.
In others, the two brothers help create a world for humans while
bestowing them with knowledge and religion, acting as the
guiding consciousness of matters beyond materiality, strikingly
similar to actions and rewards granted to a visionary
practitioner (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 284).
Mythological stories reveal a world where humankind,
mythological figures, and spirits populated a singular cohesive
environment before the present world (Hodge 2019: 19).

The age

of fracture, where the spirit world and material world became
segmented, is detailed in Shoshonean myths where characters
retreat to the sky.

This retreat creates an indigenous temporal

record where Shoshonean mythology positions dialogue around
distinct moments where humankind is now submerged into a new
age.

Such accounts are not only stories for the Shoshone; they

act as a form of traditional indigenous knowledge to be
continuously dialogized and mythologized with the purpose of
revivifying the tether of the spiritual and material
environments.

This dialogizing links sacred perceptions during

mythological times into the present position of the society by
viewing the material landscape as a place of wisdom, power, and
possessing intangible resources available through ceremonialism
and puha perceptions and practices: "They tell a legend, that
is, an allegedly historical tale about the meeting of human and
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supernatural beings in historical times.

This is remarkable, as

the Sun Dance really comprehends the Shoshoni philosophy of the
Universe" (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 285).
These traditions where mythological figures and consistent
dialogizing with the environment display the deep reverence for
creatures as they assume godlike like roles in mythology with
regards to their influence, power, and veneration through oral
traditions.

Wolf is depicted or referred to as an archetypal

figure, often called Pia Apo (big father) while Coyote is
designated as Tel Apo (little father) (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 284).
This displays a relation between the Wolf figure, the
perceptions of his importance in mythology, and relational
thread to the highest power — Tam Apö — through naming and
assertive representation.

This provides situational context to

explore the dynamic characteristics that positions myth,
cosmology, and the complex composite socioreligious identity of
the Eastern Shoshone that is reverently rooted in an
ecology puha and its societal function (Hultkrantz 1987(a):
294).
Another key socioreligious component is how the visual
traditions reconstitute Eastern Shoshone beliefs of spirits and
the prophetic encounters.

Dreaming, visions, and prophecy to

encounter a guardian spirit is a dynamic of socioreligious
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framing and positioning that procures puha, which serves as the
zenith of Great Basin religious experience and meaning.

While

some dynamics regarding religious importance and ritual action
reconnoiter the twin hero motif found in the ancestral myths,
the more commonly valued and practiced experiences are prophetic
visions granting heightened agency of choice and action of the
individual that is transitioned into the social structure.
Great Basin religious actions were heavily influential for the
lifeways of the Eastern Shoshone, their religious actions, and
perceptions of their socioreligious identity formed as an
ecology of puha (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 285-287).
While Plains socioreligious structure places less
importance on the subterranean realms, the terrestrial
influences can be witnessed in the Eastern Shoshone tripartite
belief structure.

Guardian spirits are greatly populated

between the two realms, with many existing in the middle world
shared with humankind.

The guardian spirits, Tam Apö, dwarf

spirits, and water buffalos, many of whom possessing puha, are
integrated into the Plains structure, and framed through the
participating societies’ perceptions through rituals such as the
Sun Dance, vision quest, and the Ghost Dance (Hultkrantz
1987(a): 288).

While these are practiced for different reasons,

each possesses the critical dynamic of integrating ritual
action, religious experience, and societal healing to prune and
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maintain essential socioreligious dynamics displayed through the
continuity and changes seen in ritual action and ceremonial
framing that assist in cultivation and propagation of the
ecology of spiritual power.

For Shoshonean peoples, this

ecology of spiritual power is referred to as puha, and while
many societies have their distinguishing actions and moniker,
puha is distinct in its perception and function.

5.2 Puha

Puha, primarily, is a concept that is the foundational
force of most ritual actions and religious perceptions of the
Shoshonean societies.

This puha can be conceived as a

socioreligious spiritual power that permeates into the natural
world through spiritual dynamics. From a reductionist view, this
power is a gift from a spirit being, often a forebear of a
specific biota present during the cosmological genesis
(Liljeblad 1969: 52).

Puha can be used for malevolent and

benevolent reasons, creatures are often perceived as benevolent,
yet, some perceptions towards them place their power as a
malevolent tool (Eastman 1980).
The progenitor of puha has been present in relational
societies of the Eastern Shoshone.

Throughout the Great Basin,
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puha was a sought-after intangible spiritual resource that could
be utilized by specialist and practitioners for societal health
(Whitley et al. 1999; Thomas 2019).

This conceptual idea of

power within landscapes was foraged as any other resource, then
continuously perpetuated through generational transference and
various ritual practices, like vision quests of young boys
transitioning from adolescence to adulthood, or rain making
shamanic practices in the Coso’s (Malouf 1974: 53-62; Whitley et
al. 1999).
Puha was not strictly meant only for shamanistic rituals,
in fact all peoples wanted to receive visions and power.

Yet,

shamans became proficient at securing, utilizing, and furthering
these spiritual powers as they were the specialists of medicine.
Numic societies practiced acquiring and maintaining reciprocal
relations of puha throughout their lives.

Shoshonean Shamans,

or puhagants, were distinguished from laypersons in their
abilities to attain extremely powerful puha and utilize it
extensively (Hultkrantz 1987(a); Whitley et al. 1999; Francis
and Loendorf 2002 ).

Shamans were not priests, yet they could

retain a priestly like role while leading rituals and ceremonies
such as the Sun Dance.18 However, the key signifier of a shaman
was their relationship and utilization of puha and they are

18

Prior to adopting the Sundance these would have been healing rituals.
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attributed to making the highly detailed anthropomorphic figures
of the Dinwoody Tradition and the Coso bighorn rock art (Whitley
et al. 1999; Francis and Loendorf 2002).
While spiritual practices to attain power changed
throughout various cultures, the raw conceptual framework
remained continuous across various Shoshonean societies.

Puha

is emically viewed as personally possessed spiritual power,
knowledge of healing, and residual knowledge of creational
powers still permeating the landscape.

In Great Basin

Shoshonean societies, this was temporally conceptualized through
mythological accounts of a primeval world where animals were
people, and sacred acts of creation established primary symbolic
schemas of material and spiritual environments dictating ritual
and religious activities of future humankind.

Stars were once

mythological beings who had receded into the expanse.

Darkness

became the realm of shamanic visions, and the sun became
conceptualized as the essential lifeforce and spiritual power
(Powell 1971: 73-75).

It is a cosmological lineage of the

mythological divine creation and functionality to be transmitted
into the material environments then capitalized by the
indigenous inhabitants.

This transference was a reciprocal

relationship of straddling the barrier between chaos and
maintaining the balance of culture within nature.

This was

achieved by creating value structures for societies to position
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their lifeways and orient their worldviews.

This furthered

dialogue between myth and the landscape during a time where
inhabitants were human, biota, and spirits that coexisted within
the same temporal space (Laird 1976).

These perceptions

provided a basis where the mythologizing and dialogizing
situates the individuals within society through the notion of
divine collectiveness through the cosmological and ecological
landscapes as a kinetic force (Basso 1996).
As areas of power and their perceptions changed within the
natural landscape, as did the specific ritual actions and
ceremonialism.

Environments with increased resource abundance

could produce communal gatherings like that of the Round Dance,
which helped disperse the focality of power received during the
ceremony outwards into the landscape as inhabitants’ movements
created a web of meaning through their journeys (Steward 1938:
126, 232; Olofson 1979).

The link between locations of

spiritual power and subsistence strategies persists through
inhabitants' choices of settlement and resource site
visitations.

This was often dictated by the abundance of

resources like seeds, nuts, and water. (Steward 1938: 232).
Ecological factors did not dictate perceptions of puha; puha was
an ecological factor.
Basin.

Water was the vital life force in the

The abundance of water impacted resource sustainability;

it was perceived as the genesis of all life in the southern
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Great Basin, as reflected in the mythology of the Ocean Woman
and Earth Diver mythological story (Liljeblad 1969; Laird 1974:
22; Zigmond 1980).

Shamanic practices to secure rain and Coso

vision quests reflected these perceptions in the embodied ritual
framing and rites (Whitley et al. 1999).

The relationship

between puha and individuals were not merely manifested through
the physical landscapes.

Instead, these physical manifestations

were imparted due to the cosmology's psychosocial perceptions
upon the natural landscape.
Select animal spirits offered unique forms of puha to those
seeking healing powers.

Eagles offered benevolent puha that

would benefit health and healing; wolf and bears were perceived
as offering incredible strength and war puha, while the dwarf
and ghost-like figures prevalent within Shoshonean myths and
cosmology were thought to bring upon illness (Steward 1943: 282286).
Plains and Basin vision quests were part of a complex set
of procedural preparations that often consisted of fasting,
ritual bathing, and even self-castigation (Olofson 1972: 11-24).
Shamans would carry medicine bundles that symbolically signified
the curative puha gifted from the guardian spirit.

The spirits

that the shaman encountered were reflected within these
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ceremonial material cultural items and were further symbolically
signalled through the rock art (Steward 1943; Park 1938: 28-36).
These material cultural items were used in shamanic healing
practices.

When a member of the society fell ill, a shaman was

called upon to aid in the healing process.

The shaman would use

the puha that they had procured through dreams and visions to
help assist in the rehabilitation of the afflicted person.
Feathers, bones, and beads were at times fastened to a willow
staff that would become the axis of symbolic representation for
the spiritual power.

This symbolic axis was used to help heal

the individual and assist the shaman in the entrance of their
trance state.

During these healing practices, Numa shamans were

witnessed to enter a meditative state waiting for a spirit
helper to grant the shaman a song to begin the practice (Powell
1971).

The staff symbolized material culture that was in

possession of spiritual power possessed through contact with the
guardian spirits, the transference of puha, and its utilization
in the material world.

The shaman's reticence to begin the

healing task displays the respect and care that is present
regarding the reciprocal and ever-present relationship between
the guardian spirits and the healer by establishing contact with
the spirit world.

The act of moving into a state of healing

without the guidance from the spirit could be taboo and create
further illness (RCIA 1886).
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Early forms of dance ceremonialism may have sprouted from
shaman healing dances and the dance helpers known as wütádu.
These dancers would often help the shaman through healing
practices by mimicking their dances while shaking rattles or
repeating the shamans' words (Zigmond 1972).

The performative

framing of the shamans healing processes integrated the society
through the individual.

Those that came to witness the shaman’s

performative act could partake in the residual spiritual power
surrounding the practice by chanting and urging the healer to
overcome tribulations during the session.

These tribulations

would vary yet the shaman was always prepared to rescue the soul
of the afflicted and return to the material world.

These

obstacles were only overcome by the most prolific and
influential shamans navigating multiple spiritual and cosmic
realms (Hultkrantz 1978; 1982).
These Numic shamanic practices, signaled puha within the
landscape and society.

This cohesive ecology of puha carried

into the Eastern Shoshone's composite worldviews and their
ritual practices, ceremonialism, prophecy, and rock art,
signaled the important relationship between spirit and material
environments for healing power and societal health.

This

allowed movement and value transmission to take place in the
form of select puha though relationships with specific spirit
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beings, land attachment, and socioreligious dynamics that
assisted in lifeways and established worldviews.

5.3 Hierarchy of Guardian Spirits

Shoshonean cosmology and mythology displays a navigable
structure of dynamic Eastern Shoshone belief through puha and
religious action.

These actions assist in securing encounters

with spirits offering puha.

All cosmological realms are

populated with various spirit beings, some of which possess
specific puha to be secured by successful supplicants.

This

animistic belief structure relies on the reciprocal relationship
between humans and the environment that is continuously
maintained through ritual action, dialogue, and socioreligious
dynamics.

The environments and creature’s significance are

correlated to the reciprocal relationship of puha and the
supplicant.

It is to be encountered, contended with, and

situate the individual and society in place (Basso 1996).
Benevolent beings act as guides and are distinguished as
guardian spirits (Hultkrantz 1981: 136).

An animal guardian is

thought to act as a spirit that has ownership over a specific
animal.19

19

This animal guardian acts as a steward of all actions

Hultkrantz differentiates these from the other spirits encountered by shamans (Hultkrantz 1986: 633).
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from and towards these animals, and encounters with such a
spirit is thought to bring welfare for hunts and utilized in
rituals of hunting magic:

The animal guardian may be defined as a
supernatural ruler whose function is to exercise
stewardship over the wild animals, especially
the animals which are hunted by man. He
protects these animals, sees to it that if they
have been slain by man, they get a correct
burial, and sanctions or prevents the hunters
slaying of them. These functions may also be
exercised by rulers of other origin (the supreme
being, the master of the woods, etc.), but they
are typical of the animal guardian and motivate
his existence. (Hultkrantz 1981: 137)

Guardian spirits act as gatekeepers of phenomenological and
socioreligious dynamics.

From an emic perspective, these

spirits do not take on animal and anthropomorphic form by
happenstance.

It can be inferred that the cohesive ecological

worldview mixed with the animistic worldview offers insight into
why puha is often encountered as a spirit possessing specific
animal-like qualities reflecting those creatures found in the
varying landscapes.
Not every animal has an animal guardian; a general guardian
can be distinguished as an essential guardian of all animals,
such as the buffalo for the Plains or the star-beings of
southwestern North American Indian societies (Hultkrantz
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1981(a), 143).

The animal guardian plays an essential role in

both the spiritual and material world.

For the Eastern Shoshone

specific animals undertake symbolic positions within the
cosmology, socioreligious actions, and symbolic perceptions that
are categorized into modes of naturalism and supernaturalism:

Like most other peoples the Shoshone distinguish
between a natural and a supernatural reality.
The former is the common, everyday world where
one event follows the other in an ordinary,
expected way. The supernatural world, on the
other hand, often breaks through into the
natural world but may also run parallel to the
latter and manifest itself in the ordinary
pattern of events. It is not founded in an
exterior chain of causalities, but in religious
belief. Now, naturalism and supernaturalism are
the two main levels of cognition referred to
above. The animal which the hunter approaches
may be a real (natural) animal, or it is the
abode or rather the manifestation of a spirit.
Sometimes the two conceptions blend, so that
what appears from the outset to be an animal
reveals itself as a spirit. In principle,
however, the difference is sharp and
uncompromising. (Hultkrantz 1970)

The statement above further distinguishes the perceptions
of the Eastern Shoshone’s reverence for their environments, both
materially and spiritually.

While flora and fauna provided

subsistence for individual and societal success, these factors
also extended into spiritual dynamics of belief that
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continuously situate the landscape in socioreligious dynamics
extending beyond materialism as an ecology of puha.

Plants are

symbolically reflected in rock art as a material used by
visionaries to transcend into the spiritual environments
(Sundstrom 2018: 49).

Valariana edulis, or commonly referred to

as valerian root or tobacco root, is a plant that grows on the
eastern slope of the Wind River Mountains (Sundstrom 2018: 48).
Valerian roots were used ritually as tobacco offerings.

These

plants may be depicted at the rock art panel 48HO469 where a
Dinwoody figure is seemingly grasping Valerian Root (Figure 6)
(Sundstrom 2018: 49).
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Figure 6.
Source: Valerian root (left) and Dinwoody figure from panel 48HO469: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected:
Looking at the Interrelationships Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Sundstrom (p. 49).
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This specific instance demonstrates the link between
spiritual uses of material items utilized for votive offerings
and entering trance states as detailed by Thompson Indians usage
(Sundstrom 2018: 48).

No data has been established regarding

the Wyoming variant’s usage, yet the particular shape and
socioreligious implications of the figure allow for an inference
to be made that this is a depiction of Valerian root used for
visionary purposes.

The perceptual schema does not end with

plants, as animal guardians may function similarly for those
seeking their guidance.
It is with this distinct natural and socioreligious
perceptual schema that through the animal guardian, a hunter may
procure a successful hunt, and it is through the animal guardian
that may appear as the identical entity serving as a guardian
spirit in an individual’s vision bestowing them a prescription
of their puha (Hultkrantz 1981: 144):

An interesting question in this connection is
whether the guardian spirit has ousted and
replaced the owner of the animals as the genius
of the hunt. The owner of the animals not only
rules over the animals, he is also, as we know,
in virtue of his dominion over them, the one who
permits the hunter to succeed in his intention
or the one who thwarts him in this. But also
the guardian spirit gives luck in the hunt,
above all as regards the animals whose shape it
has assumed; good health, virility, fortune in
the hunt and in war were what the Indian most of
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all expected from his guardian spirit. The
problem here adduced does not, of course, exist
where the owner and the guardian spirit are
conceived as one and the same person. But what
is the solution in other cases? Unfortunately,
our material is so inadequate that it does not
permit of any definite conclusion. (Hultkrantz
1981(a), 144)

Hultkrantz’s commentary provides a foundational concept of
the guardian spirits’ role in the hunt with relation to the
hunter, yet it also leads to an interesting complication
regarding puha.

While Hultkrantz does not explicitly speak on

puha in correlation with the guardian spirit, it is not
misguided to infer that the guardian spirit assists in a
reciprocal relation between the hunter and the guardian spirit’s
power over the animal.

The outcome of the hunt, as far as the

success to harvest an animal, may be determined on the
relationship and power connection between the hunter, the
hunted, and the guardian spirit.

The interaction and

relationship binding spirits, humans, and animals remains an
essential dynamic of how puha situates within the Eastern
Shoshone’s perceptual belief structures.

Categorical

distinctions can be inferred in relation to the actions.

For

instance, spirits may be projected in animal guise, but they act
in a multitude of forms, often showing human-like capabilities
saturated with symbolic meaning, as accounted by a Shoshone
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informant seeing bear spirits perform a ceremonial dance.

These

puha-laden beings also possess powers such as medicine songs and
the ability to vanish from sight:

One of my Shoshone informants, a reputed
medicine-man, saw… some bears perform the Sun
Dance at a place called Sweetwater Gap. This
happened at sunrise on a day in spring… The
bears were dancing in front of a pine-tree
painted yellow, red and green. They made four
steps forwards and four steps backwards, and all
the time they were looking at the pole. They
also sang, and their singing was a growling.
They had built a fire there. My informant
thought that this "midnight-fire" had been made
by one of the bears who, he surmised, was a
puhagant, a medicine-man. He added that when
dancing the bears pray for their youngsters.
"They act just like a person. They are smart."
(Hultkrantz 1970)

The account given to Hultkrantz is evident of emic
perceptions regarding the complex blending of cosmological and
material worlds.

The Eastern Shoshone belief structure

perceived the animals and the environment vastly different than
much of the Euro-American occupants.

The Euro-American fur

trade brought Judeo-Christianity and a philosophy of manifest
destiny to the indigenous inhabitants.

Where the traditionally

associated peoples viewed the landscape as a distinct and
integral part of their societies, Euro-Americans saw the
environment as a resource rich domain.

Taking part in a
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relationship with the environment and the biota — both spiritual
and material — was a reciprocal cycling of respect and reverence
as opposed to manifest destiny where the land and indigenous
inhabitants were viewed as a product that western modernity
asserted dominion and separation upon.

Animals, from indigenous

perceptions, were not merely products to further the path to
modernity, they were engrained into the lifeways that carried
into worldviews:

It is, of course, natural that the animal stands
in the foreground of the hunter's attention: his
whole existence revolves around the availability
of animals. The forms of interpretation focused
on the game animal may be extended to plants,
trees, mountains, and lakes as well, but the
pattern is always adapted to the animal world
(Hultkrantz 1981: 120).

Rather than the biota offering only physical subsistence,
they had become ascribed phenomenological and socioreligious
value.

This was achieved through the animal’s ability to offer

societies subsistence, socioreligious materials, and spiritual
power through reciprocal relationships between guardian spirits
and visionary supplicants (Hultkrantz 1981: 147-156).

Through

such a relationship, and the ability to encounter the spirits
through the material landscape, the Eastern Shoshone created a
socioreligious hierarchy of animals and spirits operating as a
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cohesive composite worldview through the continuous maintenance
of the individuals and society enacted through ritual action and
perceptual beliefs.
The capability, flexibility, and adaptability of
phenomenological beliefs within the natural world impacted the
Eastern Shoshone’s worldviews and lifeways into the modern age.
The vast importance of animals in Eastern Shoshone belief
structures displays the emic perceptions and impact these
environmental dynamics held on their day-to-day lives.

Whether

it be dance ceremonialism, or visionaries seeking puha from
guardian spirits, the religious actions required reciprocal
belief in the spiritual environmental complex.

This would be

further enacted through the material landscape and reflected in
ceremonial symbolic actions, materials, and framing.

These

interactions and beliefs towards the natural world created a
resolute foundation from which specific religious traditions
cultivated values that extended into the environments, animal
spirits, guardian spirits, and puha.

RELIGION, although inherent in man, borrows its
expressions from the setting or milieu in which
man appears. The forms through which man
expresses the supernatural are all drawn from
the cultural heritage and the environment known
to him, and are structured according to his
dominant patterns of experience. In a hunting
culture this means that the main target of
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observation, the animal, is the ferment of
suggestive influence on representations of the
supernatural. This must not be interpreted as
meaning that all ideas of the supernatural
necessarily take animal form. First of all,
spirits do appear also as human beings, although
generally less frequently; the high-god, for
instance, if he exists, is often thought of as a
being of human appearance. Second, although
spirits may manifest themselves as animals they
may evince a human character and often also
human modes of action. (Hultkrantz 1970)

This in-depth correlation between the natural world,
spiritual beliefs, environment, and Eastern Shoshone agency
within these dynamics illuminates how fervent beliefs regarding
spirits, puha, status, and landscapes combine into the
comprehensive form and function of puha.

It is pragmatic for

the society to apply some semblance of veneration towards
subjects within the environment.

Yet, it is equally important

to still establish a distinguishing structure between the
mundane and the sacred as Hultkrantz details (1970).

The

Eastern Shoshone cultivated experiences where individuals sought
puha through religious action, ritual, landscape attachment, and
relationships with spiritual beings.

While this relationship

between supplicant and puha was highly revered, it also came
with the great responsibility of utilization and further
dialogue between these dynamics to fully engage with the gift
that had been bestowed upon individuals seeking such power.
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5.4 The Gift of Puha

Encounters with puha-laden beings often were attributed to
visions accomplished through ritual actions like that seen in
vision quests.

The Eastern Shoshone believe that humankind

possesses two soul-types: mugwa/body-soul and navužieip/dreamsoul (Hultkrantz 1970).

This perceptive soul duality

distinguishes humans from animals, and it further categorizes a
dream or guardian spirit from the mundane animals.

The mugwa

can be seen depicted in anthropomorphic figures of the Dinwoody
Tradition at the Legend Rock (Figure 7).
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Figure 7
Source: Mugwa Dinwoody Anthropomorph: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the
Interrelationships Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. James Keyser (p. 115).
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As the dream spirits serve as gatekeepers of puha and
spiritual guides capable of navigating material and immaterial
landscapes, the soul duality plays an essential aspect in
socioreligious actions.

The supplicant enters a lifelong

relationship with the guardian spirit and puha, and these
relationships are afforded by the dual soul complex.

Beyond

this relationship cultivated through experience, it is expected
that the acquired knowledge is to be invested into society for
prosperity through different practices.

One can infer that the

dream soul places the individual into position for spiritual
power.

Not only does a successful supplicant become entrusted

with power through dreams and visions, but anyone also
possessing puha takes on a newly acquired societal prestige, or
in the least, a responsibility to utilize their puha as it was
proscribed (Miller 1983: 66-86; Shimkin 1986: 325).
While any individual could experience visions, many vision
quests were often endured by young men.

Seeking visions is a

ritual action that is ethnologically documented among many north
American indigenous societies (Irwin 1994).
Puha is either gifted to a supplicant through unsought
dreams and visions that can be inferred as a shamanic calling,
or it is earned through ritual actions, rites, offerings and
overcoming trials to which the successful supplicant is then
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granted a vision (Hultkrantz 1987).

All Shoshonean peoples

welcomed dreams and visions, yet not all received puha.
work required while seeking puha is quite extensive.

The

Puha can

be established within an individual through dreams,
interpersonal transfers, ceremonial dance, or through seeking
visions at rock art sites known as puhawilo (Hultkrantz 1987;
Trehero 2009).
An individual might dip into this pool of
power, as it were, by visiting those places
marked by rock images and fasting and
sleeping there until he or she experienced a
communication from one of these beings.
Because puha was concentrated at these
places and within the beings associated with
them, the potential for misfortune and death
was present along with the potential for
luck and health. (Sundstrom 2018: 54)

The Eastern Shoshone refer to these powerful locations as
pohakhanti.

These sacred areas are quite often decorated with

an array of sociosymbolic petroglyphs such as the Dinwoody
Tradition.

These images scarred into the landscape integrates

the dialogizing and mythologizing of place, further signaling
the identity and spirit that is prevalent throughout the Eastern
Shoshone’s belief structure (Hultkrantz 1984: 339-353; 1986(a),
34-46; Shimkin 1986: 325; Basso 1996).

Regardless of the

method, most supplicants must encounter a spirit being through a
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dream, dance, or a place of power if they wish to successfully
complete the vision quest and secure puha.
According to Irwin (1994), there are two specific complexes
of vision seeking that occured in the Plains.

These may have

had influential impacts on the composite framing of the Eastern
Shoshone vision quests:

Two forms generally characterize the Plains
vision quest. The first is the unsupervised
pattern of dream fasting, which involves the
individual in a search for a vision or dream as
a self-determined quest, frequently undertaken
without supervision or guidance. The second
type of the dream fast is the supervised quest,
usually carried out under the guidance of an
experienced elder. The supervision could be
highly or only minimally structured and given by
a parent, another relative, or a recognized
religious leader. (Irwin 1994: 98)

While Irwin’s statement is with regard to Plain’s vision
quests, the Eastern Shoshone participated in similar vision
seeking patterns to induce experiences with spiritual beings.
Both unsought and solicited vision seeking strategies were
practiced by the Eastern Shoshone.

Prior to the supplicant

venturing out in solitude, these individuals were sometimes
accompanied by a ritual leader and family members during
preparatory rituals leading up to their vision quest.

These
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preparatory moments establish a distinct formality to the quest
for puha.

Formal ritual framing and actions assist in cleansing

supplicants for their encounters with the spiritual landscape.
The formality does not encourage a more profound yield of puha,
it provides a diverse orientation to encounter the spirits and
their power.

One could infer that through preparations,

receiving a vison may not be as jarring as an informal
encounter.

Experienced visionaries may also lead unexperienced

supplicants as vision quest elders or guardians.
Informal quests are a form of individual healing for the
benefit of socioeconomic, socioreligious, and sociopolitical
growth implemented back to the collective through an unsolicited
encounter, often through a dream or vision.

For the Eastern

Shoshone, the socioreligious imagery of the Dinwoody Tradition
was inextricably entwined to vision seeking, both formal and
informal.
landscape.

These images were sociosymbolically scarred upon the
This led vision seekers to position their quests to

a specific locale to promote greater return for particular puha.
The landscape and the select images reflect the cosmological
structuring, which can be accessed by successful supplicants
wishing to secure a particular form of puha.20

This Eastern

Shoshonean ecology of puha can be reflected in many forms, such

20

Though supplicants may seek a particular puha, it is not guaranteed that they will acquire that particular power.
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as the rock art or hide paintings.

The Eastern Shoshone’s

orientation toward socioreligious framing and actions displays
the essential relationship between material culture imbued with
spiritual power founded through socioreligious experiences.
While practices morphed in form, the function of such actions
were positioned toward the transmission and sustainability of
religious identity through an ecology of puha.
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CHAPTER 6
PUHA FORM AND FUNCTION REFLECTED IN MATERIAL CULTURE AND
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE.

6.1 Prayerstones and Puha in the Great Basin

Puha is not static.

Whether the changes are self-imposed

or products of outside forces, the dynamic latitude of power
perceptions is consistently shifting.
not the originators of puha.

The Eastern Shoshone were

Specific artifacts and patterns of

action in the Great Basin provide an early account of ancestral
Shoshonean perceptions and orientations toward spiritual power.
Further, these artefacts and actions illuminate the impact these
held upon socioreligious dynamics contained continuous
dialogizing and mythologizing the landscape (Basso 1996).

This

could further enlighten continuity and change within these
practices that extended beyond the Great Basin influencing
various societies.
D.H. Thomas’ hypothesis (2019), regarding the incised
prayer stones, details puha practices taking place within
Shoshonean socioreligious actions.

These actions assist in

situating Shoshonean notions of puha through the Numic lens,
providing evidentiary threads to the Great Basin socioreligious
perceptions and framing of puha that shaped a religious practice
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through site visitations, manufacturing, and distribution of
spiritual material culture:

The prayerstone hypothesis, grounded in Southern
Paiute oral history, holds that selected incised
stone artifacts were votive offerings
deliberately emplaced where spiritual power
(puha) was known to reside, accompanying prayers
for personal power and expressing thanks for
prayers answered. Proposing signiﬁcant and
long-term linkages between Great Basin incised
stones and overarching Shoshonean cosmology,
this article explores the prayerstone hypothesis
in the context of the 3,500 incised stones
documented from the Intermountain West, an
assemblage spanning seven states and seven
millennia. Employing object itinerary
perspectives, it becomes possible to develop
ritualized cartographies capable of matching
oral Shoshonean traditions with speciﬁc
geographic indicators…Here, I rely on community
of practice perspectives to hypothesize that the
thousands of incised stones from the
Intermountain West are material representations
of Shoshonean epistemologies, past and present.
(Thomas 2019: 1-2)

Thomas’s position situates the practices and material
culture of the distributed prayerstones toward Numa
socioreligious dynamics that display an early formation of an
ecology of puha.

There are similarities within prayerstones —

particularly their relationship to puha — that display a shift
in rituals that are dependent of place and environment.

While

the manufacture and use of material artifacts as spiritual,
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religious, and worship tools dates to premodern times, such
artifacts in North America have roots from Paleoindian to
prehistoric periods (Thomas 2019; Joordens 2015; Wernecke and
Collins 2012).
Numerous hypotheses have been developed to explain the use
of incised stones.
art's sake.

Some situate the prayerstones to be art for

Other hypotheses state more complex uses such as

navigation tools, astronomical indicators, vision quest totems,
or healing rocks (Thomas 2019: 2).

I err on Thomas's side with

the utilization patterns displaying a relationship between
religious practice, perceptions, and attachment to specific
landscapes while the stones served as a materialized vessel of
spiritual power — or puha.
Incised stone distribution within the Great Basin and
intermountain west shows patterns of human movement and material
placement to specific areas that demonstrate ritualized
visitation signalling places of importance for those
distributing the prayerstones landscapes for individuals (Figure
8).
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Figure 8.
Source: Incised Stone Distribution: Reproduced from, A Shoshonean Prayerstone Hypothesis: Ritual Cartographies of Great Basin
Incised Stones. David Hurst Thomas (p. 3).
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Thomas (2019) noted that incised stone distribution
locations are just as important as the stones themselves,
providing evidence to the mythologizing and continued dialogue
between the landscape, individuals, and puha.

The areas of

continued visitation for puha procurement are frequently
witnessed in the form of pohakhanti visitations by the Eastern
Shoshone and their practices surrounding the Dinwoody Tradition
for securing and transmitting puha.

So, while the prayerstones

are not Dinwoody, they are important regarding their ability to
display site visitation and land attachment toward puha.

In the

same vein as Thomas suggests with the locations of incised
stones, so too the location of Dinwoody rock art sites is just
as important as the rock art.

These patterns illuminate these

visited areas of importance by individuals from various groups,
which in return also established a depth of cultural
intermingling and transmission of religious concepts and
framing:

The multiscalar concept of “object itineraries”
entwines ritualized things with people and
places by tracking the movement of individual
prayerstones through time and space. At the
artifact level, prayerstones were crafted and
manipulated within multiple communities of
practice, conventionally considered to be a
“network of relations among people and objects
mediated by actions they conduct, taking place
in relation to other communities of practice and
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continuing over time” (Joyce 2012:150). Such
communities shared ways of doing things as
learned and reproduced during everyday life.
(Thomas 2019, 3-7; Walker and Lucero 2000)

Thomas’s statement highlights that the distribution of
prayerstones may reflect the material and symbolic distribution
of puha for the Numa.

These distributions of prayerstones

throughout the landscape assist in situating indigenous
perceptual schemas around specific areas, particularly those
deemed of higher significance due to the potential to encounter
puha.

Through the Numa’s potential to encounter spiritual

power, these specific areas became important areas for offering
puha and socioreligious attachments to the environment through
the votive prayerstones.

While the incised prayerstones of the

Great Basin served as a transitory containment vessel of puha,
the Eastern Shoshone incised the landscape as an in-situ
containment vessel while also containing puha within their
bodies and various material objects.

In Thomas’s prayerstone

hypothesis (2019), the prayerstones became imbued with puha,
while in the vision quest, puha became integrated into the
living individual while being signalled and procured from select
locations.

Unlike the prayerstones, the Dinwoody rock art was

not mobile, only the supplicant could transition puha from the
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location through the bodily possession and imbuing of the
material culture.
The prayerstones asserted the manufacturer’s value and
reverence in symbolic signaling of the puha it possessed and the
utility it provided the individual.

Manufactured objects were

done so with a purpose for specific utilization.

Some objects

retained a higher value than others and are utilized for tasks
with necessary and notable actions.

These meaningful actions

can take form in ritualized objects imbued with extraordinary
power and placement throughout sacred areas as seen with the
prayerstones.

The objects manufacturing process was ritualistic

through the transformation of mundane rocks into socioreligious
material culture:

Speciﬁc object itineraries reﬂect a sequential,
recursive process that transformed simple ﬂat
rocks into prayerstones: (1) the geological
creation of stone blanks, (2) selection of
stones for potential ritualization, (3)
enhancement and empowerment through appropriate
marking and performance, (4) and ritualized
emplacement to draw out, memorialize, and
express gratitude to the intrinsic puha residing
there. (Thomas 2019: 9)

These incised prayer stones echo the sentiments regarding
material culture exceeding material dynamics while being
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utilized as socioreligious objects for Shoshonean spiritual
indexing:

The prayerstone hypothesis holds that selected
incised stone artifacts functioned as ritualized
index objects among some Shoshonean communities.
James Santini ﬁrst articulated this view by
suggesting that incised stones of southern
Nevada “represent an expression of gratitude or
request for future help incident to the makers’
food gathering practices. These concepts may be
interwoven with aspects of prehistoric mythology
such as Southern Paiute myths. (Thomas 2019: 8;
Brown and Walker 2008: 298)

These oral traditions are powerful emic artifacts with
regards to naming specific places of importance, and such
accounts can provide evidence for patterns of movement when
measured in conjunction with prayerstones.

At times these

traditions utilize mundane and broad terms of orientation, yet,
in other instances they can provide a descriptive oral compass
which can be witnessed in the Northern Paiute story of “The
Theft of Pine Nuts” (Sutton 1993, 118).
Incised prayer stones were not the only artifacts utilized
by Great Basin peoples as ritual objects: “The prayerstones that
populated the Great Basin landscape reﬂect a deliberate
relationship between material culture and puha (power) places a
central religious concept that still underwrites shared
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Shoshonean worldviews,” (Thomas 2019: 9).

This relationship

between material culture and puha became instilled beyond the
Great Basin Numa as it is highlighted within the relationship of
material culture and puha in the Dinwoody Tradition.

6.2 Dinwoody Tradition

The Dinwoody Tradition consists of an amalgam of
petroglyphs found within west-central Wyoming (Figure 9). These
images are dispersed throughout Wyoming's Wind River Basin,
western Wind River Mountains, and the Big Horn Basin (Francis
and Loendorf 2002, 69).

These rock art images are hypothesized

to “reflect significant aspects of the sacred geography of the
Numic realm across the Great Basin” (Francis 2018: 166).

The

Dinwoody Tradition rarely is found in conjunction with other
incised and painted figures indicating a distinct cultural
ideological border:21
Clear differences in special distributions of
the Dinwoody tradition and incised/painted
imagery are also strikingly apparent in the
Bighorn and Wind River Basins. These
contrasts are evident on two levels: the
occurrence of major classes within individual
sites in the occurrence of sites within the
region. First, incised/painted figures
21

There are instances regarding Dinwoody Tradition images existing outside of the proposed region. Site 48JO4 on
the Eastern slope of the Bighorn Mountains and site 48TE496 in the Grand Tetons contain Dinwoody style art. This
could be sociosymbolic signaling, an anomaly regarding sites of power but no clear reason has been established
(Bies and Sundstrom 2018 : 79).
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rarely occur at the same site as en toto
pecked and Dinwoody imagery. Shield-bearing
warriors and associated figures occur with en
toto pecked have fewer than five sites and
are almost never found on the same panels or
within the same sites as Dinwoody
petroglyphs. We are aware of only one panel
at Legend Rock site where a finely incised Vneck figure has been superimposed between two
Dinwoody pecked anthropomorphs. Furthermore,
the opposite relationship also holds.
Elaborate Dinwoody anthropomorphic figures do
not occur at sites containing shield-bearing
warriors, V-neck figures, and other types of
incised or painted images. (Francis and
Loendorf 2002: 188)
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Figure 9
Source: Dinwoody Tradition Distribution: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the Interrelationships
Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Bies & Sundstrom (p. 78).
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One major documented site containing Dinwoody rock art is
the Legend Rock Site (48HO4) that displays a beautiful
collection of rock art culture.

Currently there are 170

archeological sites ranging in elevations from 4000 to 8500 feet
above sea level with recorded Dinwoody images (Bies and
Sundstrom 2018: 79).

Dinwoody Tradition images consist of

anthropomorphs, zoomorphs, therianthropes, and abstract patterns
that are incised, pecked, and abraded into rock surfaces
(Francis and Loendorf 2002; Tipps and Schroedl 1985; Walker
1994; Bies and Sundtrom 2018: 78).

The rock surface serves as a

canvas and is incorporated as part of the image, symbolizing
portals into immaterial landscapes signaled by cracks on the
surface of the rock that engulf motifs or display figures
emerging from the spirit world (Francis and Loendorf 2002).

In

its quintessence, the Dinwoody Tradition is a sociosymbolic
expression upon the material landscape signifying the
ideological perceptions and religious beliefs of the huntergatherers inhabiting the region.

The images are typically found

occurring at cliff bases, isolated boulders, and rocky
protuberances.

Dinwoody figures often blend animal and human

attributes, with the most prevalent animals consisting of birds,
dogs, and insects (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 82; Francis 2018:
167).
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The Dinwoody images are considered to reach a manufacturing
and utilization zenith spanning from the Archaic to Late
Prehistoric periods with much of the tradition dated to 2000 to
300 B.P., yet the exact age is unknown, and dating ranges from
figure to figure (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 78-80).

The earliest

expected date of the Dinwoody Tradition is accrued through
ethnographic evidence and archeological dating where Panel 74 at
the Legend rock site produced an age estimate of 5400 B.P.
(Francis 2018These estimates are provided through comparison of
ages gathered from related rock art in the region, cation-ratio,
and varnish microlamination dating (Bies and Sundstrom 2018:
81).
The magnum opus of the Dinwoody Tradition is undoubtedly
the otherworldly anthropomorphs often categorized in the
Interior Line style (Gebhard 1969: 17).

However, the Dinwoody

Tradition extends beyond this specific style, further etically
categorized by Interior Pattern, Outline Body, Solid Body, and
Combined Body substyles (Figure 10) (Francis and Loendorf 2002;
Bies and Sundstrom 2018).22

This schema proposes five types of

identifiable anthropomorphs: fully pecked, composite, elongate
interior-lined, attenuated, and wide-body anthropomorphs
(Francis and Loendorf 2002. 88-94).

22

Bies and Sundstrom’s categorization furthers Francis and Loendorf’s categorization schema with more detail.
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Figure 10
Source: Dinwoody Tradition Anthropomorphs: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the
Interrelationships Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Bies & Sundstrom (p. 101).
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Differing attributes and motifs exists throughout the
Dinwoody Tradition.

Panels are composed of Simplex, Complex, or

Multiplex conglomerations.

Simplex panels consist of Interior

and/or Solid Body figures.

Site 48HO345 displays a Simplex

panel where the figure’s arms and feet are linked by wavy/zigzag lines, often a sign of socioreligious power inferred with
shamanic practices (Beis and Sundstrom 2018: 102).

Complex

panels consist of all four styles where some elements are
interlinked with multiple figures on the canvas.

Multiplex

panels like those at site 48H039 are made up of interacting
panels and elements where the depth and complexity of
interaction depicted is not readily seen in rock art besides in
the Great Basin Barrier Canyon Style (Bies and Sundstrom 2018:
102).

Inferences can be made that these were continuously

visited sites which linking past visionary journeys.

These

panels and compositions of figures are varying in their
incorporated motifs, yet they all fall within the Dinwoody
Tradition as a whole.
Motifs consist of depictions ranging from heads, torsos,
eyes, and heads (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 86).

Dinwoody motifs

are quite odd, appendages are often depicted as animal feet,
claws, paws, and even winged features.

Heads display antennae,
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exaggerated eyes, halos, and particular mouth renderings (Figure
11) (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 86).
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Figure 11
Source: Dinwoody Eyes, Head, and Appendages: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the
Interrelationships Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Bies & Sundstrom (p. 88-89).
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Interior Patterned Dinwoody anthropomorphs are the most
common and are displayed as bodies enveloping lines, stripes,
circles, and spirals. These circles, lines, spirals, and stripes
may either be uniform, or randomly distributed.

Figures at site

48FR311 display this substyle where some motifs consist of
clawed hands and winged appendages with the interior decorated
body (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 86).

Outline Bodied

anthropomorphs are the least common and consist of outline
pecked, interior-lined, and wide-bodied figures (Francis and
Loendorf 2002).

Solid Body anthropomorphic figures display a

full body that has been manufactured by pecking, abrading,
incising, stippling, scratching, and sometimes painting (Francis
and Loendorf 2002).
tall.

These figures can be both narrow, wide, and

An example of the outline body substyle can be found at

site 48HO1133 where the figure may be depicting a mugwa with
claw like hands and feet (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 86-87).
Anthropomorphs that become composited are considered to
depict the Combined Body substyle that incorporate Outlined and
Solid Body features.

All these substyles utilize different

motifs to create the unique anthropomorphic beings.

The eyes,

appendages heads, and mouths found on varying figures show a
dynamic range of manufacturing choices to create a unique
anthropomorph.

Eyes are categorized into two separate types.

Type A are simple dots while Type B are more complex, at times
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reflecting an exaggerated google-eyed appearance (Bies and
Sundstrom 2018; 88).

When heads are present, they are varying

and can depict antlers, insect antennae, or horns.

Some have

been thought to display various types of dress regalia (Bies and
Sundstrom 2018: 85-91).

Heads are either attached to the body

directly at the shoulder, while others display an extended, and
often times, elongated neck and trunk.
varying as head motifs.

Appendages are as

Webbed feet, talons, claws, and

interior lined soles are present in appendage motifs.
Oftentimes fingers and toes are depicted as swollen or bulbous
(Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 88-90).
Zoomorphs also appear in depictions of bighorn sheep,
birds, and possible insect forms (Bies and Sundstrom 2018: 95).
The zoomorphs are depicted smaller, and in a naturalistic sense,
compared to therianthropic figures.

Zoomorphs, such as dogs,

are thought to be depicted as further evidence of the
relationship between canine use by Shoshonean peoples for
hunting tactics (Loendorf and Stone 2006).

Canine imagery is

further hypothesized to display the mythological heroic
brothers' stories highlighted within rock art as detailed by
realistic tick-like depictions at site 48H0692 link Dinwoody
zoomorphs with mythological oral stories recalling Coyote
dispelling of a tick and swallowing one, which assisted in
population the world (Hultkrantz 1987(a); Bies 2018: 214).
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Small solid pecked canine figures are located on Panel 86 at
site 48HO4-2.

Anthropomorphs have been recorded as having dog-

like mouths as seen at Panel 1 site 48H0660 (Bies and Sundstrom
2018: 91).
Superimpositions occur within the Dinwoody Tradition
witnessed at site 48HO4 and Panel 1 at site 48HO660 (Bies and
Sundstrom 2018: 91).

The superimpositions show that the slender

Solid Body seem to be the earliest manufactured images, followed
by the Interior Pattern Body then the wider Solid Body substyle
(Figure 12) (Bies and Sundstrom 2018).
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Figure 12
Source: Superimposition Sites and Style: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the Interrelationships Between
Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Bies & Sundstrom (p. 92).
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The Dinwoody Tradition often stands alone regarding the
features and style, yet some attributes and stylistic cues are
encountered in other rock art depictions throughout the Great
Basin as detailed by the representational anthropomorphic
petroglyphs found within Shoshonean territories (Whitley et al.
1999; Gilreath and Hilderbrandt 2008; Whitley 2018: 22-30).
Furthermore, these paralleling attributes indicate that certain
Dinwoody Tradition stylistic choices are transmitted from Great
Basin Numa rock art regarding their form and function.
Figures and imagery found on Great Barrier Canyon Style
ceramics bare striking similarities to Dinwoody figures in their
form and function:
The Barrier Canyon Style of the Great Basin in
Utah has many affinities with the Dinwoody
Tradition. Portable art pieces in this style
have been recovered from dateable archaeological
deposits, providing accurate age estimates for at
least portions of the Barrier Canyon Style.
These ceramic figurines are nearly identical to
some of the figures seen on the rock faces and
come from deposits dating 8750 to 8500 BP. The
Barrier Canyon rock art style originated between
9400 and 7100 BP and continued to between 2750
and 2400 BP; however, a recent report calls this
antiquity into question for at least one site.
Like the Dinwoody Tradition, the Barrier Canyon
Style incorporates a variety of painting
techniques as well as petroglyphs formed by
pecking, incising, and abrasion. Another
similarity is the presence of solar interactions
with rock art in both the Barrier Canyon Style
and the Dinwoody Tradition. Some rock art
elements at Dinwoody Tradition sites and Barrier
Canyon Style sites interact with sunlight in
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striking ways at winter and summer solstice.
Dinwoody Tradition and Barrier Canyon Style rock
art also seem to be historically related to a
style in the Coso Range of eastern California
referred to as Patterned Body Anthropomorphs.
The two Great Basin styles, Barrier Canyon and
Patterned Body Anthropomorphs, are thought to
extend from the early part of the Archaic to
early in the Late Prehistoric period.
Researchers attribute all of this rock art to
Uto-Aztecan groups, including the Shoshone. The
term Western Archaic Patterned Body Anthropomorph
Macrotradition has been proposed for these
related rock art traditions. (Bies and Sundstrom
2018)

These additional rock art styles that bare similarities to
Dinwoody attributes assist in the dating and possible cues
toward the usage.

The portable ceramics may be influential in

their relation to votive prayerstones in the Great Basin, while
the continuity of related rock art attributes likely signal a
tenured rock art form and function carried into central west
Wyoming from the Great Basin.

Many socioreligious dynamics of

the Great Basin have been implemented into the Wyoming Basin
Shoshone as evident in the visionary practices.
Select designs incorporated in rock art are hypothesized to
be the fingerprints of shamanic practices.

Highly decorated

Dinwoody anthropomorphs are believed to be manufactured by
proficient visionaries and puhagants (Francis and Loendorf 2002)
undergoing hallucinations and visions that are then reflected
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through the rock art as seen at Panel 3 of site 48HO39 and site
48FR372 (Francis 2018: 170-172).

While certainly the images are

compelling with their orientation toward shamanic practices,
linking all Dinwoody images to Shamanic tendencies is misguided
as not all manufacturers and visionary practitioners were not
shamans:
Some researchers have attributed the DRAT
[Dinwoody Rock Art Tradition] to “shamanism.” On
one level, these researchers are simply asserting
the rock art was connected somehow to religious
or spiritual activity. In more particular terms,
it means the rock art was created by religious
specialists within the community while in a
trance state or immediately after leaving such a
state of altered consciousness. While the first
conjecture finds support in the ethnography of
local Shoshone groups, the second is largely
contradicted by Wind River Shoshone statements
recorded by various ethnographers. For example,
the ethnography suggests anyone could, and many
did, visit the rock art sites in hopes of
obtaining power or puha. One need not be a
religious specialist (“shaman”), or even a
Shoshone, to pray at such places. As to who
created the images, those interviewed by
ethnographers consistently attributed them to the
spirit-beings themselves, not to human beings.
It is not incorrect to draw a connection between
these places, and the rock images they contain,
and religious specialists, but it may be
incorrect to exclude the rest of the community
from the scenario. (Sundstrom 2018: 53)

The shamanistic practices display one facet to the Dinwoody
Tradition, yet as one can note the rock art indexes the society
much deeper than a shamanic level.

The rock art continuities
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assist in the understanding of cultural and societal practices
sustained over time.

Changes in rock art can signify distinct

societal changes, especially if those changes are reflected
through sociosymbolic signaling.

An example of this possible

change comes in the images of the Coso rock art of the Great
Basin, or the shift from ceremonial to more prevalent
manufacturing of Biographic art in the Great Plains (Whitley
1982; 1992; 1992a; 1992b; Keyser and Klassen 2001).

Whitley, a

proponent for neuropsychological explanations, states that the
Coso rock art is a depiction of a shaman's journey which can be
detailed ethnographically and upheld through three levels of
altered states:
Whitley explains Coso rock art as the work of
shamans drawing "natural" symbols — those
brought to the mind's eye during different
states of altered consciousness — and images
that are culturally determined, or have
traditional meaning and use. The former take in
a variety of geometric motifs (dots, spirals,
parallel lines, cross-hatching, etc.) that are
entoptic or phosphenetic phenomena (i.e.,
patterns that can be seen behind closed eyes).
(Gilreath and Hilderbrandt 2008: 4)

Whitley believes that these abstract patterns highlight
depictions of early trance states as detailed by Lewis-Williams’
neuropsychological model:
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(1) A basic grid and its development into a
lattice and expanding hexagon pattern; (2) sets
of parallel lines; (3) dots and shorts flecks
(4) zigzag lines (reported by some subjects as
angular, by others as undulating); (5) nested
catenary curves (native village form the outer
arc comprises flickering zigzags); and (6)
filigrees, or send me entering lines. (LewisWilliams, 2001: 337)

This model assists (Figure 13) in sensemaking of select
stylistic attributes of petroglyphs conflated with shamanic and
ritualistic practices.

In the Coso petroglyphs, depictions of

sheep in the rock art displays the use of hunting magic, rain
magic, and shamanistic practices which were positioned to secure
societal well-being and produce healthy desert bighorn
populations (Whitley 1982, 1987, 1992a).

While puha may not be

outlined in a directly related Eastern Shoshonean form, these
early practices do provide context toward the ecological
relationships existing between spiritual power, ritual and
ceremonial action, and socioreligious material culture.

These

likely influenced many shamanic practices of Shoshonean
societies as vision quests were practiced in the Great Basin and
rock art styles of the Numa influenced many socioreligious rock
art attributes seen in the Dinwoody Tradition (Heizer and
Baumhoff 1962; Grant 1968).
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Figure 13
Source: Neuropsychological Model: Reproduced from, Brainstorming Images: Neuropsychology and Rock
Art Research: Handbook of Rock Art Research. Lewis-Williams, J. (p.338).
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Some Shoshonean perspectives disregard any identifiable
link with the Coso range rock art (Quinlan 2000; Heizer and
Baumhoff 1962; Grant 1968).

Yet, due to the overlapping of

resource sites and utilization of these resource areas utilized
by multiple inhabitants in the Great Basin, there likely remains
a correlation between the rock art, Numa intermingling, and
diffusing worldviews regarding rock art manufacturing and
religious practices that distilled into distinct cultures
(Heizer and Baumhoff 1962; Grant 1968, 18).

In addition, emic

perspectives of spirits and shamanism aid in establishing a
Numic authorship, particularly for shamanistic practices with
the rock art of the Coso’s (Whitley 1992a).

This fracture

between the early accounts given to explores in Wyoming likely
arose since outsiders were not privy to shamanism and the
practices.

Researchers were told by Shoshonean informants that

the spirits made the petroglyphs, not the Shoshone (Francis and
Loendorf 2002).

Yet, if one was to consider that the shaman

actions are synonymous with the spirits, an inference can be
applied that the Shoshone do have a relation to these select
images.
Rectifying the opposing hypotheses regarding the rock arts
origins and utilization lies with the dating of the region’s
petroglyphs.

Whitley addresses early claims of drastic cultural
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change.

His position is that even during changing circumstances

select motifs were manufactured longer than 10,000 years:

These results imply that Paleo-Indian people
produced the same motifs as the Numic-speaking
people who occupied the area to protohistoric
times (and, in fact, to this day), despite the
fact that several fundamental adaptive and
cultural changes occurred during this 12,000year interval. (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962; Grant
1968: 8)

Whitley does not state that the symbolic representation and
value attributed to the petroglyphs are unchanged in their
continuity.

Instead, Whitley states that the process — which is

shamanism serving as a religious structure and a ritual frame
for the form and function of puha — remained intact within the
region and continuously served as a foundation for religious
action within changing landscapes.

This assertion situates the

socioreligious as a cornerstone for action and reaction to the
changes incurring against the societies:

Shamanism is a religious system, not a single
religion, and it leaves ample room for different
functions, origins, and symbolic meanings, even
within a single corpus of rock art…As should be
clear, long-term continuities in petroglyph site
use were apparently common in much of the Great
Basin. Based on existing empirical evidence,
this continuity can be estimated to have existed
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for over 10,000 years. (Whitley et al. 1999: 14
- 19)

It is essential to view these discrepancies regarding the
form and function of puha within rock art traditions.

By

approaching the rock art as a reflection of changes and
continuities depicted upon the landscape, these discrepancies
can be illuminated.

The socioreligious practices surrounding

rock art and the integrated motifs displays the societal
perceptions and actions over time.
The bighorn desert sheep was an integral symbolic signal
for ritual framing and action of the Numa shamans.

These

shamanistic practices exalted the bighorn to be held in high
reverence as a significant resource for the inhabitants of the
area, positioning religious practices and perceptions around
their biota's health while providing insight into shamanic
practices that remained over 10,000 years as postulated by
Whitley.
Whitley states that even though the shamanic practices
remained intact, these likely went through changes as any
religious notion facing drastic reorientation toward the
surrounding environments would undergo.

Further, Whitley states

that regardless of if the rock art was attributed to rain magic,
hunting magic, or vison quests, these actions were all shamanic
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and socioreligious in practice; therefore, the art must be seen
as a pragmatically charged and essential dynamic
of puha practices situated in the landscape, cosmology,
mythology, and society which inhabitants dialogized and
mythologized.
The bighorn zoomorphic depictions display the inhabitant's
outlooks of specific fauna and their role within the environment
and society.

They were captivated by these animals, so much so

that they positioned ritual behavior into activities surrounding
the bighorn desert sheep as witnessed in the rain making and
vison quests (Whitley et al. 1999).
In the Coso range, the bighorn motif is hypothesized to
signal rain magic and vision quests practices spanning from
16,500 to 200 B.P. (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962; Grant 1968: 8;
Whitley et al. 1999: 23).

These depictions provide evidence of

a cultural and geographical area sustaining visionary and
socioreligious practices for vast temporal stretches.

These

perceptions and actions placed the bighorn sheep into a
categorical duality of a material and socioreligious resource.
This duality would have driven the inhabitants to seek
socioreligious actions and mundane lifeways regarding the
biota’s cultural role for societal health and sociocultural
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prowess (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962; Grant 1968; Hilderbrant and
Ruby 2006).
Whitley's focus on the shamanic practices surrounding the
rock art is compelling, and it further provides evidence of
changing and continuous puha practices in the form of shamanic
rituals in the Coso Range.

These would prove influential to the

practices of the Wyoming Shoshonean bands.

An important dynamic

that Whitley's critics refrain from sincerely addressing are the
vision quest practices and ritualized behavior of the landscape
(Whitley, et al. 1999: 17).

Evidence of quartz utilized as

chipping and hammering tools to manufacture petroglyphs has been
discovered in much of the area's rock art (Whitley et al. 1999:
21).

Ethnographically, the use of quartz in shamanic rituals

lends some evidence for vision quests, as these were perceived
as "lightning stones":

The importance of quartz to the petroglyph
producing ritual is explained by recently
collected ethnographic information from the
Colorado Desert. [A] person seeking
supernatural power on a vision quest would
“break up white quartz rocks, believing that the
high spiritual power contained within these
would be released to enter his or her body.”
Moreover, the Native American informant who
provided this information indicated that some
vision quest sites could be identified by the
scatter of white quartz rocks that surround
them. Reference to the “high spiritual power”
released by breaking quartz apparently pertains
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to the phenomenon of triboluminescence. This is
a photon flash that is released when two quartz
rocks are rubbed or struck together, due to a
change at the atomic level in the quartz… It was
the basis for the use of quartz as “lightning
stones” in southwestern kiva rituals and, most
likely, is the basis for the almost universal
ritual association of quartz with shamanic
rituals… [T]he continuity in the use of such a
specific kind of stone to make petroglyphs
cannot be coincidental. Instead, it provides an
independent line of empirical evidence linking
Coso petroglyphs with shamanistic vision
questing. This empirical evidence suggests that
the connection between rock art and vision
questing is 12,000 or more years in age.
(Whitley et al. 1999: 21-22)

Whitley further refutes claims situating the desert bighorn
sheep rock art as only biographic representations because the
sheep are depicted anatomically incorrect. 23

Further, Whitley

references iconographic motifs which he asserts substantiates
the line of evidence for continuous shamanic practices through
iconographic continuity found in conjunction with repetitious
motifs:

[T]he Coso petroglyphs again exhibit long-term
continuity, with the same symbols, the same
combination of iconic and geometric motifs, and
the same specific attributes on symbols, used
throughout the chronological sequence. The
evidence for iconographic continuity is as
follows: (a) Continuous use of entoptic
23

Whitley states that the bighorn motif is metaphorically depicting the death of the guardian spirit — the bighorn
— and the shaman simultaneously. This metaphorical death is a key characteristic of the shamanic journey. For
further Reading see Whitley et al. 1999.
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patterns…(b) Continuous use of combinations of
entoptics and iconics…(c) Continuous use of key
attributes in the bighorn motifs. (Whitley et
al. 1999: 22-23)

Furthermore, Whitley states that critical distinctions can
be seen with regards to the sex of the bighorn petroglyphs, the
anatomical perspectives, and possible death depictions, which
show artistic inference to depict the bighorn in specific ways
transmitting specific values, meanings, and perceptions about
the biota and their role within the landscape and society
founded through puha and shamanic practices:

[B]ighorns are systematically portrayed with the
large, curved horns of the adult male ram.
[T]he female retains small, rudimentary horns
throughout life. The petroglyph artists, then,
were specifically portraying adult male sheep,
not just sheep of any age or sex. [T]he large
majority of the sheep are shown with head and
snout in a “normal” profile, but with the horn
rack consisting of two almost perfectly parallel
curve. Quite simply, this is an anatomically
impossible position for the sheep, and an
impossible real perspective for an artist. The
intent of the Coso artists, in other words, was
not to portray “real” bighorns, in the sense of
anatomically correct sheep… Not only were a
series of very specific iconographic attributes
consistently and systematically repeated in the
bighorn petroglyphs, but these attributes
themselves may be linked to the visionary
symbolism of the shaman’s trance. And the
empirical evidence suggests that this symbolism
was used for over 12,000 years in the Coso Range
and Mojave Desert. (Whitley et al. 1999: 22-23)
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The changes that occur between abstract and
representational art in differing ecosystems display evidence of
continuity and change regarding shamanic practices in light of
ecological factors impacting worldviews, lifeways, and the
inhabitant's attachment to landscapes imbued with puha (Figure
14).
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Figure 14.
Source: Abstract VS Representational Coso Rock Art: Reproduced from, Coso Rock Art Within Its Archaeological Context,
Gilreath and Hildebrandt. (p. 10).
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Continuity and changes of society reflected through rock
art representations are a dynamic that is not only present in
the Coso range.

Looking at the form and function of rock art

can illuminate utilizations and patterns of perceptions by the
societies.

The Pinyon uplands were an essential utilized and

settled landscape 1,000 B.P. (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962; Grant
1968).

This is hypothesized to reflect the subsistence

availability of the area, displaying that other food sources
were sought out — such as pine nuts — to supplement for the
bighorn.

The change from representational to abstract art may

provide a basis for select reflections of the society that show
these changes in perceptions of the environment and worldviews
(Heizer and Baumhoff 1962; Grant 1968, 18).

Socioreligious

dynamics of societies are typically conservative and slow
changing.

Drastic changes in representational and abstract rock

art would display an abrupt shift toward the foundational
concepts of a long-practiced tradition regarding the symbolism,
perceptions, and cosmological views that became repositioned to
serve the practitioners' sociopolitical and socioreligious needs
(Whitley et al. 1999; Whitley 2018).

Rock art hypothesized to

be heavily invested within religious practices and ritual
processes for the benefit of the society are present in multiple
societies in and beyond the Great Basin.
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Practices regarding objects held in reverence utilized as
ritual religious vessels can be seen in artifacts recovered near
and within Gypsum Cave (Stoffle and Zedeño 2001, 240-242).
Caves in themselves were perceived as powerful places.
cave was likely a place of power for many peoples.

Gypsum

The cave's

utilization is hypothesized as early as 6000 B.C. (Stoffle and
Zedeño 2001: 242).

Caves are dynamic material environments

capable of symbolically signalling the spiritual landscape.
Paiute stories weave a narrative of small spirits existing
within the caves, a motif that's also found within Shoshone
cosmology and the Dinwoody Tradition depictions (Francis and
Loendorf 2002).

Caves served as natural portals into spiritual

worlds where shamans often sought their visions and provided the
landscape for their rituals to contact spirits and puha (Stoffle
and Zedeño 2001: 241; Laird 1976: 38; Kelly 1939: 161).

These

landscape attachments related to ritualized behavior for
securing puha are further socially integrated through the
ritualized behavior enacted with material culture and
preparatory processes found in the Dinwoody Tradition and other
shamanic practices influenced by the Great Basin vision quest.
The Dinwoody Tradition is directly linked to affirming
Eastern Shoshone religious belief through procedural ritual
actions.

The vision quest was the zenith of the ritual

processes to procure socioreligious experiences for
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socioeconomic purposes through an individual and puha.

This

ritual process can be witnessed in other environments and
societies like that in the Coso range.

Much like the Coso rock

art and Great Basin vision quest, the Eastern Shoshone vision
quest — as it relates to rock art — utilizes the importance of
landscape, place, mythology, cosmogony, and cosmology through
rock art within the environment.

The Dinwoody Tradition depicts

these spiritual beings as therianthropes and anthropomorphs that
are hypothesized to possess transmittable knowledge and puha
which supplicants can encounter and form lifelong bonds.
The indigenous perspectives position these spiritual beings
in Shoshone and ancestral Shoshone cosmological beliefs, as well
as reiterate their importance for lifeway perceptions through
socioreligious encounters that are secured through ritual
processes and framing to establish a phenomenological religious
experience (Hultkrantz 1986(a): 631-35; Whitley et al. 1999;
Francis and Loendorf 2002).

These spiritual beings populated

environmental features that were considered to hold more power
than mundane landscapes, further organizing the landscapes into
material and spiritual resources (Hultkrantz 1986(a)).

Specific

places could act as portals to intangible spiritual realms that
upheld these categories where one would seek puha.

The

landscape features, such as cracks in the rocks, are
incorporated into the images that display the belief that the
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natural environment is a portal to these puha laden environments
accessible through vision quests, puhawilo, and proximal
visitations (Liljebad 1986 653; Whitley 1994).
Sleeping ledges where visions are sought often overlooked
specific geological features such as lakes.

Water makes up an

essential aspect of the cosmological structure of the Eastern
Shoshone and the Numa, where specific water spirits thrive.
Certain spirits — like water beings — were feared yet sought out
by vision seekers for their selected puha (Francis and Loendorf
2002: 114-119).

One example of this is the myth that the Pa

Waip, or Water Ghost Woman at site 48HO469 AND 48HO39 (Figure
15), that lives in Pa’:gučina ya’gait, or Bull Lake.24

24

Pa waip is thought to be depicted with her turtle helper at 48HO39 site. She is depicted with a bow and
arrowhead on one arm, along with markings near her eyes that may depict tears. For further reading see (Francis
and Loendorf 2002, 114-119).
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Figure 15.
Source: Water Ghost Woman 48HO469: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the Interrelationships
Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Sundstrom (p. 41).
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Traditional Shoshonean beliefs state that this Dinwoody
figure would coerce men to the waterside only to drown them in
the depths of the Pa’:gučina ya’gait.

The Pa Waip is thought to

possess great puha to cure many ailments, such as epilepsy
(Hultkrantz 1986(a); 1987).

Pa’:gučina ya’gait mythology goes

beyond stories of the Pa Waip.

This pohakhanti holds stories of

mythological bison — Pā’-gutc — disappearing into its abyss,
soon followed by hunters never to be seen again (Hultkrantz
1987, Shimkin 1947).

Other bodies of water, such as streams and

hot springs, also detail tales of water beings with great powers
populating these meaningful landscapes which play an essential
role for ritual bathing prior to vision quests and the
manufacturing of the intricate bows.

These water spirits

populating these waterscapes were known as pā’ōna, or water
babies, and were thought to be in possession of puha that could
be utilized malevolently.

These beings were greatly feared as

they were believed to prey on children and cause various
illnesses (Hultkrantz 1986(a): 633).
Terrestrial landscapes were home to pa’-n-dzō’avits.

These

monsters, giants, and ogres are depicted with large hands and
feet which, emically, are thought to populate the terrestrial
environments.

These may have provided inspiration to specific

attributes for particular Dinwoody anthropomorphs, yet further
research is needed to corroborate such speculations.
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Traditional indigenous belief states that these spirits are
known to kidnap and eat children (Loendorf et al. n.d.; Lowie
1909: 292).
as well.

Smaller terrestrial spirits populated the mountains

These mountain spirits — Nü’-nümbi or nin-nim-be —

were also feared for their emically perceived malevolent
behavior, as they shot poisonous arrows at their victims
(Hultkrantz 1986(a): 633; Francis and Loendorf 2002).
Sky beings are depicted as owls, eagles, dragonflies,
blackbirds, and hummingbirds.

Similar to other spiritual

beings, they are perceived as possessing great puha.
hummingbird was believed to cause thunder.

The

Eagles had been

attributed to lightning, while further possessing the capability
to mediate messages between the material and spirit world.

Owls

were greatly feared by the Eastern Shoshone as they believed
Wokai Numbic, a cannibal owl, would kidnap children (Figure 16).
The Wokai Numbic has been hypothesized as being depicted in
various abstract Dinwoody figures and is associated as a spirit
of the night (Hultkrantz n.d.; Lowie 1909).

The relationship

between mythology and the rock art is evidence of maintaining
the cosmology with continuous dialogue that the Eastern Shoshone
perpetuate through ritual and ceremonial actions taking place in
the material world yet can also extend into intangible
landscapes.
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Figure 16
Source: Dinwoody Owl Petroglyph from Torrey Creek Site: Reproduced from, Dinwoody Dissected: Looking at the
Interrelationships Between Central Wyoming Petroglyphs. Sundstrom (p. 46).
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The Shoshone believe that these spirits were the
gatekeepers of puha.

The Shoshone also believed that these

spirits — not themselves — were the sole creators of the
culturally specific rock art.

Ethnographic accounts state that

indigenous informants could hear the spirits pecking at the
rocks during the winter (Hultkrantz 1987: 49).

While the

Shoshonean reasoning behind the spirit’s petroglyph
manufacturing during the winter months is not given, one could
speculate that it was utilized as a form of remembrance,
preparation, and recall for vision quests that commenced during
spring and summer seasons to affirm the socioreligious beliefs.
The essential method to receiving puha is through contact
with a spirit being, often through vision quests and shamanism.
Although not all vision seekers were puhagants, or shamans, much
of the Dinwoody Tradition is attributed to shamanistic
manufacturing.25

However, vision questing was not the sole

method for puha attainment as puha could be accrued through an
unsought vision at the conclusion of a Sun Dance (Hultkrantz
1987).
The supplicant would begin the vision quest through various
ritual actions such as visiting hot springs for ritual bathing.

Puhagant is the traditional Eastern Shoshone words for shaman and medicine
men.
25
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By seeking visions through puhawilo, or sleeping at medicine
rocks, a relationship between the material environment and
religious belief was attained.

The supplicant would then return

to the society to distill the newly acquired knowledge to the
collective group.

The landscape is envisioned as a specific

part of the process in attaining these specific powers.

Once

the supplicant was in place — typically in solitude — various
actions, such as offerings to the spirits in forms of tobacco,
were enacted to win favor of the spirits that may grant puha to
the supplicant (Hultkrantz 1987: 53).

To attempt a vision quest

without completing all the proper steps and preparatory actions
would likely yield an unsuccessful quest.
Places of power — such as Pa’:gučina ya’gait — in Eastern
Shoshone myths were select vision seeking locations (Hultkrantz
1981, 170).

It was at these locations that the supplicant would

encounter the spirits and undergo trials before the guardian
spirit bestowed supplicants with puha.

An ordeal may range from

prolonged fasting to a form of conflict with a spiritual being
before the transfer of power is complete (Shimkin 1986: 325;
Hultkrantz 1987; Whitley 1998).

As previously detailed, some

panels depicted spirits emerging from the splits, fractures, and
cracks in the rocks during these tribulations and trials — these
portrayals may serve as symbolic signals of the spirit world
leaking into the material world, or the emergence of the shaman
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from their journey (Shimkin 1986).

Once the transference was

complete, the individual would be part of a lifelong reciprocal
relationship with their guardian spirit and puha.

This

relationship would impact the now puhagant with prescriptions
and proscriptions for life.

If a supplicant was to ignore the

terminus of reciprocity, it would place the individual at
extreme risk of losing puha and could result in illness,
misfortune, and death (Shimkin 1986: 325).
This newfound or renewed knowledge was then utilized by the
practitioner to heal and bestow fortune upon the society.
differed between successful supplicants.

Puha

Depending on the

illness, one could seek out a puhagant, or medicine man, that
possessed the exclusive medicine to heal their specific ailment.
Some puha was used for war traditions.

It is emically perceived

that certain puha could make warriors impervious to the
multitude of consequences of war (Steward 1943; Hultkrantz 1970;
Francis and Loendorf 2002).
Vison quest sites were chosen due to specific figures or
puha desired.

This was reflected through their attributes which

symbolically signaled the intangible realm that they populated.
For instance, if one was seeking an encounter with sky spirits,
the supplicant would pursue petroglyph locations that had
attributes relating to the sky realm.

This relationship of
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attributes and landscape mirroring each other can be witnessed
through the distribution of Dinwoody figures at specific
elevations (Figure 17).

Higher elevations are more heavily

populated with winged figures, middle elevations are distributed
with terrestrial animals, and the lower elevations near water
features are filled with depictions of water spirits.
Other shamanic practices utilizing material culture for
preparatory rituals were observed by other Basin societies.
Tortoiseshells used to mix and partake of drinks for medicinal
purposes, and medicine stones used by Paiute shamans or medicine
persons in preparation for their vision seeking rituals within
caves have been recovered (Stoffle and Zedeño 2001: 243).

As

previously detailed, caves served as a place of power and
submergence into another realm.

The act of a visionary

descending into a cave was a literal and metaphorical action of
a shamanic journey.

These material items embody the knowledge

received by the supplicants during visions.

Hawk and eagle

feathers, along with medicine bundles made from animal parts,
were also recovered at vision sites (Stoffle and Zedeño 2001,
242). Paiute traditional figures depicted upon the Pintwater
Range displays a petroglyph of a part-man-part-sheep
anthropomorph embarking on a spiritual journey (Stoffle and
Zedeño 2001: 242).
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Figure 17
Source: Figures, Attributes, and Landscape Table: Reproduced from, Pictures in Place: The Figured Landscapes of
Rock-art. Chippindale, Nash, and Loendorf (p. 208).
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Bighorn sheep played an essential aspect in spiritual
rituals within the Great Basin, as hypothesized in previous rock
art and ethnographic research (Whitley et al. 1999: Whitley
2018).

Not only does this motif of the bighorn speak to the

ritual and religiously charged nature of the landscape, but it
also illuminates the special relationship between the religious
material culture, environment, and indigenous mythology (Stoffle
and Zedeño 2001: 242).26

Ideas and practices utilized by the

Paiute are observed in many of the socioreligious rituals of the
Eastern Shoshone.

It is not disingenuous to assert that due to

the Great Basin Shoshone and Paiute's close territorial
proximity, these societies intermingled and borrowed cultural
practices amongst each other (Stoffle and Zedeño 2001: 242;
Steward 1938: 95, 184).
Gypsum cave provides insight to a specific locale as a
highly utilized environment for religious purposes.

Thomas'

(2019) work shows the multiple areas of congregation through the
assemblage of ritual prayerstones and their practice within a
"Central Shoshone" core and the periphery (Figure 18):

26

Bighorn sheep played an essential role in Paiute and Hualapias religious stories. These stories narrate tales of
bighorn sheep bringing power into the cave where a shaman could encounter the spirit and enter a reciprocal
relationship with the guardian spirit. Spirit rattles were used by Paiute medicine only, further solidifying their
occupation and use of the area. See Stoffle and Zedeño 2001 for further considerations.
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The prayerstone hypothesis links Shoshonean oral
histories to thousands of incised stones from
the Intermountain West by arguing that the life
trajectories and depositional histories of many
(but not all) such artifacts reﬂect a Shoshonean
practice of emplacing prayerstones as votive
offerings and expressions of thanks. (Thomas
2019, 9)

This reverence for place entwined with puha is highly
present in Shoshone cosmology, as it is witnessed in-depth
through the incised prayer stones, oral traditions, and the
vision quest (Francis and Loendorf 2002; Thomas 2019).

The

hypothesis proposed by Thomas (2019) allows for the prayerstones
to be viewed as artifacts that display human movement throughout
the Great Basin as that movement is attached to socioreligious
purpose pertaining to puha.

Puha is the sociofact of all

cosmological Shoshonean complexes, and this is reflected within
the relationship between the material culture, ritual practices,
and the landscapes that they serve:

Shoshonean cosmology is driven by the
foundational concept of puha. Loosely
translated as “power,” puha is a living, kinetic
force that moves through the existing universe
without boundaries or dividing lines separating
animals, plants, and rocks - all considered to
be “people” talking one language… Power places —
particularly those that work well — can survive
across generations, with repeated use and
veneration increasing the power of place
exponentially. Shoshoneans have long been
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attracted to places where power resides. Caves
and mountains were sometimes visited by those
wishing to become doctors. Hot springs and
certain rock outcrops were visited to cure
illness or to protect one’s self or family. The
prayerstones that populated the Great Basin
landscape reﬂect a deliberate relationship
between material culture and puha (power)
places—a central religious concept that still
underwrites shared Shoshonean worldviews.
(Thomas 2019: 7-9)

Puha displays the link of the environment's ecosystems and
beliefs through oral traditions and revivifying socioreligious
rituals.

Basso (1996) speaks of this dialogizing and

mythologizing with the landscape at length with his work
regarding the Western Apache's landscape perceptions.

Mountains

are not merely mountains; streams are not only flowing bodies of
water.

Places were deemed important through actions and deeds —

such as lighting strike sites or continuous ritualistic
visitation of specific sites.

These sites can be reborn and

maintained through new power designations rooted through
indigenous perspectives: "More mundane places can also become
puha-laden ritualized settings because of their unique life
histories—including mortuary spots, lightning strikes, key
battles won or lost, and places of extraordinary healing,"
(Thomas 2019; Basso 1996; Stoffle and Zedeño 2001).
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Figure 18.
Source: Shoshone Prayerstone Congregations: Reproduced from, A Shoshonean Prayerstone Hypothesis: Ritual
Cartographies of Great Basin Incised Stones. David Hurst Thomas (p. 10).
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As with the power hunting complexes of the Eastern
Shoshone, their Great Basin ancestors also sought out
spiritually charged experiences at powerful sites, as seen with
the prayerstones.27

These sites could range from hot springs,

petroglyph panels, and sacred areas acknowledged through place
naming within mythological and traditional stories that were
continuously reborn and pruned by dialogue that Basso had
similarly observed with the Apache (Thomas 2109; Steward 1933:
308; Basso 1996).

Movement through the land, through indigenous

perspectives, may have been like moving in material environments
permeating with an undercurrent of spiritual potential.

The

Shoshone prayerstones further amend the cosmological beliefs
entangled with the environment and interactions imbued with
perceptions through the embodied religious framing,
manufacturing, and placement of religious material culture.
What is inscribed on the stones provides links for the
intended meaning, value, and use.

Some inscribed stones may

display specific material culture such as clothing (Thomas 2019:
10; Schuster and Carpenter 1988: 894).

An important attribute

is utilizing zigzag and other abstract patterns employed in many
petroglyphs that have been perceived as influential sites or

27

Prayerstones were not used with the same cultural contexts as Dinwoody art for vision quests. The prayerstones
were mostly left as votives, offerings, or thanks in places with puha — often in caves — many of which were used
for long term habitation. Thomas describes them as "ceremonial trash", he does not suggest that they were part
of the vision quest.
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culturally specific mythological figures that hold puha, such as
the Pa Waip.

Abstract motifs and symbols are often entangled

with ceremonial socioreligious rock art depictions, and could be
an inference that these stones are fulfilling these
socioreligious dynamics:

Simms and Gohier (2010:87) suggest that these
incised stones and local Archaic rock art
largely consist of abstract designs representing
“elements of a supernatural world that would
carry forth into other, later styles …
shamanism, especially vision questing, hunting
magic, and an animistic world in which spirits
may harbor in plants, animals, objects and
places.” (Thomas 2019: 16)

The incised prayerstones provide a material foundation of
ritual behavior and practice within environments of the Great
Basin which seemingly has remained continuous and operational
for 5,000 years.

This further corroborates claims made by

Whitley regarding the continued usage of shamanic and
socioreligious practices of spiritual power within the region
for extended periods (Thomas 2019: 11).
The incised limestones found within the prayerstone
distribution area are strong indicators of evidence for Numa
ritual practice with regards to material objects and puha laden
behaviors.

It also provides evidence that variations of puha
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laden practices which could have assisted in the composited
formations of unique puha hunting complexes that served as a
significant aspect of the Eastern Shoshone's religious identity.
Petroglyph slabs discovered in the Sand Draw Dump Site —
48FR3123 — may indicate a continuity of Great Basin mobile
votive stones linked to the Dinwoody Tradition (Walker 2018).
This 12,000-square-metered Late Prehistoric dated camping site
located southeast of Riverton, Wyoming lends evidence for plant
and small game subsistence occupational strategies (Walker 2018:
151).

Archeological evidence of 48FR3123 displays that this

site was most likely reused as opposed to singular occupancy.
How this site relates to the votive prayerstones is through the
petroglyph slabs as a singular slab is hypothesized to display a
Dinwoody styled humanoid figure (Walker 2018: 151).

Petroglyph

slabs occurring throughout Wyoming sites are quite rare.

There

are less than 20 petroglyph slabs that have been uncovered as of
2018.

These slabs are incised with geometric patterns, pecked

with anthropomorphic figures and motif, and one depicts a highly
decorated design thought to be a tobacco pouch (Walker 2018).
The only petroglyph that bares similarities to Dinwoody rock art
was found at site 48FR3123-2152 (Walker 2018: 155).

It’s direct

correlation, and the site’s role into the Shoshonean rock art
and socioreligious complex is not yet established.

However, it

does provide an entry to alike practices seen in the
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prayerstones that are occurring close to the Wind River Basin.
The unsubstantiated Dinwoody slab was manufactured much in the
same way as the prayerstones with small, short incising and
etchings (Walker 2018).
There are prayerstones that display etched features such as
weeping eyes that are also seen in other socioreligious motifs
like that of the Dinwoody Pa Waip, or Water Ghost Woman (Figure
19) (Thomas 2019: 17).

However, the motif occurring in the

prayerstones is not explicitly related in emic perspectives
concerning the Pa Waip figure.

From a material stance, the

incising upon stone — which acts as a mediation device —
fulfills a parallel between the Great Basin utilization of the
stone's embrace of puha paralleled by the Eastern Shoshone's
utilization of incising upon the landscape as a signifier of
puha-laden landscapes further linked to specific practices and
spiritual belief.
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Figure 19.
Source: Weeping Prayer Stones: Reproduced from, A Shoshonean Prayerstone Hypothesis: Ritual Cartographies of
Great Basin Incised Stones. David Hurst Thomas (p. 17).
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Speaking of these objects' ritual nature within their
respective landscapes, the stones act as the mobile container
offering thanks that is to be transitioned between powerful
locations to maintain socioreligious perceptions, and perhaps
that is what will be uncovered at the Sand Draw Dump Site.

For

the Eastern Shoshone, this is accomplished through the movement
of the individual through the landscape to pohakanti sites to
secure puha that will then be utilized into the social group.
The prayerstones may also help further explorations into
Numic Expansion hypothesis of cultural influence and practices
beyond the Great Basin, further linking occupation sites that
display socioreligious material culture.

While prayerstones

cannot answer in totality the timing and spread of Numic
peoples, they can illuminate parallels between the Numic
cultures and their practices within their territories, along
with those that assisted in influencing puha practices of the
Eastern Shoshone.
These shifts and continuities of these practices illuminate
the complexity of belief, action, and framing of the Great Basin
Numa and how these may have influenced Eastern Shoshone
religious material culture practices.

While the temporal

distance is vast, this ancestral puha practice displays
influential interpretations of the individual’s role within the
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spiritual and material worlds while displaying the multitude of
circumstances that impact the underlying behaviors.

Much like

the prayerstones and the Dinwoody Tradition, the challenged and
continuous repositioning of puha through time displays select
societal orientations that positioned socioreligious behaviors
to remain intact and practiced.
Prayerstones and their distributions differ between sites
as there is considerable variation in the types of prayerstones
across the Great Basin (Thomas 2019: 19).

While some areas had

a greater distribution of prayerstones, other cultural areas and
specific peoples lacked any archeological or ethnographic
evidence regarding prayerstone practices (Thomas 2019: 19).

The

prayerstones provide an additional facet to inquire into the
expansion and socioreligious continuity across different
societies:

If Lamb’s (1958) pan-Great Basin hypothesis is
correct, how could the forebears of Western
Shoshone and Southern Paiute ancestral
communities have participated in Shoshonean
cosmological practices spanning multiple
millennia if they only arrived in central and
southern Nevada a few hundred years ago? Does
prayerstone evidence reﬂect an ethnogenetic
Shoshonean continuity across the millennia? Or
are there explanations of how such material
manifestations of deep cosmology could be picked
up by unrelated newcomers? (Thomas 2019: 20).
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Thomas (2019) proposes multiple possibilities to rectify
the discrepancy.

One of these is that the practice of utilizing

prayerstones was innocuously implemented by the Numic population
upon their arrival in the central and southern Great Basin,
while the other states that the Numa adapted previous practices
into the newly experienced environments.

Thomas (2019) strays

from Lamb’s hypothesis:

I favor an alternative hypothesis: distinctively
Shoshonean prayerstone rituals originated ∼5,000
years ago in the central and southern Great
Basin, and some communities of practice carried
this votive ritual forward into the
ethnohistoric period. Available prayerstone
evidence fails to support a post-AD Numic
arrival in the central or southern Great Basin —
no perceivable breaks in prayerstone practices,
no former constellations terminated, and no new
constellations begun within the last 1,000
years. I think ancient incised stone
genealogies support an ancient Shoshonean
presence within the central Intermountain West—
but not in Lamb’s classic “Numic heartland” near
Death Valley. (Thomas 2019: 20)

While the practices surrounding the prayerstones do not
comprehensively answer all socioreligious orientations regarding
Numic ritual distribution from the Great Basin into periphery
areas, it does provide a doorway into exploring continuities and
changes of religious practices rooted in the landscape
attachment and spiritual power perceptions.

These may have
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provided influential religious and ritual dynamics to the
Eastern Shoshone’s religious traditions and material culture.
The prayerstone hypothesis displays that these practices and
ideas surrounding such dynamics have never been static, and like
the environment’s inhabitants, they are malleable and adaptable
to a broad range of change when cultivating meaning from
environments.
The presence and practice of Great Basin influenced beliefs
in the Wind River and Bighorn Basins is substantiated by
ethnographic and archeological record or socioreligious material
culture.

These puha laden materials provide an evidentiary

thread of a temporal continuity which extended from the Great
Basin into the intermountain west as seen in the Dinwoody
Tradition that supports an ancient ancestral Shoshonean
presence.

6.3 Socioreligious Power in Plains Ceremonial Rock Art

Socioreligious power and spiritual connotations — which can
be inferred as similar in societal function to puha — are
manifested in the Great Plains through the materials and their
utilization.

The role of puha is demonstrated within the

landscape through various iterations of rock art such as
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pictographs and petroglyphs utilized in ceremonial actions and
sociosymbolic signaling.

All rock art that displays the

presence of medicine or spiritual power is ceremonial.
Ceremonial rock art spans vast temporal distances, yet is
still very young in its form and function in comparison to the
forms seen in the Dinwoody Tradition and Great Basin.

This

tradition was utilized by Northwestern Plains inhabitants many
centuries before European contact with a range from 250 A.D. to
the nineteenth century (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 206).

Dates

procured from Castle Gardens shield styles corroborate Late
Prehistoric ages for shield-bearing warrior motifs with evidence
pointing to 1100 A.D. while other dates regarding shield bearing
warriors suggest an antiquity of 1000 B.P. or less (Loendorf
1990; Francis and Loendorf 2002: 125-132).
Objects such as guns and horses display the link to the
historical era, while stylized shield-bearing figures provide
continuity through the pre-contact periods.

Shifts in the

material culture displayed in the art provide evidence of
societal changes.

Deviations in shield depictions display a

shift from the introduction of the horse circa the early
eighteenth century.

Shield bearing motifs assist in reflecting

specific societal lifeways.

The inhabitants utilized a

pedestrian lifestyle, and larger body shields utilized through
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the Prehistoric era were reflected in the rock art.

These

shields would have proven unyieldingly large for a mounted
rider, and with this, the warriors adapted by decreasing shield
size to remain maneuverable even when mounted on horseback
(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 206).
Geographically, this tradition's reach is extensive much
like its temporal range spanning from Calgary to Kansas, with
ceremonial sites occurring in the intermountain west of Montana
and Wyoming, mostly east of the Continental Divide (Gebhard
1966; Keyser 1975; Keyser and Klassen 2001: 209).

The shield-

bearing warrior motif is uniquely a Plains developed and
practiced tradition and while it does not signal puha in the
same sense as the Dinwoody Complex, it does establish spiritual
power and sociocultural utility through stylistic depictions.
Human figures are depicted throughout the Ceremonial
Tradition, and these are best categorized as shield-bearing
warriors, V-neck humans, and rectangular body humans (Keyser and
Klassen 2001).

Ceremonial panels also display a nuanced passive

stance as compared to similar figures depicted in Biographic
rock art that often suggests a broader narrative where figures
are engaged in activities.

However, even though the Ceremonial

figures, images are viewed as passive depictions with some
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panels displaying multiple ceremonial figures (Keyser and
Klassen 2001: 196, 202-204).
Shield-bearing warriors and V-neck figures are undoubtedly
the most widely recognized and researched types of figures in
the Ceremonial Tradition.

The shields are decorated with a

range of simple and complex geometric patterns; some shields
even display a composite form of representational and geometric
imagery.

V-Neck humans are identifiable by their V-shaped

shoulders.

They are almost always front-facing and can be

oriented on their side, upside down, or upright.

Some are

simplistic in decoration, while others are adorned with
intricate chevron designs on their torsos (Keyser and Klassen
2001).

Both the V-neck and shield-bearing warrior motifs are

often depicted with material culture such as headdresses,
weapons, breastplates, and ceremonial materials.

Some figures

display the composite structure of both ceremonial objects with
mundane attributes to create a composite V-neck shield bearing
image (Figure 20) (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 195-197).
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Figure 20.
Source: V-neck shield-bearing rock art depiction: Reproduced from, Plains Indian Rock Art. Keyser and Klassen
(p.199).
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Early studies into Ceremonial Plains rock art assisted in
situating the tradition into the archeological record.

Gebhard

hypothesized that many shield motifs' attributes were diffused
from Great Basin motifs an estimated 950 B.P. (Gebhard 1966;
1969).

Growing research emphasized the relation between the

shield-bearing warriors and Plains Shoshone expansion of the
Late Prehistoric period (Keyser 1975).

Keyser's (1977) work

helped further understand a shift of Ceremonial rock art into
the Biographic Tradition.

Furthermore, the hypothesis developed

from the continued studies emphasized that ceremonial rock art
was contained within the Late Prehistoric period, with the
Shoshone being attributed for its genesis (Keyser 1975; 1977a;
1984).

However, the field of ceremonial rock art and its

inherent value continues to grow.

Recent findings refute the

Shoshone hypothesis put forth by Keyser considering dates
preceding presupposed Plains Shoshone expansion into the region
(Magne et al. 1991, 1992; Loendorf 1990; Schuster 1987;).

The

wide variations of decorative designs and the radiocarbon dates
suggest a multi-ethnic stylistic practice that was utilized and
developed by various Plains societies.

There is little evidence

of a Shoshone link to the manufacturing of shield bearing
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warrior rock art.28

There is a distinct separation regarding the

spatial distribution of the shield bearing warriors and the
Dinwoody Complex (Francis and Loendorf 2002: 188-190).

Shield

bearing warriors almost never occur within the Dinwoody Complex
territories of the Bighorn Basin.

Francis and Loendorf (2002)

suggest that this occurrence reflects an ideological boundary
between Basin and Plains societies.
Both petroglyphs and pictographs were utilized for
ceremonial rock art.

The manufacturing process for petroglyphs

typically consisted of incising, pecking, abrading, tracing, and
scratching, like that found in the manufacturing process of the
Dinwoody Complex (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 192; Francis and
Loendorf 2002).

Images were scarred, gashed, and incised into

sandstone cliffs, bison jumps, and near or in caves.
Pictographs utilized various colors of paints:

Ceremonial tradition pictographs are most
often red monochrome paintings, but orange,
yellow, white, and black monochrome pictographs
are also known. Several pictographs of different
monochrome colors are occasionally found together
on the same panel. Polychrome paintings are
infrequent, but such designs occur at several
Montana sites. The most spectacular Ceremonial
polychromes are found at the Valley of the
Shields in south-central Montana, where five
28

Few Historic Period shield bearing warrior rock at figures occur along the Green River. Keyser and Poetschat
have categorized these as Seedskadee style rock art. See Northern Plains Shield Bearing Warriors: A Five Century
Rock Art Record of Indian Warfare. (Keyeser and Poetschat 2014).
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different colors were used to paint shieldbearing warriors—as many as three colors for a
single figure. (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 193-194)

At times petroglyphs and pictographs were incorporated
together to create a composite rock art depiction, a
petrograph.29

A petrograph example occurs at Castle Gardens

(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 194).

Ceremonial rock art was

utilized as a part of the landscape to signify specific areas of
importance and lends further evidence toward socioreligious
orientation within the landscape.
Ceremonial rock art helped establish an individual’s power
through symbolic signaling, as seen through stylistic
decorations like those found of the highly decorated shields at
the Castle Gardens site.
Shields depicted the warriors battle and coup prowess,
along with any power they may contain through specific symbolic
imagery like thunderbirds and bison, which ethnographically are
encountered for spiritual power.

Shield art is not only

symbolic as it can signify encounters with spiritual power for
warriors.

Objects directly correlated to ceremonialism are

present. Feather adorned ceremonial weaponry such as bows,

29

Petrograph or pictoglyph is used here as a composite of painted and incised, pecked, carved, or scratched rock
art.
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staffs, and spears are displayed as ceremonial material culture
which are grasped by the depicted human figures.

The

orientation of the weaponry dictates the inferred ceremonial
meaning.

In biographic art, weaponry tends to be displayed in

manners of attack and counting coup, whereas, in ceremonial
images, the item is displayed in a manner that is devoid of
threat, frequently not being grasped by a human figure or held
in an upright manner as if presenting it in a ritualistic manner
(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 199-204, 215).
This ceremonial signaling through material culture and rock
art has been speculated to serve as a functional dynamic of
ritual actions such as shamanistic practices, vision quests, and
other socioreligiously charged experiences (Keyser 1977; Francis
and Loendorf 2001).

Unlike the events detailed within

biographic rock art, the ceremonial depictions are hypothesized
to serve as religious images recalling their spiritual visionary
encounters with guardian spirits (Barry 1991; Klassen 1995;
1998).

The loop of image creation, veneration through action,

and meaning attribution through symbolic image representation
creates a ceremonial motif and dialogue toward any rock art that
can operate within this context.
simple and unassuming.

Etically, these may seem

However, these artistic images can be

dissected when analyzed within the specific cultural and
operational context.
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Birds and aerial attributes represent thunder and
lightning, often possessing some of the most sought-after puha.
A specific example of this depicted in Ceremonial rock art is
that of the Thunderbird at Writing-on-Stone (Keyser and Klassen
2001: 214).
Shields decorated with bear paws, birds, and bison are not
only material depictions of the phenomenological events.

They

act vessels of symbolic and literal power which correlates to
the owner — both guardian spirit and human — of that vessel
containing select spiritual power as the medicine and power
depicted on these shields protected the owner.
Human figures can also be distinguished from those
representing embodied spiritual manifestations through
attributes such as heartlines, specific organs, and genitals,
which is believed to be where medicine powers become distilled
(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 215).
Much in how the Dinwoody Tradition signaled sites of
significance by inscribing these locations with spiritual
imagery, shields were also signifiers of encountered guardian
spirits and local sites for Plains societies.

Ceremonial rock

inscriptions were placed upon the landscape to signify
immaterial instances of an individual’s power (Keyser and
Klassen 2001: 215).

Human figures were depicted displaying
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their role within these socioreligious contexts and experiences,
often mimicking actions found during religious ceremonies such
as outstretched arms appealing to higher powers.

Some animal

figures also are hypothesized to represent guardian spirits due
to the similar attributes — such as organs and heartlines — as
the spiritual human figures.

The powers of the guardian spirits

or encounters from visions are occasionally depicted within the
same panel.

Bear tracks depicted on shields would be near bear

guardian spirit rock art, the corresponding images of conquered
guardian spirits and similar attributes of that spirit depicted
on the shield is likely an account of a transference of medicine
and prescription of lifeways into the individual and the
decorated material cultural vessel (Keyser and Klassen 2001:
215-217; Francis and Loendorf 2002).
Ceremonial rock art's continuity of function displays the
longevity of the inhabitant's lifeways and worldviews
surrounding their religious practices from prehistoric to postcontact eras.

While the practice of attaining medicine powers

was altered from external forces, ceremonial and religiously
charged images display continuity regarding the perceptions that
religious actions were solidified.

The spiritual force, which

permeates all fabric of being for the Plains cultures, could
never be distinguished.

Instead, it changed and represented

society in many forms as it was needed to connect the individual
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and the society to their landscapes.

Ceremonial image

representations display that the quest may change, but the
vision — regarding the societal importance of individual power
and medicine — remains resolute.
A shift in image representation within the Plains began to
form during the Late Prehistoric era, and with it, so did the
function, form, and practice of gaining spiritual power. This
new tradition would shift focus from socioreligious depictions
to a new age of historical representation of crucial scenes and
moments in Plain’s history.

6.4 Socioreligious Perceptions in the Biographic Tradition

North American indigenous societies relied on oral
traditions to pass on memorable and essential aspects of their
culture.

This has led to presuppositions that these cultures

refrained from documenting historical events beyond oral
traditions.

While these oral traditions encompassed many

mythological tales, Plains societies participated in historical
documentation of significant events in Biographic rock art.
Spanning from the Late Prehistoric to the Historical eras,
this tradition depicted scenes of battle, individual conflicts,
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and specific compositional attributes that emphasized moments
symbolically reflecting the societal health.

Various depictions

of select material culture — such as guns, wagons, hats, and
horses — indicate that this tradition reached its zenith from
the late eighteenth to mid nineteenth centuries (Keyser and
Klassen 2001: 241; Klassen at al. 2000).

While semi-operational

into the twentieth century, rock art became less prevalent due
to reservation confinement restricting accessibility to
essential and sacred landscapes and the Biographic Tradition did
not escape these circumstances.
These landscapes that Biographic art was concentrated in
often overlapped many areas of ceremonial distributions. This
was due from Biographic rock art being manufactured by many of
the same authors.

Sites recorded in Colorado, Texas, Montana,

South Dakota, New Mexico, and Mexico display the far reach of
the Biographic Tradition (Connor 1980: Lewis 1986a, 1986b;
Buckles 1989; Cole 1990; Keyser 1984; Sundstrom 1984).
Hypothesized to be influenced by Algonkian imagery, many
attributes of the Biographic tradition are displayed through the
triangular bodied humans while the V-neck figures and shieldbearing warriors are accepted as a distinct Plains origination
(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 242).

This tradition displays

parallels within ceremonial art like the shield-bearing warriors
and ledger art that also depicts particular events (Keyser and
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Cowdrey 2000; Keyser and Brady 1993).

However, the distinct

focus to record events and specific actions such as counting
coups and battles distinguishes this as a definite form separate
of the ceremonial art in its sociocultural purpose and function
(Keyser 1977).
While Ceremonial figures are depicted as static, standalone representations, Biographic figures are consistently
depicted as dynamic.

These figures often handle weapons in a

manner that displays their usage within the biographic scene
(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 230).

In Biographic art, weaponry

tends to be displayed in an attacking manner as figures are
often counting coups, whereas, in Ceremonial images, the item is
displayed in a manner that is devoid of threat, frequently not
being grasped by a human figure or held in an upright manner as
if presenting it ceremonially (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 199-204,
215).
Biographic Tradition utilized landscapes as a canvas much
in the way of the Ceremonial Tradition.

Key geographic areas

with distinct landscapes such as cliffs, valleys, caves,
prairies, and basins were areas of concentration.

Panels

consist of petroglyphs lightly incised while pictographs are
less common and only in monochrome (Keyser and Klassen 2001:
225).
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Human figures are present, though depicted with less
decoration than the Ceremonial Tradition figures.

Shield-

bearers do not carry the same highly stylized shield
decorations, and the form of the humans consist primarily of
outlined bodies.

Material items such as headdresses and weapons

are still incorporated (Keyser 1977).

Common human figures of

the Biographic Tradition are the rectangular and triangular-body
figures:

These figures have a torso formed by an inverted
triangle whose sides continue downward to form
two stick legs. Arms are usually a horizontal
continuation of the top of the torso, although
they may also be bent at the elbows. Heads are
either a dot at the end of a stick neck, or
formed by a t shape, which may represent a
brimmed hat. Anatomical details, such as feet,
internal organs, and genitalia, are usually
absent, while clothing and headdresses are rare.
Triangular-body humans often hold guns and
occasionally ride horses. (Keyser and Klassen
2001: 229-230)

Horses play a significant role in the Biographic tradition
and largely comprise most forms of animal depictions.

This is a

testament to their role within Plains society, both in
ceremonial contexts and depictions of everyday activities and
events.

Elaborate displays of horses flourished as the

Biographic Tradition progressed.

However, the most common style

of the horse within the Biographic Tradition is that of the
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“mature-style” (Figure 21) (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 231).
Horses were often covered in battle armor during battle scenes
and are frequently shown with feathers adorning the tails.
Although not depicted in a ceremonial nature, the essence of
social religious power is present within these scenes as
feathers and headdress signify material culture that were often
used symbolically, particularly for prosperity and protection in
battles.
Various animal figures are present in the Biographic
Tradition, yet they are not as prevalent as the horse.

Hunting

scenes often display mounted riders in pursuit of game animals
accompanied by hunting materials.
Material culture is further continuous in many scenes, and
much of these materials are distinct to the temporality of the
Biographic Tradition.

Items may depict tipis, buildings, war

trophies, scalps, hats, and boats.

Due to the influx of the

horse and its Plains rock art depictions, small shields are more
prevalent than that of the sizeable shield-bearing warrior motif
found in the Ceremonial Tradition.

This increase in small

shields signifies the adaptations of the riders to decrease the
size of their shields for ease of riding maneuverability.
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Figure 21.
Source: Mature-style Biographic Horses: Reproduced from, Plains Indian Rock Art. Keyser and Klassen (p.231).
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Weapons are present, yet they are not as attentively
decorated as the Ceremonial Traditions.

While the Biographic

Tradition may not display an overt concentration of religious
positioning, depictions of spiritual power and socioreligious
prowess are present in various material objects — such as
medicine halters — hypothesized to display the battle prowess
and individual’s war accomplishments that were emically viewed
as a consequence of the accompanied power and guardian spirit
(Keyser 1977; Keyser and Klassen 2001: 243).
Biographic rock art embodies the purpose of social
signaling.

While it is invested through the historical

representations, it is still concerned with the display of
spiritual power and medicine power through coups'
representations and the connection between a warrior's guardian
spirit and a victorious war honor.

Biographic art is further

associated with Ledger and Robe Tradition as many scenes were
displayed on hides, robes, and tipis.
Select attributes of these war records and tallies depicted
in Biographic panels provide an essential link of integration
between the Biographic Tradition's ceremonial aspects that
transfer into the Robe and Ledger Tradition.

Other attributes

are also carried forward, such as coups and hunting scenes
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reflecting the relationship between successful war honors,
medicine, power, and the historical cataloging of these within
various traditions.

Multiple tally marks often represent horses

taken during a raid, while in other scenes, they signal guns
acquired during coups.

The narrative form of the Biographic

Tradition blended with the symbolic ceremonial signaling of the
Ceremonial Tradition is represented through combat scenes which
place importance upon the warriors and their brandished material
objects (Figure 22) (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 248).
The exaggerated regalia and weaponry of the counting coups
scenes place these symbolic values and significance upon the
depicted material culture.

The authors agency to depict weapons

as decorated and emphasized through their size and orientation
assists in interpretations that these materials are symbolically
significant and powerful.
The reasoning for these material items depicted as powerful
is through the symbolic spiritual power that they possessed.
This symbolic signaling would establish phenomenological aid for
the warrior in the successful war accomplishment.

While the

object depicted is a vessel of power, the material object's
implications are far more complex than that of a simple material
weapon.
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Figure 22.
Source: Biographic Tradition Counting Coups with Ceremonial Material Culture, Reproduced from Plains Indian
Rock Art. Keyser and Klassen (p.248).
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The Biographic art displays a historical narrative imbued
with ceremonial imagery that can be seen illuminated in
particular depictions (Figure 9).

This becomes further situated

in the symbolism through the relationship of historically
recounted moments that are vested in powerful material culture.
This is then deciphered and viewed through the symbolically
situated Biographic Traditional lexicon (Keyser 1987).
The Biographic Tradition aids in situating the Plains
culture into a historical narrative detailed through rock and
ledger art.

Euro-American contact created far-reaching societal

changes that are reflected in this narrative artform.

Horses,

disease, newly acquired weapons, and various materials
positioned the indigenous societies to situate their perceptions
regarding their landscapes and their beliefs that became futher
reflected through these traditions (Ewers 1955; Seccoy 1953;
Mishkin 1940; Penney 1992).
While the emphasis of the artist's intentions shifted from
socioreligious actions to war accomplishments and everyday
events, the interrelationship and importance of power, medicine,
and ceremonial perceptions remained resolute throughout the art.
Whether these dynamic of ceremonial power and medicine was
represented in ceremonial, biographical, or compositional form —
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the integration of its importance was never completely
stratified from the material and spiritual realm.

6.5 Medicine and Power in Ledger and Robe Art

Changes in the perceptions and practice of artistically
represented medicine and power in rock art among North American
Indian societies reflect the evidentiary precursors to the
altered landscapes impacted by migrants and settlers.

The

settler’s presence on the frontier directly impacted indigenous
socioreligious perceptions and practices.

The changing form of

puha in the Eastern Shoshone’s religious rituals and ceremonial
practices displayed the drastic shift in their socioreligious
framing.

Not only reflected in the shift from puha in vision

quests into dance ceremonialism, but rock art traditions also
underwent changes, shifting the dialogizing of myth and
spirituality from environmental ceremonial practices into ledger
and hide art reflecting the relationship of puha within a
specific historicized tradition (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 259).
The distributional reach of this artistic practice spanned vast
distances (Figure 23).

Areas highly populated with the Ledger

and Hide Tradition were spread throughout the Great Plains with
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tribal influences ranging from the Arapaho in the northwest to
the Comanche of the south.

Figure 23.
Source: Regional and Continental Distribution of Robe and Ledger Art: Reproduced from, Plains Indian Rock Art. Keyser
and Klassen (p.258).
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The chronological distribution is just as widespread as the
geographical span (Figure 24).

It is hypothesized that artistic

renditions on hide and ledgers were practiced during prehistory,
yet no material culture has been recovered to corroborate this
claim.30

This is founded on the stylistic choices and attributes

present in the earliest forms of hide art from the mid to late
eighteenth century.

The paintings on the hides bare striking

similarities to biographical rock art motifs — such as shieldbearing warriors and V-neck figures — that had been practiced
during prehistory.

Historical evidence points to an increase in

hide and ledger art post-Euro-American contact (Keyser and
Klassen 2001: 268).

Reasons for this are presupposed from

inaccessibility to specific sites where rock art was produced
because of reservation confinement and newly implemented
agrarian methods employed upon reservations by the U.S.
Government.

30

Accounts of hide paintings were recorded during Spanish expeditions by Coronado and Castaneda during the
late 16th century.
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Figure 24.

Source: Form and Style Chronology: Reproduced from, Plains Indian Rock Art. Keyser and Klassen (p.269).
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The hides and papers utilized for the manufacturing process
display a link of artistic expressions to a specific period of
changing environments by using viable materials as traditionally
used resources became depleted.

As bison became scarcer due to

the value of their hide, buckskins and alternative hides were
utilized to produce ledger and robe art.

Further, the

representational imagery depicted in this tradition displayed
the changes and continuity of the ecological health and impacted
ceremonial practices linked to art.

These changes and

continuities were materially detailing this aspect of resource
scarcity and explorations of new artistic medians in the
supplies available to create the art:

The earliest examples of representational robe
art were produced on tanned bison hides, and
occasionally on the hides of elk or other
animals. These hides were cut and sewn into
clothing and tipis, made into shields, or used
uncut, as robes. By the late 1800s, canvas,
muslin, and cowhides had largely replaced bison
hides. Early robe art was painted with red,
orange, and yellow ochre-based pigments, and
natural black and white pigments, applied using
thin bone or wood brushes. In later years,
commercial trade paints replaced the natural
pigments, providing a more colorful palette for
the artists. The paper used for ledger art
often came in the form of ledger books provided
to Native artists by explorers, soldiers,
missionaries, and traders; other notebooks and
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loose sheets were also used. Ledger art images
were made with watercolor paints, ink, colored
and lead pencils, and crayons…Although the use
of bison robes began to decline by the 1860s,
robe art continued to be made on other types of
hides, and later on canvas and muslin. (Keyser
and Klassen 2001 259-260: 268)

Hide and Ledger Traditions bares more stylistic relations
to Biographic Tradition rock art than that of the abstract and
intricate socioreligious rock art motifs found prior to EuroAmerican contact contained in Ceremonial Traditions.
depictions erred on the side of simpler outline forms.

The early
These

stylistic choices reflected continuity regarding the momentous
cultural focus in the shift from ceremonial art — which was
correlated with shamanistic practices — into the biographic age
that became concerned with the newly integrated sociocultural
impacts through historically detailed scenes (Francis and
Loendorf 2002).

Biographic rock art details continued into

ledger art, displaying a direct relation to artistic focus,
reflecting sociocultural orientations regarding the depicted
subjects' value and meaning.

Motifs such as counting coups,

symbolic horse-hoofed-dashes representing successful raids, and
weaponry created a continued account of Euro-American occupation
(Keyser and Klassen 2001: 264-265).

Once the indigenous

population was exposed to further contact of Euro-American
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influence, the stylistic cues morphed in complexity with richer
detailing of the culturally based imagery, landscape, and
influence of material culture.

The shift in detail can be

attributed to the focus of the society captured by the artist;
the eye and tools of the artist served as a vessel for the
historical detailing of the respected society (Szabo 1994;
Keyser and Klassen 2001: 263, 269).
Ledger and robe art was utilized as a form of pictorial
history, particularly with everyday scenes and winter counts.
An individual's military and war honors were often depicted
along with counting coup or horse raids (Keyser and Klassen
2001; Keyser and Poetschat 2005).

Nevertheless, implications of

spiritual and ceremonial use, particularly with regards to
social and spiritual power and the symbolic social signaling,
remained in situ with its conceptual dynamic regarding its
permeation into all facets of society and the environment.
Hides that could be used for ceremonial purposes were adorned
with images of an individual's journey into the spiritual realms
by symbolic cues seen in ceremonial material culture.

These

cues could consist of the orientation of weaponry or stand-alone
figures versus conglomerated battle scenes.

The artistic

renderings symbolized the individual's spiritual experiences —
often related to dreams, visions, and ritual journey’s that were
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then used and represented in other religious complexes such as
the Sun Dance:

Paintings on shields, tipis, and “medicine
robes,” with imagery relating to spirit powers,
dreams, visions, and rituals, are most similar
to the iconic rock art of the Ceremonial
tradition. These images generally show humans
(often with zoomorphic attributes), animals,
mythological creatures, ceremonial objects, and
even astronomical phenomena. They are shown as
static, isolated images, and do not exhibit
compositional associations that suggest a
historical narrative. Instead, they express the
sacred relationship of an individual, the spirit
world, and the beings and objects associated
with medicine power. By representing sacred
subject matter, medicine robes confirm and
consolidate the spiritual power and status of
the owner. A few robes clearly depict vision and
medicine imagery, that is, supernatural guardian
spirit beings (often in animal or partanimal/part-human form), or the ceremonial
paraphernalia associated with medicine power…A
few ledger drawings show scenes of young men
receiving a spirit helper’s power during a
vision experience. For example, a Northern
Cheyenne ledger drawing shows a young man
receiving a sacred pipe from a halfbuffalo/half-woman spirit being, and two Sioux
drawings show Thunder beings that appeared in
the visions of the noted warrior Black Hawk. A
Blackfeet “Holy Robe” shows medicine pipes, a
sweat lodge, a bison skull, a sun and moon, and
a camp circle with Sun Dance lodge. (Keyser and
Klassen 2001: 272-275)
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The above quote shows that through the depictions of the
individual's spiritual prowess upon material culture — which is
then utilized in religious ceremonies — the transmission and
social signaling of these sacred powers and their indexing
dynamics are still individually and societally operational,
albeit in a subtle and stratified form.

Regardless of the

external pressures, the idea that these powers can be contained
within and through reciprocal relations, yet transmit through
vessels — such as prayerstones, ledgers, robes, landscapes, or
individuals — remained relatively intact in the form of
continuous dialogue by the creation of spiritually charged
material culture.

This material culture was kept spiritual,

religious, and powerful through its utilization in
socioreligious experiences.

The art became a visual signal,

symbolically displaying the individual as a vessel of the
embodied power as it also displayed the concern of society
through the artist's unique stroke.

While these ideas

surrounding medicine, spiritual signaling, and religious
perceptions remained stable within the art and its ceremonial
usage, a significant deviation and re-interpretation of what the
art could pragmatically provide began to form (Keyser 1987;
Keyser and Klassen 2001: 276; Klassen 1995; 1998).
Ledger and robe art began to gain significant popularity
among collectors and researchers (Brownstone 1993).

As interest
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grew for the commercial value, so did the manufacturing of the
ledger and robe art for monetary gain.

This shift from the arts

attributed value that was established in meaningful experiences
into a newly attributed significance driven by simple supply and
demand from external sources shows a transformation in
perceptions regarding the artist's thoughts towards the utility
of the art (Keyser and Klassen 2001: 277-278).

Before

significant commercial interest and value, ledger art served as
an outlet for the oppressed, historical documentation,
sociosymbolic signaling, and nuanced ceremonial representation.
The conscientious decision to produce art for commercial
distribution was detached from the traditional power instilled
in the art.

However, distributing to a broader audience aided

to transmit the current state of culture and society to nonindigenous people.

This can be viewed as the artist's agency to

cultivate an essential dynamic of their indigenous identity.
This shift in the agency of power and securing culture from the
grips of the continued externalized promise of progression was
reflected in iterations of dance ceremonialism and symbolic
shifts of socioreligious processes through rock art traditions.
The direct link between ceremonial, biographic, and artistic
renditions upon ledgers and hides allows for introspection
regarding the continuities and changes of religious power and
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identity and its operational utility it served during specific
periods (Keyser 1987; Keyser et al. 2004).
As pressure from outside sources increased strained
relations between settlers and the indigenous inhabitants, the
reservation period created a foundation for ceremonial practices
to implement and carry the newly imagined ecology of puha.

The

shamanic and healing practices surrounding puha were shifting
from the precontact practices, yet, puha and shamanic practices
such as prophetic messages and sociocultural healing remained
integral in its influence to indigenous religious movements like
the Ghost Dance and the Sun Dance.

Furthermore, the artistic

renditions, like those seen in hide art, were deeply integrated
in symbolic signaling, carrying the foundation of puha in new
forms and functions.
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Chapter 7
PROPHETIC MESSAGES AND A REINVISIONED PUHA IN DANCE
CEREMONIALISM.

7.1 Ghost Dance

Ghost Dance influences of prophecy and puha form within
dance ceremonialism can be attributed to shamanic dynamics.

How

and why these ceremonial dances became integrated into the
social structure is best understood through the historical
context of its genesis and distribution.

The nineteenth century

was inundated with extreme changes impacting the North American
Indian's lifeways, which was reflected in many of their
socioreligious practices.

These practices that arose during the

early stages of Euro-American oppression can be perceived from a
reductionist view as reflexive religious responses toward the
subjugations of reservation confinements and land dispossession
leading to the loss of identity.
Ghost Dances appeared as a gesture of communal healing
through ceremonialism imbued with puha as a form of defiance
against tyranny.

The Ghost Dance was the first religious

movement recorded in the Great Basin as early as 1869 (Jorgensen
1985: 103-104).

The origins of the Sun Dance point to its

genesis from a Walker Lake River Northern Paiute man named
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Wodziwob (Jorgensen 1985: 104).

Wodziwob received early

visions, circa 1860, which granted him the methodology to enact
the early forms of the Ghost Dance.

These early visions told

Wodziwob that the Ghost Dance ceremony would replenish resources
and resurrect dead ancestors to re-establish prosperous times
(Jorgensen 1985: 105).

This early version of the Ghost Dance

was distributed through the Great Basin to the Shoshone (Figure
25) and other bands that experienced hardships and utilized it
as a response for prosperity:

The 1869 Ghost Dance swept north-west and
south-west through California. It also was
carried by proselytizers north, east, and
south throughout the Great Basin. By May,
1870, the severely deprived Northern
Shoshones and Bannocks from the Fort Hall
and Wind River reservations in Idaho and
Wyoming had become active proselytizers for
the religion. At the instigation of
missionaries from these reservations, Ghost
Dances were co-sponsored by all of the
Shoshone and Ute groups in the Rocky
Mountains. The Ghost Dances of the early
1870s represent the first joint ceremonial
undertakings of Utes and Northern Shoshones
and the contexts of extreme deprivation must
have contributed to the willingness of
Shoshones and Utes to convene in hopes of
restoring their territory, life styles, and
deceased ancestors to the exclusion of the
Whites. Whereas the Ghost Dance religion
fell out of use among the Utes during the
mid-1870s, it was performed unabated by
Shoshones and Bannocks at Wind River,
Wyoming through the early 1880s, after which
time adherence began to wane. The religion
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persisted at Fort Hall, Idaho, right up to
and through the 1890s. (Jorgensen 1985: 105)

Wodziwob’s Ghost Dance found Shoshonean societies and
provided a foundation for other symbolism and socioreligious
practices to buttress against.

As Jorgensen (1985) states,

“[T]he manifestations of that religion elsewhere in the Great
Basin represented a synthesis of the traditional Shoshone in
belief in visions, the traditional practice of circle dancing
associated with antelope charming and other subsistence
pursuits, and, perhaps, a borrowing from Sahaptian or Salish
Indians of the Plateau and Northwest Coast of the belief in
prophets, prophesies, and return of the Dead” (Jorgensen 1985:
107).

The transformative positioning of Wodziwob’s Ghost Dance

would be revived through a new vision received by Mason Valley
Northern Paiute prophet known as Wovoka who was moved to create
the religious response (Jorgensen 1985: 104-108).

Much like a

shaman, Wovoka was granted a prophetic dream to begin the curing
rites which could restore the state of the respected society
prior to settlers' arrival.

In a purely reductionists view, the

modus operandi of the Ghost Dance was to rescue the soul of
culture from the grips of modernity, much in the way a shaman
would rescue the soul of an afflicted individual (Hittman 1973:
247-278).
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Figure 25.
Source: Wodziwob Ghost Dance Distribution: Reproduced from, Religious Solutions and Native American
Struggles: Ghost Dance, Sun Dance and Beyond. Jorgensen 1985 (p.106).
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Wovoka’s message urged cooperation with Euro-American
settlers, hard work, and intertribal cooperation so that the
individual could transcend the shortcomings of this world to be
reunited with their ancestors (Jorgensen 1985: 108).

Wovoka’s

message would be reinterpreted and positioned differently for
numerous bands as it was distributed throughout the landscape.
The Fort Hall Shoshone would adopt the Ghost Dance as a process
of immediate transformation (Jorgensen 1985: 108).

The Fort

Hall Shoshone were prolific practitioners of both redemptive and
transformative Ghost Dance versions.

The Fort Hall Shoshone

reconceptualized Wovoka’s original message to state that it
would rid the land of Euro-American’s which contradicted the
philosophy of individual transformation for societal health.

As

the transformative Ghost Dance made way into the Wind River, it
was rejected (Figure 26), but not wholly.

The Wind River

Shoshone positioned the Ghost Dance as a societal cohesion to
bring good health and rid the participants of any ghosts
(Jorgensen 1985: 109-110).
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Figure 26.

Source: Wovoka Ghost Dance Distribution: Reproduced from, Religious Solutions and Native American Struggles:
Ghost Dance, Sun Dance and Beyond. Jorgensen 1985 (p.113).
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These different forms of Ghost Dances were responses to
forms of disparity and struggle.

The urge to replenish the old

cultural and societal wealth was perceived as a possibility
through ceremonious actions like these dances.

The foundation

of the early ceremonial dances was fused with integrating and
compositing belief systems showing the fluidity and adaptability
of these early traditions (Teit 1917: 83; Spier 1935).
Ghost Dance ceremonialism was not concerned with puha in
the vein as a vision quest and the Sun Dance.

Instead, it was

concerned with prophecy and message distribution to dispel
society's dire fate at risk.

Albeit stratified from actively

searching for puha, a prophetic vision fulfills qualifications
for socioreligious visions instilled with methods to secure
societal prosperity.

The Paiute prophets may not have been

shamans concerned with puha; rather, they were visionaries
concerned with transmitting messages of encroaching catastrophes
(Spier 1935: 7-10).

While the reasoning regarding the dance's

influence is often positioned around the cultural cosmology, it
is likely that the external pressures influenced and elicited
these responses as a dualistic catalyst, and even accelerated
the distribution and the specific cultural positioning.

Illness

and strained subsistence strategies, along with foreign
inhabitants, elicited these accelerated religious responses.
The indigenous populace likely responded to these circumstances
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by rooting it into their cosmology and religious practices at an
accelerated pace (Vibert 1995; DeMallie 1982; Sahlins 1985).
Euro-American contact altered far more than the response
seen in the Ghost Dance.

Dream Dances that were initially

concerned with redemptive actions soon became accelerated toward
individual transformative processes displaying a shift in
socioreligious perception and action that unfolded over 30 years
(Spier 1935: 7-10).
One form of introduction of Judeo-Christian and Catholic
belief igniting these early religious responses in the form of
dance traditions may have come to the northwest by way of
Eastern Iroquois who were working as Northwest Company Trappers.
Expeditions regularly entered the Snake River territories, which
may have served as a corridor for the Iroquois to serve as a
transmitting aspect of Catholic belief as early as 1818,
creating an influx of foreign religious pressures (Josephy 1997:
54-81).

There still is no irrefutable evidence that the

Iroquois served as missionaries, or that this could have been
the early catalyst for Ghost Dance’s in the Great Basin.
However, it does provide a glimpse into the multivariate
pressures encroaching which provided intertribal awareness of
religious responses and distributions.
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Early accounts of Nez Perce participating in a
Christianized ceremony have been documented at Fort Hall in 1834
(Townsend 1978: 117).

Other accounts of composite ceremonialism

blending Christianity and indigenous belief had been reported
along the Snake River trade routes that had predated the early
influx of Euro-American Missionaries (Spier 1935: 33).

Thirteen

years later, fleeing religious persecution, Mormon asylees made
their way into the Great Salt Lake valley in hopes of
establishing their new home on the verge of Shoshone and Ute
lands (Bushman 1984).

The Mormon occupancy would soon extend

into the Cache and Tooele valleys, placing foreign pressure and
strained relations between themselves and the Shoshone and Ute
populace (Christy 1978: 235; Coates 1978: 430-452; Smaby 1975:
36-47).

Violence on the overland trails continued with the

height of the bloody conflicts occurring in the intermountain
west regions.

This coupled with the knowledge of further

incoming settlers from the west with differing belief systems.
This quickly became a catalyst for the emergence of a prophetic
tradition rooted in resistance against external circumstances as
seen with the Ghost Dance (Madsen Bannock: 84-110; Madsen 1990:
33-40).
By 1857, word of Indian prophets and the growing momentum
of a cohesive North American Indian ethnogenesis became well
known in the intermountain west.

Unified Indian identity
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standing in opposition to the U.S. Government, settlers,
missionaries, and traders was not shared by every band.
Washakie still retained amicable relations between the U.S.
Government and his followers.

Regardless of Washakie's

relations, the Ghost Dance became a fully integrated religious
movement recognized across many landscapes of the intermountain
west by 1870.

This would then serve as a means of

socioreligious identity and power of the North American Indian
influenced by shamanistic and prophetic religious foundations
(MacMurray 1887; Mooney 1896: 719; Ruby and Brown 1989: 27; RCIA
1862: 268, 1864: 146).

Other dance ceremonies also persevered

as an essential religious function yet did not persist as the
Ghost and Sun Dance.

Once the reservation era became an

undeniable aspect of newly defined lifeways for much of the
North American Indians, newly integrated dynamics from external
influences took place.

As the Ghost Dance became excluded in

the Wind River region, the Eastern Shoshone filled the vacuum
with another socially bonding ceremony as witnessed in the Sun
Dance.

7.2 Sun Dance

The Sun Dance, or the “Standing Alone in Thirst,” dance was
a complex religious ceremony that was thought to be established
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by a Comanche shaman, Yellow Hand.

Yellow Hand was believed to

have learned the Sun Dance from the Kiowa (Hultkrantz n.d.;
Jorgensen 1985: 115 Shimkin 1986).

The Sun Dance has passed

through many stages, and, except for the Shoshonean societies,
was largely a post-reservation phenomenon in the Great Basin
(Jorgensen 1985: 115).

Thought to be an Algonquian Plains or

Cheyenne invention in the early eighteenth century, the Sun
Dance was performed by various Plains tribes in multiple
contexts before it became widely unpracticed due to government
suppression (Jorgensen 1985, 114).
At its core, this spiritual dance is an integral part of
modern Shoshone religious belief.

By 1880 the Sun Dance became

prevalent in Wind River Shoshone societies.

As faith in the

Ghost Dance’s ability to restore culture and society began to
fall due to strained access to essential environments and
mortality rates outweighing birth rates, it was clear why the
Shoshone displaced their hope elsewhere (Jorgensen 1985: 116).
These implications from strained access to specific landscapes
exceeded beyond subsistence strategies; the land was not merely
a material environment; it was an amalgam of the ecology of
puha.
The Sun Dance became a quintessential religious complex for
the Eastern Shoshone, and it was proficient with the ability to
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produce visionary experiences that many spiritual and belief
perceptions pivot from.

The vision quest was the primary vision

seeking complex of the Shoshonean peoples, and with the U.S.
Government restrictions and reservation confinement, the Sun
Dance fulfilled an aspect of vison and dream seeking for puha.
Yet, this Sun Dance religion became primarily focused on the
attainment of puha as a redemptive religious response that they
distributed to other bands and societies from 1890 to present
day (Figure 27) (Jorgensen 1985: 117).
The Sun Dance ceremony is founded materialistically through
its genesis of the Sun Dance Lodge, its meaning, and its
symbolism during the ceremony.

Dancing has played an important

role in many Native American traditions.

Inferring that some

complexities are diffused through cultural transmissions
regarding the Dakota, Cheyenne, and Arapaho peoples are not
without merit (Hultkrantz 1981: 238; Hoebel 1935: 580).

The Sun

Dance Lodge was a tradition that was considered as the legacy of
Yellow Hand and the Haivodïka:

The Sun Dance was the legacy of the Haivodïka to
the Shoshoni, Yellow Hand is credited to be its
originator by tribal tradition. Bazil’s son,
Andy Bazil, and the latter’s nephew both claimed
that Sacajawea brought the Sun Dance to the
Shoshoni from the Comanche; we know that she
stayed a long time with the Comanche and then
moved to the Fort Bridger area. It is probable
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that Sacajawea’s general reputation made her
descendants attribute the beginning of sun
dancing to her influence. However, women had an
inconspicuous part in the Sun Dance ritual as it
was before 1880 (and their role in it is even
smaller today), so Sacajawea could scarcely have
contributed anything of importance here.
Nevertheless, we know that the Sun Dance had a
stronghold among the Haivodïka, and that Bazil,
and after him Andrew were Sun Dance leaders.
They acted as such because they were Yellow
Hand’s descendants. (Hultkrantz n.d.: 154)

The Sun Dance was a product of eighteenth-century Plains
cultures, serving as a canonical preserved representation of a
specific temporal time and place in Plain’s history.

Once the

Sun Dance was introduced to the Shoshone by Yellow Hand, his
descendants retained leadership roles for more than 100 years:

The leadership of the dance was retained
primarily among his descendants for over 100
years. It is reasonably well confirmed that the
Shoshones were performing the ceremony in a
rather stable form by 1820 or 1830. (Jorgensden
n.d.: 154)

Viewing the ritual action as a flowing aspect of culture
illuminates the progressions that ritual actions take on through
societal advances and digressions.

Regardless of the genesis,

the Sun Dance served as an essential socioreligious ceremony for
upholding perceptions of belief.
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Figure 27.
Source: Sun Dance Distribution 1890-1985: Reproduced from, Religious Solutions and Native American Struggles: Ghost
Dance, Sun Dance and Beyond. Jorgensen 1985 (p.117).
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For the Shoshone, the Sun Dance offered a newly perceived
way to structure social perceptions and actions toward belief
into a newly imagined ceremony.

While the vision quest was

often performed in solitude, the Sun Dance was a cohesive
gathering of those participating in the ceremony and
accompanying rituals:

[B]est understood as a political event with
important religious elements. The Sun Dance
expressed variable themes of communal and
personal welfare. More than that, it symbolizes
the cultural, wealth, prowess, and alliances of
the tribe. It marked both expressions of
manhood and of intergenerational ties. (Shimkin
1986: 327)

Even though the Sun Dance functioned similarly at a surface
glance, separate tribes perceived the processes and symbolism
differently.

While the Dakota tradition was rooted within

military function and warfare, other tribes like the Arapaho
placed importance on religious utility.

However, with the

decline of Plains war traditions due to treaty agreements
serving as a cultural erasure during the nineteenth century, the
Sun Dance moved into a newly evolved form of societal healing
(Hultkrantz 1981: 238).
The Shoshonean Sun Dance ceremony took place over four
nights.

The ritual actions that begin prior to the dance may
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consist of symbolic cleansing ceremonies such as ritual bathing
or sweat houses (Shimkin 1986, 327).

The Sun Dance was believed

to have originated through a prophetic dream, or vision, which
happened during the winter months.31

Once a vision is received,

the visionary took the information public, where steps to secure
the traditional ceremony were then set in motion.

Springtime

ushered the proactive actions for securing the Sun Dance (Hoebel
1935).

A teepee was soon erected where the select participants

would gather to begin the ceremony.

The teepee was made of

animal skins, linking the material culture to the socioreligious
dynamics.

The lodge's opening faced east, displaying the rich

symbolism of this sacred direction within multiple Native
cultures.

This symbolism places high importance on the

directionality and function witnessed in smoke offerings to the
four directions during Plain’s vision quests (Hultkrantz 1981:
239).32
The Sun Dance leader — or sponsor — who received the winter
vision, along with the chosen warriors and various assistance,
would then partake in specific rituals leading up to the dance,
one of which was manufacturing the Sun Dance Lodge.

This

31

While no explanation has been given by the Shoshone for the timing of the visions; an interesting correlation of
timing can be seen between the winter visions prior to the preparations for the Sun Dance and the alerting sounds
of the Guardian spirits figuring the landscape with rock art prior to the springtime vision quests.
32 Tobacco offerings were utilized to gain favor of guardian spirits. These votive offerings were to assist in the
successful vision quest and securing the transference of spiritual power.
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process was highly revered by society due to circumstances that
the visionary may suffer.

Failure to recognize and transmit the

dream to the tribe and take action to secure the dance — along
with the proper protocol of specific preparatory rituals — is
believed to result in dire circumstances to the one who received
the vision (Shimkin 1986: 327).
Select military sodality members would approach a tree of
their choosing to enact aggressive ritualized behavior.

This

behavior represented a conflict or a battle through ritual
framing and action.

This was then followed by prayers before

the practitioners proceeded to cut the selected tree down and
then drag it to the Sun Dance lodge's chosen location.

As the

tree was dragged toward the Sun Dance Lodge’s location the
practitioners further counted coups upon tree before erecting it
in the Sun Dance Lodge’s center to be decorated with objects of
significant symbolic representation (Hultkrantz 1981: 248).
Once the sacred lodge manufacturing is complete (Figure 28
and 29), the practitioners entered the space.

These individuals

were adorned in specific ceremonial clothing.

All dancers were

equipped with an eagle bone whistle that was blown, which helped
the dancers enter an altered or trance state more successfully
(Shimkin 1986: 327).
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Figure 28.
Source: Sun Dance Lodge Representation: Reproduced from, Sun Dance of the Hekandika Shoshone, Hoebel .CP(center pole), X(fire), MM/MW(medicine
man/woman),FD/MD(female/male dancers), S(screen of poles, R(railing), D(drummers), X(female singers), I(inactive participants). (p. 573)
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Figure 29.
Source: Image of the Sun Dance Lodge: Reproduced from, The Traditional Symbolism of the Sun Dance Lodge among the Wind River
Shoshone, Hultkrantz (p. 250).)
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The dancers then participated in symbolic actions such as
fasting, praying, and dancing over the next three days, and upon
the third evening, the crux of the ceremony was reached.
During these final hours of vigorous dancing, the transfer
of puha would take place through auditory and visual
hallucinations that the Eastern Shoshone deemed as spiritual
encounters.

The intensity of fasting and dancing placed great

stress upon the body and psyche as a vision quest would have
done to individual supplicants pursuing spiritual encounters.
These Sun Dance visions were then followed by ritual vomiting,
Sun Dance sponsor and leader guidance, and breaking the dry fast
with water (Shimkin 1986: 327).

While this crux of experience

is the quintessence of the Sun Dance, the Shoshonean Sun Dance
possesses nuances that stratify it from similar dance
traditions.

7.3 Change and Continuity within the Shoshone Sundance

The continuity and change of ceremonial and ritual
behaviors considering external pressures caused the Shoshone to
reconceptualize the Sun Dance's visual dynamics, meaning, and
utility.

These changes to dance ceremonialism were not

anomalous, yet drastic changes with regards to foundational
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concepts were uncommon.

Early dance traditions had likely

influenced the relatively updated Shoshone Sun Dance:

Everything seems to indicate that the Wind River
Shoshoni Sun Dance is of comparatively recent
origin. It had, however, a predecessor of
considerable age, a round dance called the "
Father Dance" (apönökar), possibly also the "
Thanksgiving Dance". In this dance, which
continued until recently, the people came
together and shuffled around a cedar tree, while
they thanked the Supreme Being (Tam Apö, " Our
Father") for his gifts and asked him for bounty
in the year to come. Similar prayer dances have
existed among the Shoshoni and Paiute of the
Basin area. (Hultkrantz 1981: 240)

Hultkrantz speaks to the influential aspects that can exist
between societies and places of importance regarding innercultural dynamic changes within religious traditions as seen in
the vison quest and sun Dance’s progressions during EuroAmerican contact on the frontier.

Not only does this behavior

display the adaptation of another sociocultural process, but it
also shows the Shoshone’s ability to dynamically alter their
self-imposed meanings within an essential cornerstone
socioreligious belief within a changing landscape.

Some of the

first ethnographically documented accounts of the Shoshone Sun
Dance date back to the early twentieth century, and these assist
in establishing the beginning perceptions of the Sun Dance and
the relation to the progressions (Hoebel 1935; Shimkin 1953).
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In turning to the question of origin and history
some interesting factors are revealed. That the
Sun Dance had never been practiced by the Lemhi
Shoshone at the time of his visit to them in
1906 was interpreted by Professor Lowie as
evidence of its recent introduction among the
Fort Hall Indians. The ceremony in its present
form was borrowed directly from the Wind River
cognates. This acquisition occurred only 30
years ago. The medicine man “bear,” had failed
in the cure of a tribe woman because of the
inadequacy of his powers. He was then told in a
dream visitation to attempt a Sun Dance as he
had seen it performed on the Powder River in his
youth. He induced his people to participate, and
the first ceremony was held on the Fort Hall
Reservation in 1901. (Hoebel 1935: 578)

A critical aspect that has remained throughout the Sun
Dance ceremony is that the ritual actions assisted in societal
cohesion and health (Hoebel 1935).

The Shoshone Sun Dance lodge

was manufactured much in the same way as the early Plains dance
tradition.

The Center Pole — or wurušagar — was topped with

a buffalo skull (Figure 30), or a kwïc, that faced west.

The

willow nest above the skull was for an eagle, and a carved
wooden doll — sometimes made from buckskin — was placed in the
middle of the wurušagar.
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Figure 30.
Source: Image of the kwïc mounted to the Center Pole: Reproduced from, The Traditional Symbolism of the Sun Dance
Lodge among the Wind River Shoshone, Hultkrantz (p. 253).
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The rich symbolism utilized here displays the importance
and the unique relationships between the society, the
inhabitants of the material and spiritual landscapes, and the
value of these dynamics within the cultural and ecological
settings.

Bison had always been a critical subsistence resource

for the Great Plains and various Shoshonean bands and was
further representative of a prosperous time for many indigenous
inhabitants across the frontier before their decline (Wax 1978).
The bison was revered in mythological dialogue and represented
throughout other religious dynamics such as Dinwoody and
ceremonial rock art (Hoebel 1935; Keyser and Klassen 2001, 125202).
The Shoshone dance ceremony did not always display a
harvested bison skull upon the wurušagar as other Sun Dance
iterations (Hultkrantz 1981: 242).

This could have been for

various reasons, one of which being the significant depletion of
bison in the Great Plains due to the indiscriminate massacre
during most of the nineteenth century.
During the Sun Dance ceremony, participants abstained from
drinking water; this was known as dry fasting to accelerate
reaching trance states.

The ritual actions entailed dancing up

to posts with screens adorned with ledger and hide art that
depicted what had been seen in the medicine men's visionary
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experiences and various cosmological and mythological figures.
Railings surrounded the sacred dance space (Hoebel 1935: 576)
and were placed to prevent fainting dancers from falling beyond
the manufactured sacred space into mundane space.

This symbolic

positioning displays the perceptions of the Sun Dance Lodge's
sacredness through the manufactured sacred space and the
participants' positioning within the space.

Protecting the

dancer from falling into mundane space maintains the positioning
of the individual to remain in a liminal state, sustaining the
potential to enter a vision, while at the same time protecting
the sacred space from being compromised by any form of profane
transference.

If a dancer were to exit the manufactured

religious space, it could jeopardize the sacredness of the
entire ceremony, rendering the space and the value impractical.

7.4 Sun Dance Visions and Symbolism

Accounts of Eastern Shoshone Sun Dances indicate that
participants experienced hallucinations during the ceremony.
These were not perceived as visions as etic viewers may suggest,
yet emically the participants did experience visions.

These

visions typically occur near the end of the ceremony.

The Sun

Dance differs from the vision quest in that the search for
individualized visions in solitude is not the driving factor.
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However, visions are often obtained during the loss of
consciousness and even seizures that arose from the exhaustive
dancing coupled with fasting.

Accounts of the kwïc coming to

life with blinking and rolling eyes have been recorded
(Hultkrantz 1981: 253).

Other occurrences recall moments of

visual hallucinations of the entire kwïc animating:

As the thirst of the dancers increased,
informants said the buffalo head took on life to
the dancers. Illusory effects of the buffalo
moving, winking his eyes, and shaking his head
in the manner of a bull are commonly
experienced. The symbolism of the buffalo is
associated with his ability to withstand thirst
for long periods, as well as the fact that the
bull leads the heard to water. Furthermore, it
is maintained that the buffalo was the source of
strength and life as the food-giver of the
people and hence deserved a place of prominence
in the worship. (Hoebel 1935: 576)

The bison's symbolic importance and its place within the
Shoshone worldview are dynamic, especially with its linking to
water deprivation in the ritual.

As stated above, the buffalo

was an essential subsistence resource for many indigenous
American Indians (Hultkrantz 1981: 252).

However, the

veneration it receives transcends its subsistence reasoning as
the driving force for its presence in the Sun Dance.
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Much of Plains lifeways were structured around harvesting
bison meat through large communal horse-mounted hunting
excursions.

The bison also structured a spiritual dialogue

through the perceptions of it serving as the king or "chief of
all animals," displaying its prowess as a guardian of animals
(Hultkrantz 1981: 254).

The utilization of the kwïc can be

further reconciled with the emic belief that the Sun Dance was
gifted to the Shoshone through a prophetic vision by the buffalo
spirit:

Our Father on high sent me to you to tell you
that a certain power will be imparted to you.
It will enable you to cure those who are sick.
You may cure any sickness by faith and prayer.
I shall give you that power.... When you have
gone through [the Dance] the power will help you
to extract those agents that make people sick.
(Hultkrantz 1981: 247)

Another account of the buffalo imparting the knowledge of
the Sun Dance to a Shoshone supplicant is displayed through an
origin myth:

An origin myth is extant of a hunter who, dying
of starvation, lay down to rest. He heard a
singing voice and went over a hill to see.
There he saw a buffalo which spoke to him and
asked him if he was afraid. It promised to give
him a great medicine. It told him how to build
a lodge for the ceremony and how to perform the
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dance which was to last four days without any
drinking or eating by the participants. The
buffalo also gave him four songs to teach his
people. These are the songs which are sung at
the raising of the center pole and at the
sunrise ritual. New songs are still given to
the people by the buffalo in dreams. (Hoebel
1935: 579)

The accounts above illuminate essential factors regarding
the visual dynamics of the Sun Dance and its depth of utility
along with its meaningful value.

The accounts which position

the Sun Dance as an avenue for visionary encounters with the
spirit world come to the supplicants through these mythological
figures.

Hultkrantz's informant provides a dialogue of an

encounter with a mythological being taking place as a supplicant
met with a guardian spirit who was perceived as a messenger from
Our Father.

Hoebel details a methodology given by a buffalo

guardian spirit during a dream to the supplicants.

Both

accounts show the prosperous bond between the material and
spirit world through a phenomenological relationship between the
supplicant's ability to enter the spirit world.

The supplicant

then utilizes the experience, serving as a vessel of the
prophetic message within society for collective health and
prosperity.

While the individual's divinity is not explicitly

expressed, the guardian spirit enters a reciprocal relationship
of knowledge and puha transference, which situates the
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individual to navigate both landscapes as a representative of
divine dynamics.

The supplicant is entrusted with specific

prescriptions and an explicit methodology for healing and
carrying out the dance ceremonialism to sustain society's
spiritual health.

This symbolism of immaterial and material

transmission and navigation is further carried into the Sun
Dance's ceremonialism and materials.
The symbolism in the Sun Dance Lodge is multi-layered, as
the lodge's construction represents many dynamic aspects of
ritual, belief, and cosmology.

The most sacred locale within

the lodge is the wurušagar (Hultkrantz 1981; Hoebel 1935).

The

wurušagar is highly revered as it symbolically serves as the
axis mundi of the cultivated sacred space (Hultkrantz 1981).
During visionary experiences, the wurušagar is said to gift
water to the dancers during the ritual when they enter states of
severe thirst.

An inference can be made that the significance

of water within the lodge's most sacred place is linked to the
ritual action of those abstaining from water days on end for
dramatic ritual actions, positioning, and framing.

Linking

cosmological symbolism with natural and material environmental
properties is not enacted coincidentally during religious
ceremonialism, as this interrelated symbolic power is at the
heart of an ecology of puha.

The Eastern Shoshone were aware of

the implications and symbolic language portrayed through these
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materials and their actions.
on the wurušagar.

The buffalo head was also located

The combination of symbolic materials atop

the wurušagar displays totemic cosmological importance,
particularly concerning the wurušagar serving as a
transformational symbolic structure that linked the Sun Dance
lodge to the cosmological world, the Supreme Deity, space, and a
emerging Christian influence as detailed by L. St. Clair:

Chief Dick Washakie told Grace Hebard in 1926
that the cottonwood tree of the Sun Dance hall
represented God. L.S.C.'s opinion was that this
forked pole " is a sign for the Milky Way. The
Milky Way is believed to be a great path over
which travel the people who have passed to the
beyond". Thus the center pole has the function
of being a replica of God and of the " backbone
of the sky," as the Shoshoni call the Milky Way
(tugungu:himp). The cosmic associations are
obvious. The center, God, the Milky Way, the
communication channel-this is the world pole,
the axis mundi, and the road to God and the
powers above. (Hultkrantz 1981: 252)

The tugungu:himp, or the Milky Way — often referred to as
the backbone of the sky — is mentioned in mythological stories
as the road that leads to a heavenly realm, further displaying
the multivocal symbolism between the Sun Dance symbolic
positioning, mythology, and cosmology.

The tugungu:himp is

believed to be the path which the dead take to enter their next
world.

These symbolic properties may provide an inference of a
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heavenly realm that would have been influenced by Christian
doctrine:

According to Shoshoni beliefs the Milky Way is
the path trodden by the dead on their way to the
world beyond. The sacred pole is thus a ritual
replica of this road. Now, the Milky Way is
called in Shoshoni tugungu:himp, "the backbone
of the sky." This name apparently refers to the
axis mundi that keeps up the sky. The
implication is, of course, that the sacred pole
is the world pole. (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 289)

The wurušagar is further decorated with symbolic material
items.

Atop the kwïc is placed a sihöwi or a bed of willow

grass.

This sihöwi bundle symbolizes the seasonal growth and

the resurgence of Mother Earth.

The Earth is the womb of all

life; the Mother Earth's symbolism is an archetypal
representation of this life-giving force, as seen detailed in
the Eastern Shoshone origin stories (Hultkrantz 1987(a): 283).
This is a symbolic representation of the lifeforce for humans;
it represents the earth's ecological cycle, providing resources
for the animals, which becomes food for humans.

The material

implications are also linked to the immaterial properties that
are detailed in Shoshonean belief.

The Earth is the theatre and

landscape for all immaterial and material properties, the
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importance of these interlinking properties cannot be
overstated.
For the Shoshone, the importance of the environment is
essential for lifeways, and it is represented here through the
archetypal Mother Earth figure of the sihöwi.

The sihöwi's

presence near the top of the wurušagar is a testament to the
admiration and relationship that the Eastern Shoshone held for
their landscapes.
Symbolic dynamics of sociopolitical gender roles
surrounding the usage of the sihöwi are present during thew Sun
Dance.

The willows are physically manipulated by female

observers and singers to signify their cultural role of foraging
for edible plants.
Beyond serving as an archetypal representation of Mother
Earth and a food source, the sihöwi is also the home of the
kwina, or eagle (Hultkrantz 1981: 254).

The significant

representations of various Shoshonean figures such as the eagle
— or kwina — is established through the rich symbolism, and the
veneration continues into the mythology related to the Sun
Dance's second symbolic reorientations.

Original accounts of

the Sun Dance being gifted to the supplicant in a vision has
been proceeded by the revival vision given by a great eagle
dream:
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Like the buffalo the eagle is a most sacred
being. L. S. C. told me that he represents "
the second message" in the Sun Dance legend, at
the same time as he symbolizes peace and purity.
"The second message" was handed down to L. S. C.
by Judge Ute and begins in the following way:
"Many years after the introduction of the Sun
Dance [through the buffalo vision], when the
first Sun Dancers had long been dead, a young
Shoshoni had a nightly vision. It was an eagle
that came flying from the place of sunset
towards east, into the tipi of the sleeping
young man. The spirit said that he should make
new the “endurance dance.” The eagle ordered
some new ritual performances, prescribed that an
eagle bird was appended to the “backbone” pole,
and that black rings should be painted on the
nether part of the center pole for the number of
days the dance should run. (Hultkrantz 1981:
255)

This account calls for the supplicant to act in securing a
ceremony much like that of their predecessor.

However, the new

guardian — the eagle — of the vision called upon the supplicant
to introduce new materials and symbolism to be integrated into
the ceremony.
The eagle vision ushered in a new dynamic through this
account and established its perceptual importance within the
spiritual hierarchy through the newly defined symbolic
representations.

The eagle being fashioned to the backbone pole

integrates the eagle’s symbolic properties to act as an
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intermediary being of each realm.

The positioning of the eagle

speaks to the sky realm in which it lives.
of eagles is not restricted to the pole.

The material usage

In fact, the usage of

eagle bone whistles and feathers makes it a highly utilized and
integral aspect of the Sun Dance's transcendental symbolism in
its ability to aid in the progression of the participants into
altered states.
Eagle feathers are an essential aspect of ritual action
within the Sun Dance ceremony as medicine men have bundles
adorned with feathers.

These are then waved and brushed against

the wurušagar to absorb its healing powers before touching those
awaiting medicine and good fortune.

While this is not

necessarily an encounter with a guardian spirit, it is a
transference of puha from the spiritual realms into natural
environments that are displayed symbolically, interacted with
literally, and utilized pragmatically.

Through the act of

brushing a feather against the wurušagar, the participant has
encountered the intangible spiritual resources and then they are
granted power without undergoing an individual vision quest.
While no vision was necessary to secure healing, the
symbolic representations compounded to the wurušagar and the
cultivation of a symbolic sacred place allow for this
transference of puha.

This displays the importance of the
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ritual framing, action, and symbolism that becomes implemented
into material culture through belief system structuring and
religious perceptions that then feed back into the loop of
ritual action and symbolism during the ceremonial processes
creating an ecology of puha (Hultkrantz 1981: 255-256).
These relationships between the participants and the Sun
Dance garner their importance through time by continuous use of
specific ritual action in conjunction with cultivated sacred
material culture.

Each aspect of the perceived belief structure

is utilized through these symbolic representations, and with
these, the Eastern Shoshone create a distinct Sun Dance ceremony
that allows for the transference of puha to individuals through
a collective experience for tribal prosperity.

While the eagle

vision ushered in a new set of ceremonious parameters and
symbolic interpretations that were accepted by the tribe as a
prosperous offering, a new challenge of foreign symbolic
integration came with the establishment of the reservation.

7.5 Historic Impacts on the Sun Dance

Contact with settlers, fur traders, and missionaries
impacted the rituals, symbolism, and beliefs among North
America's indigenous inhabitants.

Reservation confinement

assisted in establishing the Sun Dance as the cornerstone for
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spiritual health, albeit more by necessity and not by choice.
However, the traditional practices and symbols of the Eastern
Shoshone Sun Dance underwent interior and exterior adaptations
to secure the religious identity from further fragmentation.
Various symbolic objects adopted new meanings to adhere to
the Judeo-Christian beliefs and values that were becoming
integrated by assimilation within reservation life.

The

utilization of military and warring aspects of the Plains Sun
Dance became a contentious focal point of negotiation by
religious clergymen and missionaries in the late nineteenth
century.

Pacification regarding war traditions and rituals was

being implemented through assimilation of the Judeo-Christian
ideology superimposed upon traditional spiritual practices and
philosophies (Hultkrantz 1981: 261).

Through the assimilation

process, suppression began to take form, and increasing
pressures from the U.S. Government and the confinement of
reservation life led the Eastern Shoshone to orient specific
socioreligious practices and spiritual symbols into a JudeoChristian schema to appease the U.S. Government and settlers.
There is no argument against the loss of a dynamic
socioreligious process and its symbolism in the wake of newly
assimilated belief systems.

However, this evolution provides a

glimpse into the dynamic and innovative adaptation efforts of
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the Eastern Shoshone to continue practicing deeply integrated
socioreligious ceremonialism through the guise of new
interpretations produced from reservation life.
The wurušagar began to share its traditional indigenous
symbolism with the newly adapted Judeo-Christian symbolism,
acting as a signifier of the cross and Christ.

The buffalo head

also became reinterpreted as a symbol for Christ, while the
willows served as symbolic depictions of holy water cultivated
by Christ.

The lodge structure integrated additional symbolism

signifying Christ's grave.

The lodge's objects' sacredness did

not diminish in their utility; instead, they gained power when
considering their dynamic ability to translate multiple symbolic
representations across two different belief structures.
The ceremonial dancing adopted a new interpretation serving
as a ritual performance of the crucifixion of Jesus.

Judeo-

Christian apostles then became symbolically tethered to the
lodge rafters serving a newly integrated dualistic purposeful
link between heavenly realms and the material world operating in
conjunction with the indigenous symbolism (Hultkrantz 1981:
259).

The eagle and buffalo adopted multivocal symbolic

interpretations.

The eagle emerged as a representation of the

New Testament and the second iteration of the Sun Dance vision,
while further repositioning placed the buffalo as the Sun
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Dance's original messenger to be symbolically multivocal in its
reinterpretation as the Old Testament (Hultkrantz 1981: 260).
The symbolism here is not fully integrated across both
belief systems seamlessly.

The perceptions of the original

beliefs regarding the eagle and buffalo vision spirits
significantly differ from the Judeo-Christian deity, which
itself undergoes perceptual changes between the Old to New
Testaments.

What is witnessed here is not an attempt by the

Eastern Shoshone to fully integrate their Euro-American peers'
religious beliefs.

Instead, the Eastern Shoshone seemingly

attached these values to continue practicing their religious
ceremonies.

As the Ghost Dance aided in establishing a unified

response of indigenous religious identity, the Eastern
Shoshone's religious identity became further solidified through
their distinct ability to continue practicing their iteration of
the Sun Dance.

The Eastern Shoshone were not replacing their

figures and symbolic meanings; they allowed Judeo-Christian
beliefs to share their environment, cultivated sacred space, and
perceptions.
This reinterpretation of the symbolism within the Sun Dance
can be viewed from various angles.

The assertion can be made

that these changes arose from purposeful and forced dilution of
a specific cultural ritual.

However, a further assertion can be
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employed, stating that the reinterpretation was a complicated
process enacted by the Eastern Shoshone, who recognized the
newly introduced and imposed belief structure.

The capitulation

between the Shoshone's symbolic structures shows dynamic
flexibility that is often seen in their ability to adapt to
changes within their internal and external environment.

By

supplementing new symbolic meaning into the traditional Sun
Dance, the Shoshone could continue practicing an essential
aspect of their culture that is a cornerstone of their religious
identity that distills every dynamic of their societal health.
However, this was not the first instance of the Sun Dance
evolving, nor is it the first instance of cultures clashing and
reinventing or integrating aspects into processes already in
place.

What is seen here is the knowledge possessed by the

Eastern Shoshone in a specific period that displays these
capitulations between two separate belief systems attempting to
cohesively blend in the face of assimilation and ecological
factors.
While resolute reasons for the abandonment of the vision
quest and the reimagining practice of form and function of puha
are voluminous, a pivotal component to such an abrupt shift in
ritual and religious practice was undoubtedly due to reservation
confinement and incoming foreign belief systems positioned
toward domination of new environments and eradication of the old
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societies.

Yet, this is not the singular driving force for the

reorientation of the Eastern Shoshone’s ecology of puha.

Other

changes regarding puha procuring rock art practices can be
witnessed within the prehistoric, protohistoric, and historical
periods that may clarify why such changes reflect upon the
relationship between human perception and interaction within
specific landscapes and how these become represented within the
material culture and socioreligious practices.

While the

practice and form of puha shifted from solitude vision seeking
pre-reservation era into dance ceremonialism post reservation;
the rock art of the area assists in an image-based display of
the societal perceptions and ceremonial shifts pre-and-post
Euro-American contact for the Eastern Shoshone and their
indigenous neighbors.
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CHAPTER 8
REFLECTIONS

The ecology of puha of the Eastern Shoshone is complex in
its form and function.

This exploration aimed to illuminate the

continuity and change regarding the relationship to puha, the
manufactured material culture, and the accompanying ceremonial
and ritual actions.
The Eastern Shoshone's religious identity and societal
health were consistently positioned around their ability to
procure puha through phenomenological experiences often at dream
sites or through socioreligious rites and actions.

These

experiences granted individuals a unique lexicon of symbolic
signaling and socioreligious positioning in the form of a newly
integrated knowledge from spiritual powers that transferred into
the material culture and lifeways.

While unique, these

practices and the ecology of puha were witnessed early in the
archeological record of Great Basin societies who practiced
shamanic vision quests hypothesized to be linked with rock art.
This transference of vision seeking rites integrated into the
material world likely influenced the practices surrounding the
Dinwoody Tradition and the puha practices of the Eastern
Shoshone displaying a functional continuity of 11,000 B.P.

In

addition, the mobile votive offerings seen through the
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prayerstone hypothesis (Thomas 2019) and the petroglyph slabs at
the Sand Draw Dump site provide an avenue for interpretation
with regards to the use and practice of mobile material culture
extending back archeologically to Great Basin roots.
This long tenured thread of puha situated within natural
and religious structures can then display the absolute fixation
upon the seamless integration of religious belief and everyday
life that was the lodestar to Eastern Shoshone modes of being.
While the influx of new beliefs and promises of "modernity"
impacted their lifeways, puha never was situated or separated
from the material landscape as material cultural practices
became oriented to uplift the society in face of incoming
pressures.

Physical and proximal separation was imposed by the

U.S. Government separating the Shoshone from essential and
traditional resources, yet the most sacred practices and
perceptions were not relinquished completely.

Instead, what is

seen is a shift in the form rather than the function, and these
shifts in form were often signaled across multiple mediums.

The

society's intuitiveness regarding their position led to changes
that were implemented in actions and processes that become
sustainable and at times were even welcomed.

Whether these

changes reflect the impending clash between ideologies or
ecological impacts is simply one aspect of the process of
emerging identities; recognizing a possible change does not
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implement change, but it may be the purest form of a catalyst
regarding the change.

The actions driven by recognition is a

mechanism in these processes, and this can be witnessed in
ancestral and contemporary Shoshonean belief and the action
situated around an ecology of puha.

The Sun Dance did not

replace the vision quest simply because it could.

The

ethnographic data and historical timeline of modernity churning
through indigenous territories assists in understanding as to
why it became seemingly abandoned in the twentieth century.
The nuances of the Euro-American’s presence, failed
assimilations, and indigenous religious movements refuting the
reservation era illuminates the complexity and pressure a
society is under to abandoned integral socioreligious dynamics
that shaped indigenous perceptions and identity.

A

reductionist’s view may postulate that the vision quest may have
superseded the society's need and the individuals calling for
visions, puha, and healing due to the return on investment
during the reservation era.

However, the reservation era is not

to be viewed from the reductionist’s lens.

Viewing the

multilayered actions illuminates the forced consolidations in
addition to strained and unpermitted access to tebiwas and the
depletion of resources.

It shows that these actions were

nothing short of an ethnocidal methodology employed by the U.S.
Government to coerce cooperation — or forcefully impose it —
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through cultural dispossession.

The Eastern Shoshone, and many

other indigenous bands, were acting in accordance to these
impositions to remain tethered to their identity, and to do so
would require their ability to reorient their socioreligious
practices for profound societal return.
Societies of all categories are heavily vested in the
returns on exchange.

Whether these transfers are religious or

secular, the expended actions are considered.

For the Eastern

Shoshone, every exchange and transaction required sacrifice and
planning, and the risks of these actions that impact their
lifeways and worldviews arise through heightened risk to reward
ratios.
A vision quest is a process saturated with both risk and
reward.

Due to the individual nature, the individual's taxation

is echoed through society, whether the quest is successful or
failed.

This outcome could very well be the fabric that

strengthens the individual and society or weakens it.

Relying

on an individual's quest to bring healing power and prosperity
to be distributed into society became unsuitable in the
reservation era when individual identity was outweighed by
securing the social identity.

Suppose there was a possibility

that society could mitigate such risks while increasing their
chances for the rewards, particularly considering the impending
consolidation.

This change in form may likely be welcomed if we
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consider the circumstances that the Shoshone faced once settlers
infiltrated the landscapes, these changes began to clarify the
reasoning behind the actions.

The Eastern Shoshone were aware

of the incoming societal and ideological clash and began to
display these changes within the material culture.
With the presence of early immigrants in Eastern Shoshone
territory, an immediate shift was on the horizon, and this shift
was the early recognition of a significant change that can be
historically referenced.

A society under threat of significant

changes may compartmentalize their most contemporary lifeways
and worldviews to remain independent in their identity, and that
is what is be witnessed with the change from one socioreligious
dynamic to the next.

With reservation consolidations and the

strained access to pohakhanti’s, it proved to be essential that
the Eastern Shoshone recognized this need to integrate spiritual
power hunting rituals and dynamics into a more socially binding
movement.

This provided group strengthening of their religious

identity during times of crisis which further provided a
foundation for newly integrated religious protests like that of
the Ghost Dance.

Furthering this, the Eastern Shoshone

seemingly did not attempt to reintegrate the vision quest back
to its operational zenith, even when prosperous times fell upon
them during contact with settlers.

Is this evidence of the

society streamlining their operations?

Perhaps, but as
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previously encountered, the history leading up to the Wind River
reservation is filled with more than one event that could have
led to such a streamlining of processes such as migrations,
intermingling, decreasing populations, and ecological impacts.
The return on investment through the Sun Dance is a vital
piece of evidence in the repositioning form of puha.
Nevertheless, it is still one brush stroke to a larger portrait.
The perceived world grew more significant, and with it, space,
where ideology took hold, became cluttered.
began to be utilized in different ways.

The environment

Competition for

landscapes and eradication of resources were tactics for
assimilation.

The depletion of resources — both tangible and

intangible — placed the indigenous populations into challenging
negotiations that were not beneficial for perpetuation of their
societies.

A culture was lying in the wake of colonial

prosperity, modernity, and manifest destiny, and with every move
towards modernity, assimilation and loss of traditional
perceptions and practices was imminent.

Without contention,

North American Indians' movement into treaty lands and
reservations was a significant stain upon the U.S. Government's
failed negotiations between indigenous inhabitants.
The Eastern Shoshone identity is a portrait of their
movements toward this promised prosperous age practiced
through an ecology of puha reflecting their perceptions toward
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their environments and circumstances.

The ritual practices

found of the Great Basin and the diffused aspects witnessed
through the changing motifs of rock art, movements of
subsistence patterns, utilization of land in ritual action, and
culture intermingling display these continuities and changes
of puha reflected in the early archeological record.

Whether

one examines soapstone distributions, the hypothesized Numic
migrations, or the continuity and change in puha perceptions, it
is disingenuous to assert one specific catalyst that led to one
culturally identifying moment; many moments were defining, yet
none were as taxing and imposing as the reservation era.
Imparting a singular approach to account for the vision
quest's abandonment would indicate that only a single brush
stroke portrayed the Eastern Shoshone's religious identity.

The

culture of the Eastern Shoshone has never been static;
presupposing that their relations to puha and religious identity
would do so considering a changing world is disingenuous.

Yet,

this does not atone for the erasure imposed by the U.S.
Government.

Societies were and are continuing to be lost, and

this amount of loss cannot be accounted for.

The unrelenting

spirit and fortitude of the indigenous populace in the face of
modernity displays the complexity and resolute defiance towards
ideas that were threatening to their lifeways and worldviews.
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What is witnessed is not a primitive society unwavering to
change.
notions.

The changes and adaptability argue against such
The changes implemented by the Eastern Shoshone,

specifically to the vision quest, the Sun Dance, and its
symbolism post-reservation life, is evidence of processes that
were essential to their sacred identity and function.

Whether

the change was to reconcile a fracture in the socioreligious
belief — or tactics of identity emergence through material
culture manufacturing and socioreligious practice — the Eastern
Shoshone consciously oriented these dynamics to remain as true
to their identity as was allotted.

These changes and

sociosymbolic signaling were further reflected within the corpus
of Plains rock art and ledger art, displaying the form and
function of sacred power and the effects of Euro-American
contact outside of the Eastern Shoshone society.
The location of Shoshonean territories and their material
culture displays various key characteristics in their choices of
acceptance and rejection of influences from other societies.
Between the multiple rock art forms existing within the area the
Eastern Shoshone were accepting of influential concepts from
Plains tribes such as the Sun Dance.

Why would the Shoshone

allow a largely dominated Plains socioreligious dynamic take
root for many of their Great Basin vision seeking traditions?
As detailed above, streamlining the religious practices due to
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assimilation was a major catalyst, yet an integration of a new
religious dynamic in such a condensed timeline is an anomaly.
The Shoshone did not adopt the Plains rock art, yet they
accepted the Plains Sun Dance and conceptualized it within their
own religious framework.

It can be inferred that this was not

as anomalous as seen etically.

Yellow Hand was Comanche, and

with that thread of Shoshonean relation, perhaps this made it
acceptable.

While Plains rock art was not concerned with

Shoshonean puha, it was concerned with social and spiritual
signaling.

Landscapes were used for this signaling, and the

reservation era impacted these societal functions much in the
way the Shoshonean bands were impacted.
Ceremonial rock art shifted biographically, becoming
focused on the historical detailing’s of successful coups, war
honors, and the horse's introduction and utilization.

The

Plains artistic traditions' adaptability displayed the
everchanging relationship of their surroundings, which impacted
how the inhabitants could signal their spiritual powers and
sustain their religious identity through practice over time.
They faced many of the same pressures as the indigenous bands of
the intermountain west; resources were depleted, changing land
and territory ownership perceptions arose, and unwanted
consolidations placed severe strains on indigenous bands.
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Implying that the reservation era and Judeo-Christian
ideology forced the Native American Indians to abandon the longtenured practices founded through millennial religious practices
is not unfounded, but it does remove the agency of choice from
the indigenous identity.

Yes, reservation confinement impacted

these practices, yet, it illuminated the complexity of religious
identity by choosing how to relate to their spiritual and
natural landscapes no matter the circumstance.

Religious

rebuttal practices swept across the territories, the Sun Dance
was introduced to the Shoshone by Yellow Hand, and an emergence
of a broader ethnic identity bound in perseverance and
unification was witnessed.

The material culture rising from the

wake of Euro-American contact is a reflection of the agency
available to the indigenous populace, and it displays the
functional changes and continuities that not only took place in
pre and post-contact but over vast temporal and spatial
stretches displaying a resolute identity of religious-based
practice rooted in landscapes distilled as an ecology of puha.
As territories continue to face changes through
development, continued progression, and new ages of modernity,
societies will face their reconceptualization of what place they
hold within that structure, what value it holds, what will
remain continuous, and what can be culled off.

The Eastern

Shoshone's continued tenure of religious identity
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through puha integrating into a unique, cohesive identity of
indigenous perceptions founded in socioreligious rites,
practices, rebuttals, and healings is not easily conceptualized
within our contemporary ideological and sociological
constructs.
What does this mean and what can this teach us?

First, the

resolute belief in a continuous singularity — such as sacred
spiritual power — through millennia can display the utility that
resolute belief and practice has for the identity and cohesion
of society.

No matter the circumstance, a lodestar remains, and

even without intent, such a passionate focus on a single focal
point creates a legacy that history can illuminate.

The legacy

witnessed through the detailed puha practices is attending to
relationships of not matter in the ontological sense, but of
what matters in the metaphysical sense.

The continued dialogue

and maintenance with the landscape that was practiced and so
quickly diminished by the promised new age of progression from
settlers and the U.S. Government is reflected in the material
culture and socioreligious practices that creates an ecology
of puha.
The beliefs and reverence for the natural environment which
situated the most venerated aspects of their culture were
overlooked by societies that deemed themselves as progressive
and modern.

The progressive new age arrived, and with it, the
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West's implemented culture has now dominated the frontier as it
set out to do.

The current lodestar of western culture has been

concerned with further dominion over the landscape in hopes that
this machine conceived as "modernity" can continue to enlighten
and dawn new ages of prosperity with furthered progression;
albeit oriented or not.

The cost is often overlooked and not

taken into consideration until retrospectively visited.

The

carrying capacity of our natural environments is not suited for
the insatiable desire for what comes next.

If the Eastern

Shoshone's lodestar was puha, western culture's is undoubtedly
progression and expansion, and the ideas and models attached to
these ideologies are endless, but resources are not.

If history

on the frontier has displayed a lesson, perhaps it is in the
form of its own prophetic messages urging societies to sit with
elders, to mythologize and enter dialogue with our landscapes
and environments — both natural and immaterial — and give
attention to history and the cost of ushering in a new age
regardless of the presupposed intentions.
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End Notes

i

Puha is a Shoshonean word defining spiritual power that is attained through dialogue, action, and experiences
with a spiritual being. Throughout the document, the word will be utilized as a signifying word for similar
perceptions of other societies that engage in similar socio-religious actions for spiritual power. When referring to
Shoshonean spiritual power the word will be italicized: e.g., puha. For all other usage not signifying a Shoshonean
perceptual framework, the word will be used without italics: e.g., puha. For further reading of puha see (Thomas
2019).
ii Land ownership was a concept that was not established and p[perceived in the same context by the indigenous
populace as it was by the U.S. Government and Euro-American settlers. With the socioreligious connotations and
actions between the environment, landscapes, spaces, and biota and the Shoshone, owning land would have the
implication of owning phenomenological dynamics like spirits and power that had not been gained rightfully.
Furthermore, the allotments and land ownership was a disadvantage for many indigenous peoples as farming was
a foreign concept that was not integrated toward traditional lifeways which many elders were attempting to
sustain. For further reading of the Dawes Allotment Act and the socioreligious beliefs oriented toward landscapes
see Carlson 1978; Francis and Loendorf 2002; BIA 2021).
iii Not every Shoshonean band hunted or had access to bison as an essential subsistence resource. Yet, many of
these bands utilized these animals in various ways beyond a mere subsistence resource. Hides were used for
clothing, shelter, and sociosymbolic materials such as painted ceremonial hides and teepees.
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